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Abstract

Image guided orthopedic intervention has seen rapid development in the past two
decades. In many applications, the intraoperative use of medical imaging data has in-
creased the safety and robustness of the surgical outcome. However it has also increased
the applied radiation dose. Navigation systems were introduced in order to reduce the
invasiveness of such procedures, while increasing the accuracy and safety of the proce-
dures. The clinical procedures are often complex. Newly introduced systems often add
more complexity and are not smoothly integrated into the clinical work�ow. This the-
sis introduces two new concepts for computer aided surgery. Based on these concepts,
it proposes innovative solutions satisfying the application speci�c requirements of the
exemplary application for computer assisted spine surgery.

The �rst concept is based on a head mounted display for in-situ visualization. Initial
clinical tests have shown that standard visualization methods based on volume and simple
slice rendering are not su�cient for successfully performing surgical tasks. Therefore, a
novel and promising alternative for in-situ guidance was designed, developed and evalu-
ated, comprising a hybrid combination of standard slice-based visualization (commonly
used during navigated procedures) with in-situ visualization. The second system is based
on a mobile C-arm extended by a rigidly attached video camera originally proposed by
Navab et al. [168]. The basic system enables image overlay of video and X-ray image
without online calibration or registration. The newly designed and implemented exten-
sions of this system facilitate guided instrumentation and a smooth integration into the
surgical work�ow.

During the technical evaluation and preclinical phantom and cadaver studies, both
newly introduced concepts proved to o�er promising support during image guided spine
interventions. In addition to the traditional assessment of image guided surgery systems,
a methodology is proposed for a reference-based assessment and a comparison between
state-of-the-art, clinically used procedures and procedures based on the newly proposed
systems. This methodology is based on the analysis of the clinical work�ow, the design of
simulated procedures, and their structured analysis. This model was applied to compare
the newly developed camera augmented mobile C-arm system with the clinically applied
�uoro CT guidance for vertebroplasty interventions.
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Zusammenfassung

In den letzten beiden Jahrzehnten haben sich bildunterstützte, navigierte Operationen
rasant weiterentwickelt. Die Verwendung intraoperativer Bildgebung hat die Sicherheit
vieler medizinischer Eingri�e verbessert, gleichzeitig jedoch auch zu einer erhöhten Strah-
lendosis während der Operation beigetragen. Es wurden Navigationslösungen eingeführt,
um die Eingri�e gleichzeitig schonender und sicherer zu machen. Der klinische Arbeits-
ablauf ist häu�g kompliziert. Neue Operationssysteme fügen weitere Komplexität hinzu
und lassen sich nicht nahtlos in den klinischen Arbeitsablauf integrieren.

Die vorliegende Arbeit stellt zwei neue Konzepte für eine intuitive, intra-operative,
bildunterstützte Navigation vor. Ausgehend von diesen Konzepten, werden innovative
Lösungen vorgeschlagen, um den anwendungsspezi�schen Anforderungen von Eingri�en
an der Wirbelsäule gerecht zu werden.

Das erste neue Konzept ermöglicht mittels eines Head Mounted Displays eine Visuali-
sierung direkt in den Operationssitus. Erste vorklinische Tests zeigen, dass Standardme-
thoden für die Visualisierung mittels Volumen- und Schichtdaten-Rendering keine ausrei-
chende Darstellung für eine erfolgreiche intra-operative Navigation bieten. Daher wurde
ein hybrides Visualisierungssystem, eine Kombination aus Schichtdaten-Darstellung und
mittels Techniken der erweiterten Realität, umgesetzt und ausgewertet. Das zweite Kon-
zept basiert auf einem C-Bogen, der um eine Kamera erweitert wurde und erstmals von
Navab et al. [168] vorgestellt wurde. Dieses Grundkonzept ermöglicht eine Überlagerung
von Röntgenbildern mit einem Videobild während des Eingri�es ohne eine Registrierung
des Patienten. Auf diesem System aufbauend wurden Erweiterungen entwickelt, die ei-
ne reibungsfreie Integration des ursprünglichen Konzepts in den klinischen Arbeitsablauf
ermöglichen.

Die technische Evaluierung und zahlreiche vorklinische Phantom- und Leichenstudien
deuten an, dass beide Systeme sinnvolle Ergänzungen für Wirbelsäulenoperationen dar-
stellen und sich einfach in den klinischen Arbeitsablauf integrieren lassen. Zusätzlich zur
üblichen vorklinischen Evaluierung neuer operativer Systeme wurde eine Methodik entwi-
ckelt, um Systeme modellbasiert zu vergleichen. Diese Methodik beruht auf der Analyse
des klinischen Arbeitsablaufs, dem Aufbau einer klinischen Simulation, der Durchführung
von Simulationen mit dem klinisch verwendeten und dem neuen System und deren Ver-
gleich und Analyse. Diese neue Methodik wurde angewandt, um den erweiterten C-Bogen
mit der aktuellen klinischen Routine bei dem Vertebroplastieeingri� im Computertomo-
graphen zu vergleichen.

Schlagwörter:
Bildgestützte Navigation, Computerunterstützte Chirurgie, Medizinische Erweiterte
Realität, Work�ow Basierte Auswertung
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CHAPTER 1

Image Guided Surgery

The beginning of knowledge is
the discovery of something we do not understand.

Frank Herbert (1920-1986)

1.1 Brief History of Image Guided Surgery

Intraoperative navigation has evolved over the past decades in various �elds of therapy.
On the one hand there was the development of guided and assisted procedures, on the
other hand the rapid development of medical imaging technologies and the diversi�cation
in the physical imaging properties, improvement in quality, resolution and reduction of
acquisition time.

One of the �rst guided procedures in neurosurgery was reported by Dittmar in 1873,
who used a guided probe to insert a blade into the medulla during an animal study [73].
This early neurosurgical guidance system did not incorporate any reference coordinate
system that describes points and objects in three-dimensional space that is commonly
used in today's navigation solutions. One of the �rst approaches for the stereotactic
guidance, i.e. the relation of objects in Cartesian coordinates, was again in the domain of
neurosurgery in the early 20th century by Horsley and Clarke(cf. �gure 1.1) [67, 68, 74, 98].
They describe an apparatus to hold an electrode and guide it to a prede�ned location in
three dimensions. That early system was only applied within animal studies. Only thirty
years later, the combination with intraoperative X-ray imaging enabled the stereotactic
guidance for clinical cases on humans by Spiegel and Wycis (cf. �gure 1.2) [68, 222].
Current navigation suits are based on a very similar concept of attaching a reference base
to the patient and either acquiring the imaging data within this reference frame or register
the data to this reference frame.

One reason for the rapid development of image guided surgery in the last century was

1



Image Guided Surgery

(a) (b)

Figure 1.1: The second Horsley-Clarke Stereotactic Instrument [98], constructed for Dr.
Ernest Sachs in 1908 in London. Images courtesy of the Archives of the American Asso-
ciation of Neurological Surgeons.

(a) (b)

Figure 1.2: Stereotaxic apparatus for operations on the human brain. From [222].
Reprinted with permission from AAAS.
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1.1 Brief History of Image Guided Surgery

the invention of various medical imaging technologies. The development of endoscopic
and laparoscopic techniques during the 19th century moved from direct vision to indirect
vision onto the operation situs [19, 130, 137]. However, the physical properties of these
endoscopic/laparoscopic imaging technologies were still based on the same principles as
the vision of the human eye. The early apparatus were an extension of the human eye
to look inside the patient's body through natural openings and/or small incisions. The
advent of modern imaging technology and thus also image guided surgery was in 1895
with the invention of X-ray images by Konrad Röntgen in Würzburg, Germany [45]. A
few months later the �rst clinical operation, based on this newly developed X-ray tech-
nology, was performed. In Birmingham, UK a needle was identi�ed in the hand of a
woman and removed with the help of a X-ray image in early 1896 [251]. The invention
of X-ray imaging dating back to 1895 is nowadays still present in many everyday clinical
routines. However, they are nowadays used in more sophisticated ways. The modern de-
vices are capable of digital image acquisition, image enhancement, image processing and
three-dimensional reconstruction. Also contrast enhanced acquisition and digitally sub-
tracted radiographs contributed to the various application domains of X-ray technology.
Especially the computed tomography (CT) that is based on X-ray imaging is a standard
device for diagnostics and a traditional source of information for image guided surgery,
especially in trauma and orthopedics surgery, where bony structures are the major fo-
cus. Other imaging devices like magnetic resonance imaging, ultrasound imaging, and
molecular imaging techniques contribute to a more detailed and complete information
for diagnosis, optimal treatment planning, optimized localization and categorization of
suspicious regions.

Along with the development of imaging technologies there was the development of
methods and apparatus for visualization and guidance. Most of the computer assisted
surgery systems that are capable of navigation were developed in the past two decades
with the wide availability and usability of computational processors1, display devices and
three-dimensional datasets. One early system for advanced visualization in image guided
surgery, that is up to my knowledge the �rst method for in-situ visualization of imaging
data was proposed by Steinhaus [224]. He presented in 1938 a visionary system that
visualized the acquired X-rays directly on the operation situs. His construction placed an
X-ray tube, a �uorescence plate, and a guidance construction such, that it was possible
to guide an instrument to the desired target region (cf. �gure 1.3). There was no report
about a clinical application of the published technical system setup. Despite a few early
and experimental systems, medical navigation systems were developed in the recent two
decades.

Surveys, history, and various exemplary system setups and clinical applications for
image guided surgery systems are summarized in several review papers [67, 183, 184, 185,
263], collection [131], special issue [245], and a textbook [184]. All of them describe the
imaging technology as core and key component for the guidance systems. To fully enable
a guidance system based on these images a spatial localization system and a technique to
represent the information to the user are required as well as methods and algorithms for
registration, calibration, segmentation, planning and visualization. The basic components

1�rst personal computer, IBM model 5150, was released in 1981

3
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X‐rayy
tube

X‐ray
btube

Xray screen

X‐rayy
tube

Light for 
calibration

X‐ray
btube

Xray screen Light for 
calibration

Light for 
visualization

Semi transparant mirror

Figure 1.3: Calibration (left and middle) and in-situ visualization concept proposed by
Steinhaus [224] in 1938. Image courtesy of Tobias Sielhorst [214].

of guidance systems will be discussed in more detail in the next section.
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1.2 Components of Image Guided Surgery Systems

1.2 Components of Image Guided Surgery Systems

In this section the components and algorithms that are essential for image guided surgery
systems are brie�y introduced. First the components, i.e. medical imaging, models, local-
ization systems, and human computer interfaces will be introduced, followed by the basic
principles of registration and segmentation algorithms.

There is a huge diversity of proposed computer assisted surgery systems that were
published and/or integrated into the surgery room in the past decades. The proposed
systems cover the entire medical application domain based on diverse technology.

Surveys of image guided interventions identify the major components of computer
assisted surgery systems to be imaging data, real time tracking systems (localization sys-
tems), data representation technologies, registration, planning, segmentation and inter-
action interfaces [67, 183, 185, 263]. Furthermore, monitoring, documentation, follow-up,
work�ow, and validation were recently added to the list of components.

1.2.1 Medical Imaging

In the traditional approach to image guided surgery the underlying information are med-
ical image data. This is often the major source of information that is used for tailored,
patient speci�c surgery, since it can provide both, anatomical and functional informa-
tion. However, recent work in the research community proposed to include multiple other
patient speci�c data as well as models of surgery and clinical cases into the navigation
solution and especially into the selection of the right data representation [107, 169]. Stan-
dard protocols and data storage for patient speci�c data are available with the DICOM
standard2, that is currently extended to include patient speci�c therapy data within inter-
ventions in the DICOM24 workgroup, DICOM for surgery for standardized documentation
of the treatment using image guided surgery systems [132]. Various medical imaging tech-
nologies based on di�erent physical properties and setups customized towards di�erent
clinical requirements are available [90, 251, 260]. Some systems like X-ray, computed
tomography, magnetic resonance imaging, ultrasound, positron emission tomography and
single photon emission computed tomography (see the following subsections) are estab-
lished, but research and development of new acquisition techniques is still an issue, es-
pecially in the domain of molecular imaging [261]. The increasing role of computers is
mentioned with its possibility to converge diagnosis and therapy as well as the genera-
tion, processing, and fusion of all available information [261]. In this subsection of medical
imaging only the very basic principles of the selected imaging technologies are introduced.
References are provided for detailed information on the physical properties and medical
applications of each introduced imaging system.

1.2.1.1 X-ray

The basic physical principle of X-ray is that X-ray photons are generated in a tube, sent
through the human body and measured on a photon detector (cf. �gure 4.11). The

2For the recent standard and announcements see http://medical.nema.org/
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X-ray source and the detector are placed on the opposite side of the anatomy/object
that is imaged. The measured activity of the detector shows the emitted value at the
source minus the sum of the X-ray attenuation within the tissue that is traversed by the
ray. Often similar models for the description of the X-ray geometry are applied as for
optical cameras (cf. �gure 4.10) commonly used in computer vision [83, 243, 266]. The
relationship between a three dimensional object point and a two dimensional image point
is represented by x = PX with P ∈ R3×4 being the projection matrix, X ∈ P3 the object
point in 3D and x ∈ P2 its corresponding point in the image in projective space [210]. The
major di�erences are that X-ray images are not surface images, but projective images,
the direction of the rays goes from the source to the detector, and the source and detector
are decoupled and not in the same housing.

Classical application domains for X-ray imaging are to analyze bony structures, since
bones have a high X-ray attenuation compared to other tissue. The digitalization of im-
ages in combination with contrast agents introduced digitally subtracted radiographs to
visualize vessel structures. In intervention rooms there exist stationary (angiography) and
mobile (C-arm) solutions. They are used during the intervention for real time �uoroscopic
image feedback e.g. in applications for catheter placement, instrument guidance, or three
dimensional reconstructions. Mobile C-arms are commonly used as a supporting tool dur-
ing orthopedic and trauma surgeries. Its advantages are the real time image acquisition,
its �exible usage, and its wide availability in the operating room. Its disadvantages are
radiation hygienic reasons and that a standard X-ray image can only provide two dimen-
sional projective images. Real time three dimensional or two dimensional tomographic
reconstructed images are not available with standard X-ray imaging devices and C-arms.

(a) Mobile C-arm device. (b) X-ray image of a foot.

Figure 1.4: Mobile C-arm used during orthopedic surgery and an exemplary X-ray image
generated by the device.
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1.2.1.2 Computed Tomography (CT)

Based on similar physical attenuation properties than two dimensional projective X-ray
images CT �uoro slices and three dimensional CT datasets are generated. The X-ray
source and detector (array) are rotated around the anatomy/object in order acquire the
X-ray attenuation pro�les at poses with a minimum of 180 degree rotation around the
anatomy/object. Standard closed CT scanners (cf. �gure 1.5(a)) perform rotations of
source and detector around 360 degrees with multiple spins per second3 while the bed
and patinet are translated through the gantry. The detector consists of several scan rows
that simultaneously scan the patient (for multislice scanners that are currently available
up to 128 slices). Intraoperative C-arms and O-arm4 systems that are capable of three
dimensional reconstruction use so called cone beam reconstructions [54]. The acquired
attenuation is not measured by a linear array of detectors, but by a two dimensional
array, which results in two dimensional projective X-ray image. Algebraic or Fourier
methods are used to reconstruct the volume. CT images are used in diagnostics for trauma
and orthopedic surgery, tumor detection (screening) and detection of abnormalities as
well as in therapy for image guidance interventions. Recent scanners (e.g. the Siemens
SOMATOM Sensation 64-slice con�guration) have a high quality and can also distinguish
between di�erent soft tissue.

(a) 64 slice CT scanner. (b) Spiral CT 3D dataset.

Figure 1.5: CT scanner (Siemens SOMATOM Sensation 64-slice con�guration), here used
for vertebroplasty procedure.

1.2.1.3 Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI)

A powerful imaging technology for soft tissue and tumor classi�cation, as well as for
functional imaging data is magnetic resonance imaging. The technique is based on the
excitement of nucleis within a strong magnetic �eld. This applied strong magnetic �eld
aligns hydrogen atoms in the body. An alternating magnetic �eld is used to manipulate the

3The Siemens SOMATOM Sensation performs currently three spins per second.
4http://www.medtronicnavigation.com/procedures/intraoperative/o-arm.jsp
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orientation of the nucleis/hydrogen atoms in the body along the magnetic �eld lines. They
emit a weak radio signal which is ampli�ed and measured by detectors. The alternating
magnetic �eld manipulates the signal in order to acquire enough information to generate
an image. The pulsing magnetic �eld brings a nuclei in a higher energy state and its
relaxation and realignment emits energy that is measured. The realignment of nuclear
spins with the magnetic �eld is termed longitudinal relaxation and the time required for
a certain percentage of the nuclei to realign is termed T1 (for a T1 Tse MRI image of
the spine cf. �gure 1.6(b)), which is typically around one second for tissue. T2-weighted
imaging (for a T2 Stir sequence cf. �gure 1.6(a), cf. �gure 1.6(c) for a T2 Tse sequence)
relies upon local dephasing of spins following the application of a transverse energy pulse.
This is typically smaller than 100 ms for tissue. For the generation of a two dimensional
slice image of the measured T1 or T2 a Fourier approach is used in general. MRI has
much higher soft tissue contrast than CT imaging and is used for diagnosis in neurological,
musculoskeletal, cardiovascular, and oncological diseases. The physical property of strong
magnetic �elds and its long acquisition times when high image quality is required limits
its usage mainly for diagnostic purposes. Some researchers propose its usage in form of
open scanners in the operation room for neurosurgical applications [29, 225], prostate
[123], and other oncological applications [43, 51]. They all designed environments and
clinical procedures that are entirly compatible with strong magnetic �elds, including the
design of new devices, instrumentation, and all other equipment. The size of the scanner,
the magnetic �eld, and long acquisition times are challenges for engineers and its clinical
acceptance.

(a) T2 Stir Sequence. (b) T1 Tse Sequence. (c) T2 Tse Sequence.

Figure 1.6: Magnetic resonance image of the spine and spinal cord. Di�erent sequences
are shown in the sagittal plane.

1.2.1.4 Ultrasonography (US)

Ultrasonography is a powerful non invasive anatomical and functional imaging modality
for diagnosis and therapy (cf. �gure 1.7). It is a modality that requires images in real time
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in two or three dimensions with high spatial resolution and without ionizing radiation.
Furthermore, it can be used to create functional imaging data. Despite its limitation
that is noise in the image, shadowing e�ects, and a low penetration, it provides a good
imaging technology for image guided surgery. The basic principle of ultrasonography is
the generation of sound waves, the measurement of their echo, and their interpretation.
In a standard ultrasound device the sound wave is generated in a transducer element
array within the ultrasound probe. The frequencies range between two and �fteen MHz.
The received echoes are used for the image generation, in particular the direction of the
echo, the amplitude of the echo and the temporal delay between the emission of the sound
wave and the receiving echo. Ultrasonography is used for a wide range of applications
in diagnostics and therapy. Higher frequency ultrasound (7-15MHz), and thus lower
wavelength, is used to image structures close to the surface like muscles and neonatal
brain and provides better axial and lateral resolution. Lower frequency ultrasound (2-
7MHz), and thus higher wavelength, is used for deeper located structures like liver and
kidney. There exist three dimensional ultrasound devices that generate a volume either
using a transducer element matrix or by moving a transducer array. Its limitation are the
physical nature of ultrasound waves in gas, thus a physical contact of the probe with the
anatomy always needs to be established. There are miniature ultrasound probes available
for laparoscopic, endoscopic, and intravascular applications.

(a) US image of a leg. (b) US device.

Figure 1.7: Ultrasound image of the Wachingersche leg with clear visible artifacts in the
center of the image (shadowing e�ects) and an ultrasound device including the probe.

1.2.1.5 Single Photon Emission Computed Tomography (SPECT) and Posi-
tion Emission Tomography (PET)

SPECT and PET are nuclear medicine imaging techniques. SPECT is using the detec-
tion of gamma rays, similar to the technique of gamma or anger cameras [5, 182], but
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with a three dimensional reconstruction of the acquired information generating three di-
mensional datasets. Gamma cameras measure the projection of gamma radiation from a
speci�c viewpoint, or more precise, they accumulate the gamma radiation that is emitted
in the direction of the detector array. SPECT uses multiple of such gamma camera pro-
jections for a tomographic reconstruction of the measured activity in three dimensions.
The measured activity is emitted by a radionucleid that is injected and accumulates at
speci�c regions. Commonly used tracer are Technetium-99m (99mTc) for functional brain
imaging and Indium-111 (111In) for tumor scans. Its major application domain is in tu-
mor imaging, but also imaging of infected regions. It is furthermore used for functional
imaging of internal organs like brain and heart [257]. In contrast to SPECT, PET does
not detect the direct emission of gamma rays, but it detects pairs of gamma rays on the
so called line of response that are indirectly generated by a positron emitting radioiso-
tope. Thus, the basic principle of the device is not a rotating gamma camera, but a ring
of detector bins around the object [187, 257]. Radionuclides used in PET scanning are
typically isotopes with short half lives such as carbon-11 (≈20 min), nitrogen-13 (≈10
min), oxygen-15 (≈2 min), and Fluorine-18 (≈110 min). Radioactive tracer isotopes,
that are responsible for the emitting positron and thus the gamma rays are injected and
accumulated in the tissue of interest. The molecule used for the metabolic process is most
commonly �uorodeoxyglucose (FDG).

1.2.1.6 Video Images (Microscopes, Endoscopic and Laparoscopic Imaging)

The increased motivation for minimally invasive procedures developed instruments for
indirect vision into the region of interest either by rigid (e.g. laparoscope or arthroscope)
or �exible (e.g. bronchoscope, gastroscope, or colonoscope) instruments. The general aim
is less trauma of the patient enabled by an entry of the optical instrument through small
incisions (ports) or natural body openings (e.g. bronchoscope introduced trough nose
and trachea into the airways). In general instruments are composed of a light source, an
optic, a video camera at the proximal end, and a working channel for the insertion of
instruments e.g. biopsy needles. The size of the instruments range from 0.1 to 2 cm in
diameter and from 10 cm to over 1 m in length, depending on the particular application
[32]. The devices are used for diagnosis and therapy. They are well established in many
disciplines of surgery. Several systems were proposed recently using enhanced endoscope
systems for soft tissue navigation [15].

1.2.1.7 Further Trends in Imaging Technologies

Despite the commonly used and above introduced imaging technologies, there are sev-
eral alternative modalities that will provide additional information, especially functional
information about patients' tissue properties. One example that enables access to new
information is molecular imaging, the minimally invasive in vivo sensing, depiction, and
characterization of spatially localized biologic processes at the cellular and molecular level
[36]. Molecular imaging devices are currently developed along with the development of
novel molecular agents, that attach with a high level of speci�city to genes, proteins, or
other molecular targets and can be imaged with various techniques [212].
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Figure 1.8: A laparoscope with a oblique viewing 30 degree optic. The laparoscope is
extended by tracking targets to enable soft tissue navigation as proposed by Feuerstein
et al. [55].

Other exemplary new technology for functional imaging, are nuclear probes, which
provide an imaging modality with the �exibility for intraoperative usage [93]. Probes or
cameras detecting beta or gamma radiation can be used hand-held in an operation suite
in comparison to diagnostic functional imaging devices like SPECT or PET. The probes
simply provide a one dimensional signal of measured activity and cameras two dimen-
sional projections of the radioactive distribution in space [18]. In our group, we extended
standard nuclear (beta and gamma) probes by a spatial localization system (cf. section
1.2.3) to extend the one dimensional signal of the probe to generate two dimensional
surfaces or reconstruct three dimensional images [170]. For beta radiation, which has the
property that it does not penetrate tissue more than two millimeters, we create color
encoded surface maps that show the activity [256]. The gamma radiation penetrates the
tissue and can thus be measured also if it is located deep inside the situs. The combi-
nation of such a gamma probe with a localization system enables the reconstruction of
a three dimensional volume [255]. In addition we proposed an integration of a gamma
probe with an ultrasound probe for combined anatomical and functional guided nodule
resection enabled by real time fusion of all information within the operating room [254].

A further promising and emerging technology of molecular imaging is optical imaging.
The basic technique of optical and near infrared imaging is similar to X-ray imaging. A
source excites the waves through the patient anatomy and a detector measures the quan-
tity that penetrates the tissue. Optical tomography is an extension with a source exciting
the detector from many di�erent directions. One clinical example is the tomographic
laser mammography. Additional emerging imaging technologies that have not yet found
their clinical applications, but show promising results are thermography, electrocardiog-
raphy and electroencephalography, magnetocardiography and magnetoencephalography,
terahertz imaging, tissue impedance imaging, and electron-spin resonance imaging. This
is just a selection of novel imaging technologies [261].
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1.2.2 Medical Signals and Models

Other than medical imaging data there are various patient speci�c data like electroen-
cephalography (EEG) that can contribute to diagnostic and therapy decisions during
computer assisted treatments. So far few researchers paid attention to all the available
patient data in the intervention room. Jannin et al. incorporate all patient speci�c data
like sex, age into their model of the surgery [107]. Padoy et al. incorporate online de-
tected biosignals in order to analyze and predict the current work�ow phase during an
intervention [180].

To complete the patient speci�c data, explicit knowledge of the anatomy, physiology,
and surgical case are components of an image guided surgery system. There is extensive
work in the generation of atlas data, especially for neurosurgical applications [233]. Patient
speci�c images can be registered to atlas data and thus allow the classi�cation of speci�c
regions. Besides inter subject models, models of surgeries are of clinical relevance. In
general this knowledge is assumed to be implicit within the physician's mind. In section
1.3 novel attempts of work�ow and surgical models, as well as its applications are discussed
in details.

1.2.3 Tracking/Localization Systems

Tracking systems are used to spatially localize an object with respect to another object or
a reference coordinate system. In general six degree-of-freedom pose data, which are com-
posed of three degrees of freedom for translation and three degrees of freedom for rotation,
are reported by such systems. There are various technologies available, e.g. based on cam-
eras, electromagnetic �elds, inertial sensors, sound waves, or mechanic links [28, 195, 253].
In image guided surgery spatial localization systems can also be imaging devices like �uo-
roscopy or ultrasound in combination with an appropriate segmentation and classi�cation
algorithm to detect the objects of interest in the images. A catheter can be tracked within
�uoroscopic or ultrasonic images and guided with this information towards the planned
target location. The requirements for tracking systems to be used in image guided surgery
are accuracy, reliability and clinical usability. Optical and electromagnetic tracking sys-
tem are the most commonly used systems despite of medical imaging data [24, 27]. The
technology of optical and electromagnetic tracking are addressed in the next two subsec-
tions 1.2.3.1 and 1.2.3.2 along with their advantages and limitations. Hybrid tracking, as
a combination of two tracking systems to overcome the shortcomings of each individual
system is introduced in section 1.2.3.3, with a focus on the combination of optical and
electromagnetic tracking.

1.2.3.1 Optical Infrared Tracking Systems

Optical tracking systems used in image guided surgery are in general composed of two
or more cameras. The basic idea is to detect the same feature simultaneously within two
or more cameras and reconstruct this feature in three dimensions using a known camera
geometry and the relation between the cameras. The estimation of the camera models
and their relation are well known techniques in computer vision [53, 83]. In order to detect
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features in the camera images with a high con�dence level, infrared technology is used
i.e. the cameras are equipped with an infrared �lter to image only the infrared spectrum
of the light. There exist passive and active infrared tracking solutions. Active systems use
infrared emitting diodes. Passive systems use infrared retrore�ective material and a ring of
infrared �ashes mounted around the cameras. One single feature point allows localizing

(a) Tracking cameras and exemplary tracking targets. (b) Image of a target in the in-
frared camera.

Figure 1.9: An exemplary optical infrared tracking system to localize targets with six
degrees of freedom.

it in three dimensions using a minimum of two cameras with a known camera model
and a known correspondence between the features in the two images. A known three
dimensional geometric con�guration of a minimum of three features allows the estimation
of the position and the orientation of the arrangement using the constraints that they are
not on one line and that they describe an asymmetric pattern. These arrangements are
often called targets or rigid bodies and are rigidly attached to instruments and patient
anatomy (cf. �gure 1.10).

Commonly used systems are the Optotrak�and Polaris�(Northern Digital Inc., On-
tario, Canada). Their accuracy was evaluated together with the FlashPoint�(Image
Guided Technologies, Inc., Boulder, Colorado) system [42, 115]. The Optotrak system
shows the highest reliability, especially in terms of fast target movements, and the accu-
racy, especially the rotational accuracy, was signi�cantly higher compared to the other
systems [42]. Its only disadvantages are the high price and the bigger size compared to
the Polaris�and Flashpoint�systems.

For a very limited working volume the Veicra�(Northern Digital Inc., Ontario,
Canada) was recently introduced with a smaller baseline of the cameras and thus a smaller
working volume with high accuracy.

An alternative to the rigid arrangement of the tracking cameras is a system based
on the ARTtrack�cameras (A.R.T. Advanced Realtime Tracking GmbH, Weilheim, Ger-
many) since it allows a �exible arrangement of up to sixteen cameras. This however
introduces additional challenges to ensure the accuracy within the tracking volume. The
accuracy depends to a large extend on the arrangement of the cameras and the visibility of
the markers in the individual cameras. The uncertainty of a single feature/marker, its con-
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Figure 1.10: On the left hand side a surgical drill is extended by a six degree of freedom
optical tracking target. A reference marker target (DRB) is screwed into the femur of
the patient. On the right hand side there is a calibration target for the calibration of the
drill. The image shows an navigated surgery at Klinikum Innenstadt by Prof. E. Euler
and Dr. S. M. Heining using the Medivision navigation system.

tribution to the accuracy in the three dimensional estimation of a single feature/marker,
and its propagation towards the target region have to be integrated to ensure the reli-
ability of such a system. Bauer et al. [13, 14] and Sielhorst et al. [215] showed the
propagation of the error and the in�uence of transformations, marker fusion, and hidden
markers to the uncertainty of the tracking result.

1.2.3.2 Electromagnetic Tracking Systems

Electromagnetic tracking (EMT) is widely used in medical applications [195] and is the
only posibility to track �exible instruments without the usage of medical image data. One
of its main advantages compared to other tracking systems is that there is no require-
ment for a direct line-of-sight, i.e. also sensors inside the patient without visual contact
to the �eld generator can be localized. Electromagnetic tracking systems are based on
the generation of electromagnetic �elds to estimate the position and orientation of sen-
sors [188]. A typical electromagnetic tracking system setup consists of an electromagnetic
�eld transmitter or generator and one or more electromagnetic sensors. Within the trans-
mitter, three orthogonal coils are used to generate a magnetic �eld by means of current
induction. Similarly, the receiver also contains orthogonal miniaturized coils. Within a
speci�ed tracking volume (cf. �gure 1.11(b)) current is induced into the coils of the sensor.
Based on the strength of the induced current and a comparison between received and sent
signal the position and orientation of the sensor relative to the transmitter is estimated
and reported by the system. There exist two systems that are used within medical ap-
plications. The NDI Aurora® system (Northern Digital Inc., Ontario, Canada) and the
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(a) Electromagnetic tracking system. (b) Tracking volume.

Figure 1.11: The 3D Guidance�System (Ascension Technology Corporation) and its track-
ing volume as an example for an electromagnetic tracking system. The gray volume is
for the sensor model 180, a large volume senser, the blue one for the sensor model 130, a
small volume sensor.

3D Guidance�(Ascension Technology Corporation, Burlington, VT, USA). Despite their
advantage that they do not require direct line-of-sight between the transmitter and sen-
sor, their major limitations are the relatively small tracking volume and the perturbance
of the generated electromagnetic �eld [27, 207]. Especially ferromagnetic material and
inductive materials perturb the electromagnetic �eld. Detailed evaluation of currently
existing systems, especially in the presence of ferromagnetic material, was performed by
Hummel et al. [99, 100, 101]. There are several attempts to correct for perturbed elec-
tromagnetic measurements. Static �eld errors can be compensated by the acquisition of
a ground truth and a function that maps the perturbed data to its real data [116, 139].
In our lab we implemented an error correction based on the acquisition of the ground
truth data with a high accurate optical tracking system and hardy's multiquadric inter-
polation method [236]. Another research issue in the �eld of electromagnetic tracking is
the detection of dynamic perturbance of the electromagnetic �eld by moving equipment,
devices, and instruments in a close vicinity to the transmitter and/or sensor. Setups
were proposed to detect a dynamically perturbed electromagnetic �eld using two rigidly
attached sensors and measure their deviation over time [160, 161]. Recently, we proposed
two methods for error correction in electromagnetic tracking without the explicit knowl-
edge of the error model. The �rst method is based on a hybrid combination of an optical
and an electromagnetic tracking system [56, 58]. The second method is based on a model
of the motions, the con�guration space of our instruments, assuming we can track the
distal end of the instruments with a stable, high accurate tracking system, e.g. an optical
tracking system [57].

1.2.3.3 Hybrid Tracking

Several attempts were proposed to combine two complementary tracking technologies in
order to overcome their individual shortcomings. The �rst hybrid systems for medical
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applications were proposed by Birkfellner et al. [26, 27]. They propose the combination
of external optical infrared tracking systems with electromagnetic tracking solutions. The
same combination was proposed by Auer and Pinz [9] for head tracking within augmented
reality applications. A slightly di�erent hybrid approach was proposed by Mori et al. [159].
They extend a tracking algorithm based on image registration between real and virtual
bronchoscopy images by an electromagnetic tracking system. Further hybrid solutions
were proposed by Nakamoto et al. [162] and by Feuerstein et al. , within our group,
[56, 57, 58] for opto-electromagnetic tracking within laparoscopic interventions with partly
rigid and partly deformable instruments and devices.

1.2.4 Human Computer Interaction and Data Representation

Troccaz and Merloz recently identi�ed that not much e�ort has so far made for an ideal
human computer interface for computer assisted orthopedic surgery [241]. Their de�nition
of an ideal interface is that it is omnipresent, but invisible. This was achieved over
the past decades in many non medical domains, like cars and electronic devices, where
computers are integrated, but their complexity is to a large extend hidden from the end
user. The questions what information is required, in which form and during which distinct
moments within an intervention requires formalisms and representations [109]. A complete
analysis and implementation of this formalism will allow predictive and work�ow driven
user interfaces [169] that make full advantage of available technologies e.g. augmented
reality systems [217, 237], which is the overlay of virtual data (here medical image data)
onto the view of the physician.

One suitable model to classify the interaction between user and system in the presence
of an augmented reality system is described in [49], but was later used to also describe
interaction in general computer assisted surgery systems. The four major components in
an augmented reality system are identi�ed as object (O), person (P), adapter (A), and
system (S). Objects and persons are always communicating with the system using adapters
(cf. �gure 1.2.4). The so called OP-a-S Model (Object, Person, adapter, System) was used
to derive a methodology to explain why a surgeon had problems with the interpretation
of speci�c navigation information [48]. An extension to this model is the categorization

«Person - P»
Surgeon

«Adapter - A»
Screen

«Adapter - A»
Localizer (Tracking System)

«Object - O»
Puncture Needle

«System - S»
Computational Unit

Figure 1.12: The object, person, adapter, system model (OP-a-S) showing the interaction
of a computer assisted surgery system [48, 49].

of the adapters in input (e.g. keyboard or tracking system) and output (e.g. display)
adapters [145]. A further re�nement is their classi�cation into indirect and direct adapter
situations.
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� Indirect input situation: P → Ain → S e.g. the classical computer interaction using
a mouse or a keyboard.

� Direct input situation: P → [Rtool, Robject]→ Ain → S e.g. the spatial relationship
between the tool and the surgical object is in a speci�c constellation.

� Indirect output situation: S → Aout → P e.g. the classical data representation
method on a screen.

� Direct output situation: S → Aout → [Rtool, Robject] → P e.g. the use of assitance
arms or S → Aout → Robject → P e.g. the use of an in-situ visualization system.

A trend for data representation is the use of augmented reality to provide the information
in-situ. A commonly accepted de�nition of augmented reality by Azuma is that it com-
bines real and virtual data, interactively in real time and registered in three dimensions
[10, 11]. In medicine several applications were proposed in the past [205, 214, 217]. Bajura
et al. �rst proposed the usage of augmented reality technology based on a head mounted
display (HMD) that visualizes the acquired ultrasound image of a pregnant woman's ab-
domen [12]. Especially the combination of the augmented reality in-situ visualization
technology with existing imaging devices showed a promising integration into the clinical
work�ow. King et al. [117] proposed a system that extends an operating microscope and
integrates the three dimensional imaging information into the operation situs for neuro-
surgery. Birkfellner and Figl et al. [25, 59] integrated the augmented reality technology
into an existing head mounted operating microscope commonly used during maxillofacial
surgery. Stetten and Chib [226] combined an ultrasound device with a half silvered mirror
and a monitor in such an arrangement that by construction the acquired image is regis-
tered with the patient's anatomy. Navab et al. [168] extend a mobile C-arm by a video
camera and a double mirror construction such that the video image is registered with the
X-ray image by construction (cf. section 4.2).

Fuchs et al. [66] and Sauer at al. [202] report systems based on head mounted display
technologies, just to name two further examples of in-situ visualization with the ultimate
goal to provide an intuitive three dimensional user interface for representation of medical
information within image guided surgery.

1.2.5 Image Processing and Segmentation

A classical domain in medical image computing and image guided interventions is the
image processing, �ltering, and segmentation of data [186, 174]. It is a fundamental con-
tribution to image guided surgery used for classi�cation, tracking, interpretation, and
visualization of medical imaging data. There are various algorithms available starting
from simple thresholding and region growing towards more complex algorithms and op-
timizations like graph cut algorithm [34] towards algorithms based on dynamic contours
like snakes [113] or level set [178, 211].
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1.2.6 Registration

Another classical domain in medical image computing and image guided interventions is
registration, i.e. the alignment of datasets in a common coordinate frame [81, 144, 262].
Special focus in image guided interventions is the patient to modality registration, i.e.
to align the medical imaging data within the physical coordinate system of the patient,
which is often de�ned by a spatial localization system. There is a wide range of methods
from standard point based rigid registration [8, 244], over surface [20, 265] and volume
registration [118], towards non-rigid registration [84]. The errors within registration pro-
cedures have to be quanti�ed and propagated in order to estimate its �nal in�uence on
the provided navigation [61]. A methodology to validate image registration procedures
was proposed in [104].
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1.3 Surgical Work�ow Analysis

The magnitude of available information and possibilities for treatment lead to a complex
decision process for the optimal treatment delivery. The aim of work�ow analysis and
surgical models is to recover and model the surgical procedures, analyze and interpret
them using ontologies, and the creation of case speci�c surgical models. This chapter
will summarize the achievements in work�ow analysis and surgical modeling that can be
classi�ed in online and o�ine procedures, preoperative and intraoperative procedures,
manual and automatic approaches, as well as systems dedicated to study the surgical
skills.

Surgical work�ow analysis aims at modeling the process of events within an interven-
tion. Burgert et al. [41] built a high level ontology to describe items, actions and their
spatial and temporal relationship. The structured manual recording during an interven-
tion is done with a custom developed software on a touchscreen device and stored in a
database enabled by XML [172]. The visualization of the work�ow was proposed as time-
related representation, i.e. sequential and parallel order of actions, or as logic-oriented
representation, i.e. the control �ow of events [173].

Another group that is working on issues for structured reporting and documentation
is the DICOM WG24 with the objective to create standards and modeling techniques for
image guided surgery [132]. This was motivated by many complex system in the operating
room that are unable to communicate due to missing standardized interfaces. They de�ne
goals and items for standards that will be the fundament of integrated and exchangeable
solutions in the operating room of the future. This is enabled by the speci�cation and
design of a therapy imaging and model management system (TIMMS) proposed by Lemke
et al. [133]. The ultimate goal will be to establish interchangeable objects in the operating
room and communication between modules to enable the optimal patient outcome in
image guided surgery, communication between the modules and the documentation of the
procedures.

A di�erent approach is the work by Jannin at al. [107, 108]. They de�ne a surgery
model based on the uni�ed modeling language (UML) that manages all available mul-
timodal information (e.g. patient information, anatomical and functional imaging data).
They show the validity of their model with neurosurgical procedures. However, the de-
�ned model will be also valid for other interventional procedures. They divide a surgical
procedure into several successive phases, each containing a set of imaging entities required
to ful�ll this step. In a study, neurosurgeons de�ned the required imaging data at speci�c
steps of the procedure in advance and the use of this imaging entity was validated during
the procedure [107]. This is done in order to support the surgical strategy for patient
individual treatment, to improve the human computer interface of computer assisted sur-
gical systems and to formalize explicit surgical knowledge and practice. The models are
mainly generated preoperatively and validated intraoperative observing the actions and
decisions of surgeons.

Within our group Ahmadi et al. [2] proposed a method for the creation of a model
for surgery without an underlying structure by recording synchronized signals. The early
system enables the recording and temporal synchronization of various signals during an
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intervention. Additionall a custom developed software is used for simultaneous playback
of surgeries with all the recorded information (e.g. video cameras, laparoscopic camera,
and movement of surgical sta�) [220]. Also low level signal processing was integrated into
their approach to automatically extract information by classi�cation of video images The
method was further extended to obtain an accurate o�ine detection of surgical phases
[179]. The incorporation of image processing methods and patterns during surgery was
an initial step towards online phase detection [181]. This was re�ned and used for an
online generation of surgical model based on hidden markov models [31]. Other groups
are also performing low level signal and image processing to �nd patterns on-line within
surgical procedures enabled by used (laparoscopic/endoscopic) or added (video) cameras
in the operating room [141].

A di�erent approach, with the aim at assessing the surgical skill and performance is
proposed by various groups, also based in synchronized acquisition of data including video
images [136, 151, 196, 197].

Within this thesis the recording and analysis of the work�ow is used to assess di�erent
parameters for the evaluation of new image guided surgery solutions, by comparing the
standard procedure with a surgical simulation. The tools developed within our group
were used to record and label surgical actions in order to allow a comparison between
the work�ow steps to get a more detailed analysis than comparing only the duration and
accuracy of the entire procedure.
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1.4 Validation, Veri�cation and Evaluation

There is a general need for validation, veri�cation and evaluation of procedures in image
guided surgery not only in medical product development with the regulations and norms
(FDA 510k5, CE 93/42/EWG6), but also within research prototypes. The assessment
is often a tedious process. Its non rigorous design, conduction, and reporting is a major
drawback and makes the results of experiments and studies not transparent. The standard
approach to assessment in image guided surgery systems is to evaluate the technical
parameters of the system (e.g. precision and accuracy), followed by simulated procedures
within a laboratory setup with phantom, cadaver and in-vivo animal experiments towards
patient trials in the operating room. For complex systems this is a long lifecycle and a
time and money consuming process.

The terms veri�cation,validation, and evaluation describe di�erent parts of the as-
sessment in an image guided surgery system. Veri�cation is the process of analyzing the
system if it was build according to the speci�ed requirements. Validation is the analysis
if the system ful�lls the purpose it was designed for [102]. Evaluation is the analysis of
the bene�t of a system in various dimensions. Assessment is the process of gathering and
analyzing speci�c information as part of an evaluation.

1.4.1 Related Work in Assessment of Medical Image Processing
Methods

A methodology was proposed for standardized conduction and reporting of validation,
veri�cation and evaluation in medical image processing (e.g. medical image registration,
segmentation) [104]. These assessments are crucial since image processing methods are
always subsystems of complex setups for image guided surgery. Jannin et al. [104] claim
that a standardized protocol of validation methodology and a standardized data set will
be the key success to a valid and comparable assessment of image processing methods.
They furthermore derive six evaluation layers from a method that was previously proposed
to assess the e�cacy of diagnostic imaging systems [65]. These six layers are:

1. technical capacity, i.e. the intrinsic technical parameters of the system

2. diagnostic accuracy, i.e. the system accuracy on relevant anatomical or pathological
structures

3. diagnostic impact, i.e. improvement or change in diagnostic protocols

4. therapeutic impact, i.e. change in the decision for delivery of the treatment

5. patient outcome, i.e. the bene�t of the patient health and individual quality of life

6. social impact, e.g. cost e�ectiveness and change in health care system and general
quality of life

5Premarket Noti�cation (PMN) that is required by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration at least
90 days in prior to market a medical device http://www.fda.gov/cdrh/510khome.html

6The European guidlines for medical device manufactorer.
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Most of the proposed research systems and algorithms in literature are only evaluated
on the �rst two of these layers that are performed in the lab and a simulated surgery.
The transition of research prototypes into the operation room is often a major barrier for
radical new solutions. The initial step is accessing the system parameters and technical
accuracy, i.e. intrinsic parameters of an algorithm. The second layer is the evaluation of
the accuracy of an algorithm or image processing procedure based on realistic data and a
ground truth measurement method.

The general technical requirements for a transparent and comparable validation of dif-
ferent medical image processing methods include a standardization of validation method-
ology, design of validation data sets, and validation metrics. This is in general only
possible in the same or similar application domains and with similar algorithms of im-
age processing. It becomes even more complex with the assessment of a complete image
guided surgery system.

1.4.2 Related Work in the Assessment of Image Guided Surgery
Systems

The proposed concept for assessment in diagnostic imaging systems [65] and medical
image processing methods [104] was also adopted for the assessment of systems for image
guided intervention by Jannin and Korb [106, 121]. The layer concept was re�ned for
image guided interventions. In most levels the impacts during a surgery are divided into
indirect i.e. diagnostic values and direct i.e. therapeutic values. The re�ned levels have
following characteristics:

1. Technical system properties, i.e. the technical parameters assessed in the laboratory.
Exemplary parameters to assess are technical accuracy, noise, latency, setup time,
ideal X-ray exposure, error propagation model.

2. Diagnostic reliability (indirect) and therapeutic reliability (direct), i.e. to access the
reliability of a clinical setting in a simulated surgical setup through phantom or
cadaver studies. Exemplary parameters for direct assessment are target registration
error, safety margins, percentage of resection, cognitive workload, radiation time,
system setup time, and time for navigated task.

3. Surgical strategy (indirect) and Surgical performance (direct), i.e. the e�cacy in
the clinical scenario during �rst patient trials. The indirect assessment includes
the change of strategy and time. Exemplary parameters for direct assessment are
cognitive workload, situational awareness, skill acquisition, time, percentage of re-
section, histological result, pain, usability, X-ray exposure, misplacement detection,
preparation time, time for navigated task.

4. Patient outcome, i.e. the e�ectiveness within a routine clinical scenario evaluated
within a multi-site clinical trials or by a meta-analysis. Exemplary parameters
for assessment are patient morbidity (recrudescence), pain, cosmetic results, and
neurological damage.
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5. Economic aspects, i.e. the e�ciency of the system that is estimated and assessed
during multi-site clinical trials or meta-analysis. Exemplary parameters are cost
e�ectiveness, time reduction, specially trained personal and busy/inactive time of
participants.

6. Social, legal, and ethical aspects analyzed using meta models, health care commu-
nities and recognized authorities and addresses mainly quality of life issues.

The focus in the interdisciplinary technical and medical research community usually
spans from level 1 to level 4. Level 5 is of particular interest for product development,
level 6 for market development and the implementation of innovations into the health care
system and national treatment guidelines.

Jannin and Korb [106] postulate that the level 1 assessment deals with the intrinsic
performance and parameters of a system. This includes all technical parameters of a
system. Exemplary studies were performed in the latency and lag of a medical augmented
reality system based on a head mounted display [219], the system and subsystem accuracy
in the tracking component [27, 42, 99], �ducial registration error [61], and tracking error
propagation [13, 215]. Furthermore, the assessment of the system calibration accuracy for
a head mounted augmented operating microscope [25] is another examples for assessment
of the technical system parameters. Most literature assesses subsystems of image guided
surgery systems independently and uses the acquired results to better understand the
capacity, limitations, and thus the application domain of the system.

Level 2 deals with the diagnostic and therapeutic reliability [106]. This is often per-
formed with a system setup in a simulated clinical scenario, either in the entire process
or a sub process of the surgical task. Exemplary assessments are performed to access the
placement accuracy and the required duration to complete a navigated task in phantoms
[240, 238] using a head mounted display augmented reality system. Further examples
that address the evaluation of their system on the level of the therapeutic reliability was
in augmented reality guided needle biopsies [198] and augmented reality based micro-
scope navigation system for neurosurgery [117]. In general on this level the performance
parameters in a simulated procedure are assessed. In terms of system accuracy, this is
often limited to the assessment of the target registration error as an approximation of the
system error [213]. This does however not entirely justify the therapeutic reliability, since
this also depends to a large extent on the proper visualization of the information [237]

Level 3 and 4 are assessing the surgical performance, quality and patient outcome
either through single center clinical trial, assessing the quality of the treatment and the
feasibility (e.g. [50] on level 3) or in a randomized study within multiple centers (e.g. [189]
on level 4) to avoid bias in the evaluation.

The entire process of assessing the properties of an image guided surgery system can
be derived from health care technology assessment (HTCA) [77]. Standard process there
is formalized by a study protocol within ten steps:

1. identify assessment topics,

2. clearly specify assessment problem or question (i.e. assessment objective),
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3. determine focus of assessment (e.g. who will perform the assessment),

4. retrieve available evidence,

5. collect new primary data,

6. interpret evidence,

7. synthesize evidence,

8. formulate �ndings and recommendations,

9. disseminate �ndings and recommendations,

10. monitor impact.

In general a well designed study protocol and a strict conduction of this protocol including
its documentation will ensure on the one side a reliable analysis of the system and on the
other side it will save time, money, and resources. Analogue to the software engineering
process [40], a proper planning process [38] is the key success for a good and successful
assessment.

The study protocol usually includes the assessment objectives, the study conditions,
and the details of the method or system. This is again analogue to the software engineering
process, i.e. de�ning the requirements, specifying them and creating the system model.
Formal languages like UML can support this process. The conduction of this planned
study and its statistical analysis of the assessed data are essential to generate the study
report and valid results [106].

In section 5.1 and 5.2 the assessment for to novel systems was performed on level 1
and 2 according to the here described model [106]. Both systems are not yet implemented
into clinical trials, but evaluated within simulated procedures. In section 5.3 a new theory
is introduced, that uses a model based evaluation of the work�ow of the clinically applied
procedure and its comparison against the simulated procedure with the new system. For
one of the introduced navigation solutions it is studied in details in section 5.3. The
results of the study were used to re�ne the system and prepare a clinical trial. Eventually
this could become an inital meta-model for assessment of parameters on level 3 and 4.
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CHAPTER 2

Towards Advanced Visualization and Guidance

Nos quoque oculus eruditos habemus!
(We, too, have eyes to learn!)

Marcus Tullius Cicero (106-43 BC)

2.1 Towards Complex Image Guided Surgery Systems

The driving forces behind the development and usage of intraoperative navigation and
computer assisted systems during therapeutical procedures are on the one hand the in-
creased amount of information that is available during the intervention and on the other
hand the motivation to perform an optimal therapy with minimal trauma for the patient.
One major challenge within navigated procedures is to present the data intuitively to the
physician i.e. spatially and temporally context aware. A successful outcome of a guided
intervention in general involves precise planning, e.g. the localization of a speci�c target
region and the execution of this plan e.g. drilling towards a speci�c target region. This
can be relatively easily and intuitively established if there exists a direct line of sight to
the target area as in open surgery. With the introduction of less and minimally invasive
procedures or the treatment of structures that are not visible in direct vision, the view of
the clinician changes from a direct to an indirect view through an endoscope, laparoscope,
or other imaging data. Real time imaging data contributes to the accuracy, robustness,
and reliability of interventions by enabling views of anatomical and functional informa-
tions that are not visible by the human eye. Computer assistance systems make it possible
that this information can be seen and related to the clinician's view to support her/his
decisions and actions.

The highest accuracy within an intervention is accessible with real time image infor-
mation. This can be direct vision during open surgery, indirect vision using endoscopic
or laparoscopic systems, or any real time medical imaging technology that is capable
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of simultaneously imaging tools and anatomy. There is no optimal imaging technology
for interventions in general and each imaging technology has its speci�c capabilities and
limitations. For anatomical imaging there exist primarily devices based on X-ray and
ultrasound technology. Especially the use of ultrasound is a promising technology since it
is �exible and non-invasive, but its physical properties and image quality limit its usage.
X-ray based imaging such as C-arm and computed tomography imaging is widely used
in surgery for diagnosis and therapy, but it is invasive due to ionizing radiation that is
applied to the patient and the surgical team.

In trauma and orthopedic surgery the highest accuracy, quality, and safety of proce-
dures can be achieved with the use of intraoperative C-arm or CT �uoroscopy imaging
[110]. However, during these procedures the patient and the surgical team are exposed
to an additional and considerable amount of ionizing radiation. Within the choice for the
optimal treatment, there will be always a balance between high accuracy performance
and high amount of radiation exposure during trauma and orthopedic interventions. A
perfect placement of implants can be achieved with permanent �uoroscopic imaging. This
however also implies a high radiation dose. A major motivation within the development
of computer assisted surgery systems in orthopedics and trauma surgery is the reduc-
tion of radiation exposure while guaranteeing the optimal patient outcome. Acquiring
and presenting the information seamlessly integrated in the clinical work�ow will con-
tribute to the decisions and actions of the surgeons in the operating room. Computer
assisted surgical procedures will narrow the gap between an average performed surgery
and an exceptionally well performed procedure and thus reduce the learning curve of the
procedures, especially for novice surgeons.

Traditional application domains for image guided surgery are neurosurgery [193, 78]
and trauma or orthopedic surgery [46, 228, 229]. The traditional approach to navigated
surgery is to present a single dataset of three-dimensional images and visualize the cur-
rent position and orientation of a surgical tool in real time within this dataset. It inte-
grates three dimensional imaging data (e.g. computed tomography or magnetic resonance
imaging) and spatial localization (tracking) systems and requires tools and methods to
estimate their relative transformations. Recent approaches also propose soft tissue nav-
igation. There, the additional challenge of deformable anatomy has to be considered in
order to provide a suitable solution. A summary for the motivation of image guided
surgery includes

� the abandonment of invasive diagnostic methods, e.g. by reduction of ionizing radi-
ation,

� the pooling of information,

� the improvement of the accuracy, outcome and reliability of a procedure,

� the increase in the safety and robustness of a procedure,

� the full support of real time properties and real time imaging, as well as its integra-
tion into the surgcial procedure, and
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� the context aware representation of all available anatomical and functional informa-
tion.

Depending on the requirements for the speci�c system, these factors have di�erent weights
within the �nal solution for di�erent target applications.
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2.2 Towards Full Integration of Patient and Procedure

Speci�c Data

Image guided surgery systems are capable of enhancing the surgeon's visual and mental
model by incorporating medical image information and other available patient speci�c and
procedure speci�c data into her/his surgical procedure using appropriate user interfaces.
The availability of this huge amount of information and its fusion for the goal to provide
the optimal treatment for the patient has the challenge, not only in engineering of systems,
but also in algorithms information processing and information presentation. The amount
of information is permanently increasing.

In many of the approaches to design and implement new image guided surgery sys-
tems the end user, namely the surgeon, is not included in the development process [230].
Solutions are created using speci�cations de�ned by surgeons and engineers, but the de-
velopment is done solely by engineers. Surgeons using new technologies and imaging
systems appear to be adapting their immediate needs to what has been made available to
them by engineers and manufacturers. They are devising work-arounds, rather than using
advanced technology to improve their surgical work [44]. Navigation solutions often lack
a careful analysis and justi�cation of their increased technical complexity compared to
state-of-the-art procedures. Its integration and modi�cations of the current work�ow as
well as technical, economical and social impacts have to be considered during the design
and development of novel image guided surgery solutions. Up to the author's knowl-
edge there is no method available that measures the impact of a newly designed image
guided surgery system onto the current clinical work�ow. The measure of success for a
newly developed system is in general based on a series of phantom, ex-vivo and in-vivo
tests after its implementation and setup. Researchers and engineers contribute with their
knowledge to the design of smart solutions. Only the process of testing the entire system
setup, that can be done after years of algorithm development and engineering work, will
justify its clinical value. The number of successful breakthroughs of radical new ideas and
technologies are rather low compared to the number of research projects in the �eld of
image guided surgery. In the OR2020 workshop a common sense was that there is a lack
of consistent operating room working practices or prescribed work�ow routines [44]. The
reasons for the missing prescribed work�ow routines were identi�ed to be

� the absence of standardized devices and systems,

� the in�exibility of devices and systems,

� the slow and tedious process of switching between applications,

� the inadequate representation of information and data, and

� the unavailability of user-con�gurable devices and information environment.

The ability to simplify the introduction of new concepts into the everyday surgical
routine creates a strong need for an information technology infrastructure and for stan-
dards within the operating room [134] in order to design, implement, and analyze new
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systems with a surgeon centered approach. This will enable adopted user interfaces and
an incorporation of patient and procedure speci�c data in the right way.
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2.3 Towards Minimally Invasive Procedures in Ortho-

pedic Surgery

The major goal of minimally invasive procedures is an e�cient target surgery with a
minimal iatrogenic trauma, i.e. minimal trauma at the target region and an optimal
access route with minimal damage to healthy tissue [149]. The trend towards less invasive
procedures is mainly concerning the reduced trauma to soft tissue, which is considered to
shorten the recovery time and in general improve the patient outcome. Several studies
have shown the superiority of computer assisted techniques in comparison to conventional
instrumentation in terms of accuracy and safety in orthopedic surgery [229], especially
in percetaneus procedures. Accurately and safely placed implants ensure that there is
no occurrence of neurologic de�cits and there is no need for repositioning of the implant
within a second, additional treatment. However, few studies examine the reduction of
invasiveness.

Computer assisted procedures did not always succeed in reducing the invasiveness
of the procedures, in particular in orthopedic surgery [129]. Langlotz and Keeve [128]
identi�ed three reasons why these surgical procedures have to be invasive in the �rst
place:

� surgeons prefer direct visual access to the region of interest to perform the interven-
tion. This is currently achieved by invasive exposure of the surgical targets through
open surgery.

� placements of surgical implants, screws or rods need an access trajectory and proper
working volume.

� instruments act upon bony structures and thus need physical contact and open
working space for correct positioning as well as easy and safe manipulation.

Whereas reason two and three are subject to improvement of instruments and implants,
reason one is subject to a proper navigation system and intraoperative guidance to enable
the minimal access route to the target anatomy. However, a proper navigation system
and guidance alone cannot enable a less invasive procedure by itself without the enhance-
ment of the instruments and implants. One could solve these issues through design and
development of:

a) new instruments for minimally invasive surgery requiring reduced working space,

b) new therapeutic solutions without the direct access requirement, and �nally,

c) new and e�cient advanced multimodal imaging, display and visualization technol-
ogy, reducing the need for direct viewing of the anatomy.

Even though the minimally invasiveness of navigated procedures was proposed by the
pioneers in computer-assisted surgery it could not be completely established in trauma and
orthopedic surgery [129]. Kalfas et al. [111] propose the frameless stereotactic technique
that was previously applied in neurosurgical applications to be transferred to the spine
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with similar advantages, i.e. improved accuracy and less invasiveness. Other pioneers like
Nolte et al. [177], Merloz et al. [153] and Laine et al. [127] did not reduce the trauma and
invasiveness in the �rst place, but reported improved accuracy and safety in the placement
of pedicle screws within the spine surgery procedures.

The two major reasons why the introduced computer assisted approaches could reduce
the invasiveness within trauma and orthopedic applications in the past decade were the
requirements for precise tracking of the target anatomy and the registration of the target
anatomy to preoperative images. For tracking, a reference target is required and it has to
be attached to the target anatomy. In general this results in an increased invasiveness in
the access route and radiation dose that has to be applied for inserting a reference target
into the bone. Furthermore, the registration between the preoperative imaging data and
intraoperative navigation system has to be established. In the past this was done by an
invasive process of identifying a set of corresponding natural landmarks in the tracking
space and image space or matching surfaces.

Recently introduced navigation systems based on intraoperative three dimensional im-
age acquisition and reconstruction in the coordinate frame of the tracking system, so called
registration free navigation [52, 79], eliminated the requirement to establish landmarks for
registration and, thus, reduced the invasiveness to the attachment of a reference target.
The drawback of this technique is however that it introduces an increased amount of ion-
izing radiation [70, 94] and a three dimensional scan is only possible at distinct points in
the operation procedure, e.g. before the intervention for planning or at the end for a con-
�rmation of the proper implant placement. Intraoperative two dimensional �uoroscopic
navigation, so called virtual �uoroscopy [63], also eliminates an invasive registration proce-
dure and has only the attachment of a reference frame as an invasive procedure. However,
navigation is thereby constrained to a set two dimensional planes and not entirely in three
dimensions.

For trauma and orthopedic surgery the method of choice for imaging is in general
based on X-ray radiation. In order to ensure less invasive access routes to the target
anatomy, in general an increased amount of radiation dose is applied. Since this provides
visual feedback and a real time estimate of the relationship between instruments and the
target bone region it is an alternative to direct visual access. Current orthopedic and
trauma surgery applications are often based on preoperative computed tomography data,
intraoperative mobile or stationary C-arms, or CT �uoro imaging in the interventional
suites. All of these imaging technologies expose the patient and the surgical team to a
huge amount of radiation [35, 70, 94, 190]. The ultimate goal towards minimally invasive
surgery, especially for orthopedic and trauma surgery applications, will be navigation
solutions that, in addition to less trauma caused by the access route and treatment,
optimize the applied radiation dose to a minimum, while ensuring a safe and reliable
procedure. This ensures the best and safest patient outcome of the intervention.
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2.4 Contribution of this Thesis

There are three major contributions within this thesis.
The �rst contribution is the development of new visualization methods within a head

mounted display in-situ visualization system. This new visualization extends pure aug-
mented reality visualization and combines it with standard multiplanar slice based navi-
gation (cf. section 4.1).

The second contribution is a novel system for image guided orthopedic surgery based
on a camera augmented mobile C-arm system and its extensions for advances in computer
assisted orthopedic surgery (cf. section 4.2). These two systems were built and extended
in our laboratory and re�ned towards orthopedic, especially spine surgery. Both systems
were developed together with medical partners from the trauma surgery department at
Klinikum Innenstadt, Munich, Germany.

The third contribution is a new model to assess the proposed systems, derived from
Jannin and Korb [106]. This model proposes the comparison of di�erent computer assisted
navigation systems with the currently used surgical procedure in the operating room
(cf. chapter 5). Observing, monitoring and analyzing the medical work�ow allow creating
and averaging surgeries. A simulated procedure is designed based on this average work�ow
and is used to compare the work�ow of the novel approaches against the currently applied
surgical procedure. This will provide a structured way in assessing clinically relevant
parameters already with a preclinical prototype and justify its costly and expensive ex-
vivo and in-vivo studies.
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CHAPTER 3

Medical Application Domain

Surgeons must be very careful
When they take the knife!

Underneath their �ne incisions
Stirs the Culprit - Life!

Emily Elizabeth Dickinson (1830-1886)

3.1 The Spine

Image guided interventions of the spine require anatomical, physiological, and biomechan-
ical knowledge in addition to the indications of fracture and other abnormalities in order to
derive the planning and decision steps for the guided intervention. The planning includes
the de�nition of the trajectory of access to the vertebra of interest. Guided procedures
in general support access trajectories and treatment at the target area. There are several
possibilities for access trajectories depending on the individual anatomical structures, the
physiological structure, and the clinical indication.

3.1.1 Spine Anatomy

The human spine consists of 33 bones, 24 vertebrae, 5 sacrum segments and 4 fused coccyx
segments. The vertebrae are categorized in 7 cervical (C1-C7), 12 thoracic (T1-T12), and
5 lumbar (L1-L5) elements (cf. �gure 3.1) in craniocaudal direction.

The vertebrae of the spine progressively enlarge from the cervical to the lumbar region.
There is also a large inter-subject variability in size within the same vertebra level. The
size of a vertebra de�nes the volume. The vertebra with the smallest size and volume is
found in the cervical region and the vertebra with the largest in the lumbar. Inter-subject
variations are based on gender and general body dimensions.
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(a) From Henry Gray, Anatomy of the Human
Body, 1918, Fig. 111.

(b) Magnetic resonance image.

Figure 3.1: Lateral/Sagittal view of the vertebral column.
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(a) Cervical vertebra. (b) Thoratic vertebra. (c) Lumbar vertebra.

Figure 3.2: The di�erence between cervical, thoratic and lumbar spine. Figures from
Henry Gray, Anatomy of the Human Body, 1918, Fig. 82, 84 and 94.

(a) 1st cervical vertebra or atlas. (b) 2nd cervical vertebra or
atlas.

(c) 7th cervical vertebra.

Figure 3.3: The cervical spine shows a huge variation in anatomy from C1 to C7. Figures
from Henry Gray, Anatomy of the Human Body, 1918, Fig. 82, 84 and 94.

The cervical spine, located in the neck, has a huge variation from top (C1) to the
bottom (C7) (cf. �gure 3.3). There is less variation in the thoracic from top (T1) to the
bottom (T12) and lumbar spine (L1 - L5). The anatomical deviation in size is especially
of importance for the �lling volume for vertebroplasty procedures to avoid over�lling. The
di�erent orientation of the vertebrae is of special interest to identify the optimal access
route.

The spine lies centrally embedded in the human body, covered dorsally by muscles
and surrounded ventrally by vital organs and pathways. Its distance from the surface of
the skin is smallest in a dorsal direction and largest ventrally and laterally.

3.1.2 Access Trajectories to the Vertebrae

Access principles to the vertebra that are of interest will be granted through various
entrances and within di�erent directions. The surgical access route should be least trau-
matic to minimize the iatrogenic trauma, i.e. the trauma caused by the treatment [149].
A general access route for minimally invasive endoscopic procedures is ventral [17], i.e.
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access through the anterior direction, or lateral access.
Motivated by the fact that the smallest distance between the surface of the skin and

the spine is in dorsal direction, interventions using this access trajectories are desirable to
minimize the trauma. Especially transpedicular and parapedicular approaches for �xation
of the spine as trauma reduction method or cement augmentation of the spine are widely
used procedures.

3.2 Spine Interventions

This section summarizes some of the spine interventions that are proposed to be ideal
for the later introduced newly developed navigation systems (sections 4.1 and 4.2). In
general percutaneous, dorsal approaches are well suited for the later introduced new solu-
tions. Applications of ventral spinal procedures (cf. section 3.2.1) and their trend towards
minimally invasive endoscopic guided procedures are brie�y introduced. Interventions for
pedicle screw placement for �xation, compression and decompression of the spine (cf. sec-
tion 3.2.2) and vertebroplasty procedures for cement augmentation of vertebrae along
with its instrumentation (cf. section 3.2.3) are described in details since they are primary
application domains for the new navigation solutions. Their challenge is to ensure the
perfect access route through the pedicle. Other future directions in spine surgery such
as disc replacement, bone graft substitutes for fusion, or biologic innovations [200] are
not discussed here since they are not in the focus of the proposed navigation systems in
chapter 4 in this thesis with major modi�cations of the current system setup.

3.2.1 Ventral Approach

Minimally invasive endoscopic guided techniques for management of spinal trauma have
been established as the standard procedure for many anterior, lateral or medial approached
interventions [17]. Chronic pain syndromes in up to 50% of the patient after open access
surgery were the motivation for the introduction of less invasive and minimally invasive
procedures. The results of a �ve year study by Beisse et al. [17] show that endoscopic
procedures considerably reduce the postoperative pain syndromes. They reported this in
a randomized study with 60 patients, 30 patients treated endoscopically and 30 patients
treated with open surgery [16]. Amongst the patients treated endoscopically they reported
a reduction in the duration of administration of analgesics (31%) and the overall dose
(42%) in comparison with the patients who received open surgery treatment. 80% of the
patients treated by the minimally invasive endoscopic procedure returned to their previous
employment. Furthermore, endoscopic procedures can be compared in operation duration
and complication rate with open access surgery. Another advantage of endoscopic surgery
is the lower risk of infection due to less in�icted tissue and reduced tissue exposure time
for infection during surgery. This study shows the high motivation to further facilitate
minimally invasive procedures in spine surgery.
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3.2.2 Dorsal Approach - Pedicle Screw Placements

Transpedicular �xation became a standard procedure for vertebral fractures, even so
for various interventions combined techniques with ventral approaches are recommended
[119]. The so called posterior or dorsal instrumentation uses the dorsal access route to the
spine and ideally places the screw such, that it uses the whole diameter of the isthmus of
the pedicle. In general this procedure is performed under permanent �uoroscopic control
usually in two planes, the anterior-posterior and lateral. To mark the entry into the
pedicle and to open it often a needle or awl is inserted under �uoroscopy control. On
the anterior-posterior X-ray view the needle tip should not touch the medial curve of the
pedicle, which forms the wall of spinal canal and its pathway. On the lateral view the
needle should be parallel to the superior and inferior edge of the pedicle. Alternative
to the needle or awl, automatic drilling devices be used in order to open the pedicle
for screw insertion. After con�rmation of the perfect placement of the supporting tool
(needle/Kirschner-Wire) the screw is placed. Using special equipment the pedicle screw is
placed, either guided by the placed Kirschner-Wire and by lateral X-ray imaging or only
lateral imaging to control that no perforation of the vertebra in anterior direction towards
the aorta occurs. Once the screw is placed, plates are inserted for �xation, compression
or decompression of the spine. The process after the placement of the guiding tool is
performed often by the support of clever mechanical construction of devices, wires, and
screws. X-ray imaging is in general only applied to con�rm the correct placement. The
challenge for navigation is within the initial placement of a guiding wire or supporting
tool into its optimal position and orientation through the pedicle.

3.2.3 Dorsal Approach - Vertebroplasty

Vertebroplasty provides a minimal-invasive surgical technique for the cement augmen-
tation of vertebral bodies following osteoporotic compression fractures or malignant pro-
cesses [148, 191]. The procedure is performed percutaneously, i.e. through a small incision
point in the skin. In comparison to non-percutaneous techniques, where the skin and tis-
sue is removed to enable access to the bone, percutaneous procedures insert only a needle
or guiding wire through the skin. The process involves the dorsal insertion of a Kirschner-
Wire (cf. �gure 3.4(a)) or a needle (e.g. Jamshidi needle), in general supported using �uoro
CT (cf. �gure 3.4(b)) or X-ray images by C-arms. In case of a Kirschner-Wire, once an
accurate placement is con�rmed (e.g. through a spiral computed tomography scan), a
canula is inserted and positioned (cf. �gure 3.4(c)). The canula is inserted also under
imaging control i.e. �uoro CT (cf. �gure 3.5) or X-ray image control. The instrumenta-
tion for cement augmentation is inserted through the needle or canula. The cement is
�lled into the bone again under CT �uoro (cf. �gure 3.6) or X-ray image control. The �nal
augmentation result is con�rmed during the intervention with a spiral CT scan (cf. �gure
3.7(b)), multiplanar X-ray images, or a 3D reconstruction by a C-arm. Kyphoplasty has
been developed as an advancement of vertebroplasty that enables the decompression of
the fractured bone using a balloon. The cement �lling is applied within the balloon. Thus
its shape is a sphere and it is questionable if the biomechanical consistency is su�cient.
New methods are released using the approach of kyphoplasty with the possibility of �lling
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(a) Kirschner wire insertion. (b) Kirschner wire in �uoro
CT image.

(c) Canula insertion.

Figure 3.4: Insertion of a Kirschner wire and canula for cement augmentation during a ver-
tebroplasty intervention. Pictures talken during an intervention at Klinikum Innenstadt,
Munich by Prof. K.J. Pfeifer and Prof. E. Euler, 2005.

(a) Beginning of canula inser-
tion.

(b) Intermediate control im-
age.

(c) Final placement.

Figure 3.5: CT images of canula insertion for cement augmentation during a vertebro-
plasty intervention. Pictures from an intervention at Klinikum Innenstadt, Munich by
Prof. K.J. Pfeifer and Prof. E. Euler, 2005.

the cement such, that it has a more natural distribution within the cavity of the vertebra.

3.3 Computer Assisted Spine Interventions

In the past two decades computer assisted surgery systems were introduced into the oper-
ation room [184], after their advent in neurosurgery in the early 80s [114, 74], applications
for spine surgery in the early 90s [147, 150] and later various other orthopedics and trauma
surgery [228, 229] were introduced. Driving motivations for the introduction of computer
assisted surgery systems are

� reduction of invasiveness e.g. by optimizing the access route, minimizing ionizing
radiation and reducing the unnecessary damages to neighboring tissues,

� increase of safety and reliability of therapy e.g. by improving intervention accuracy,
visualizing critical organs and detections of human errors as early as possible in the
surgical process,
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(a) Instrumentation for ce-
ment augmentation.

(b) Fluoro CT during �lling. (c) Fluoro CT for �lling con-
�rmation.

Figure 3.6: Process of cement augmentation during a vertebroplasty intervention. Pictures
from an intervention at Klinikum Innenstadt, Munich by Prof. K.J. Pfeifer and Prof. E.
Euler, 2005.

(a) Pre-interventional CT scan for di-
agnosis and planning.

(b) Post interventional control scan.

Figure 3.7: Sagittal intersection pre- and post-interventional spiral CT scans of the in-
�icted vertebral column T12/L1. Pictures from an intervention at Klinikum Innenstadt,
Munich by Prof. K.J. Pfeifer and Prof. E. Euler, 2005.
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� introduction of novel interventions e.g. by de�nition of new non invasive interven-
tions which are only possible under precise navigation and multi-modal imaging.

The ultimate goal of all systems is to improve the patient outcome by an optimal interven-
tion. This includes narrowing the gap between an exceptional well performed intervention
and an average intervention. Image guided interventions are supposed to guaranty an ex-
ceptional outcome of the intervention. However computer assisted procedures did not
always succeed in reducing the invasiveness of the procedures, in particular in orthope-
dic surgery [129]. Langlotz and Keeve [128] identi�ed three reasons why these surgical
procedures have to be invasive in the �rst place:

� surgeons prefer direct visual access to the region of interest to perform the interven-
tion. This is currently achieved by invasive exposure of the surgical targets through
open surgery.

� placements of surgical implants, screws or rods need an access trajectory and proper
working volume.

� instruments act upon bony structures and thus need physical contact and open
working space for correct positioning as well as easy and safe manipulation.

Whereas the latter reasons are subject of improving instruments and implants, the �rst
reason is subject to a proper navigation system and intraoperative guidance to enable the
minimal access route to the target anatomy and it involves the development of appropriate
imaging, tracking, displays, and visualization techniques. One could attack all above
mentioned issues through design and development of:

a) new instruments for minimally invasive surgery requiring reduced working space,

b) new therapeutic solutions without the direct access requirement, and �nally,

c) new and e�cient advanced multimodal imaging, display and visualization technol-
ogy, reducing the need for direct viewing of the anatomy.

In this thesis the focus is on the latter, aiming at providing new navigation and visual-
ization solutions for computer assisted minimally invasive surgery.

3.3.1 History of Computer Assisted Spinal Interventions

The �rst reported approach in computer assisted spine surgery was adopted from stereo-
tactic neurosurgery. Brodwater et al. [37] used an operation microscope for a spine in-
tervention, but instead of the rigid stereotactic frame they attached external markers to
the skin of the patient. The measured error was extremely large, 28.81 mm (SD 7.49) in
the disc space localization. They could not �nd a relating motion pattern between skin
markers and the spine anatomy, thus they were not able to decrease the error. Roessler et
al. [194] con�rmed that the use of skin markers exceed the accuracy required for navigated
surgery in the spine. Within their studies they report an application accuracy of 11.3 mm
mean (range 5-20mm) on real patients. Based on the outcome of this studies, further
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development in computer assisted spinal interventions proposed the use of dynamic ref-
erence target (DRB) [177], a rigid target that is attached to the bone of interest, i.e. the
vertebra to be treated. This provides a good, however, an invasive reference system. The
registration relative to that reference frame is performed by corresponding points or fea-
tures between image and tracking space [129]. The attachment of the dynamic reference
base avoids errors caused by patient motion and deformation of the spine. It has been
proven to be superior in terms of accuracy over skin markers.

Navigated interventions were extended to various other orthopedic and trauma surgery
disciplines including hip arthroplasty and knee arthroplasty [4]. Computer assisted
surgery contributes also to the enhancement within these application domains.

The currently available computer assisted system for the spine can be categorized by
the used imaging technology in:

� CT based navigation (cf. section 3.3.1.1),

� two dimensional C-arm/Fluoro guided (cf. section 3.3.2), and

� three dimensional reconstructed C-arm based navigation (cf. section 3.3.3).

The di�erent approaches were compared in multiple studies. A summary is pro-
vided in section 3.3.3.1 later in this chapter. There are commercially available so-
lutions for navigated spine surgery. VectorVision® spine by BrainLAB AG (http:
//www.brainlab.com), that enables navigation based on preoperative CT and intraoper-
ative �uoroscopic images simultaneously. Similar to this system, the Synergy�Experience
StealthStation® System by Medtronics (http://www.medtronicnavigation.com/) pro-
vides a full suite including two-dimensional and three-dimensional C-arm as well as CT
based navigation. Another available, complete system for navigated spine surgery is
Navitrack® FluoroSpine® by ORTHOsoft (http://www.orthosoft.ca).

3.3.1.1 Preoperative CT Navigation with External Tracking

General principles of CT based navigation is summarized by Jaramaz et al. [110]. This
approach to navigated spine surgery is based on the usage of preoperative acquired CT
data, the placement of a dynamic reference base into the therapeutic target anatomy
(i.e. vertebra of interest), the registration of the CT data within the spatial localization
coordinate system (e.g. optical tracking), and the visualization of the tracked instruments
within the CT data as multiplanar reconstructions. Visionary systems propose augmented
reality techniques for the in-situ visualization of the navigation information based on pre-
operative CT scans [22, 30]. Special motivation for CT based navigation is in the cervical
spine [252] where additional critical structures like vertebral artery, spinal nerve, or spinal
cord are nearby and thus at higher risk compared to the lumbar spine region. Laine et
al. [126] conduced a randomized study with 100 patients for comparison of the accuracy
within screw insertion with and without computer assistance based on preoperative CT
data. For both, the navigated and the conventional method, a preoperative spiral CT scan
was acquired and in case of the computer assisted insertion the three dimensional scan
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was registered intraoperatively with the navigation system SurgiGATE Spine (Medivi-
sion, Oberdorf, Switzerland) that was already evaluated earlier by the same group within
a prospective clinical trial within 30 patients [127]. Their conclusion of the randomized
studies was that computer assisted procedures are more accurate and reliable. They derive
this conclusion from the percentage of pedicle perforation by the placed screws with both
methods. They reported 13.4% (37 of 277 screws) perforation within the conventional
procedure and only 4.6% (10 of 219 screws) in the computer assisted procedure. Amiot
et al. [3] performed a comparative study of 150 patients, 100 treated with conventional
method and 50 treated with computer assistance based on preinterventional CT data and
intraoperative navigation. With computer assistance 5.4% of the screws were placed in a
not ideal position. In contrast, the control group that was treated with the conventional
method had 15.3% of screws placed in a not ideal position. Furthermore, none of the
patients treated with computer assistance had to undergo reoperation and no long term
neurologic de�cits occurred in contrast to the control group that was treated conven-
tionally, where seven patients had to undergo reoperation and four reported long term
neurologic de�cits. Geerling at al. [71] summarized various studies showing that the mis-
placement rate using CT based navigation systems is extremely low [3, 75, 112, 126, 209],
especially compared to not navigated, conventional procedures.

The unique part within preoperative CT based navigation in spine surgery is the regis-
tration of CT data with the tracking coordinate system. The �rst attempts adopted from
stereotactic neurosurgery showed that point based registration of �ducials attached to the
skin are not su�cient in terms of the target registration error [37, 194]. The introduction
of reference frames rigidly attached to the vertebra of interest and registration methods
based on surface registration reduced the target registration error signi�cantly [129]. In
general an initial point based registration method is iteratively re�ned by surface registra-
tion between the extracted vertebra surface in the CT scan and digitalized surface points
in the tracking space. One exemplary method is the iterative closest point algorithm (ICP)
[20, 265]. For an acceptable result using surface registration methods the acquired points
should be widely distributed over the intraoperative accessible anatomy [176]. However,
the method for the acquisition of surface points for registration in the tracking coordinate
frame requires an invasive procedure. This is one of the major reasons, why Langlotz
and Keeve [128] state that the navigated procedures did not reduce the invasiveness in
the �rst place, but the robustness and reliability of its outcome in terms of placement
accuracy. An novel approach for registration of CT data is based on a unscented Kalman
Filter (UKF) between CT data and tracked ultrasound [158]. According to Gebhard et
al. [69] another limitation besides the invasive registration process is that the CT re�ects
the preoperative anatomical status and is only applicable with intact vertebral bodies and
assuming the anatomical situation did not change between the data acquisition and its
intraoperative usage e.g. by compression or decompression. Slomczykowski et al. [221]
show that the radiation dose of a preoperative required CT for navigated surgery exceeds
the radiation dose applied during �uoroscopic navigation.

Commercially available systems based on preoperative CT data advertise the pos-
sibility of optimal screw placement throughout the entire spine, reduction of radiation
exposure, increasing e�ciencies, and a minimal invasive approach for reduced recovery
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times.

3.3.2 2D C-arm/Fluoroscopy Guidance

The navigation based on �uoroscopic C-arm images and external tracking, often referred
to as virtual �uoroscopy was introduced in parallel by Nolte et al. [175] and Foley et
al. [62, 63]. The procedure does not require preoperative imaging data and an invasive
registration procedure. Further advantages are the availability of a �uoroscopic imaging
device that is capable of imaging the recent anatomical situation and can provide updates
any time.

Within the procedure a reference frame, identical to CT based navigation is attached
to the vertebra of interest under �uoroscopic control. The navigation with the �uoroscopic
C-arm images is not based on a three dimensional dataset, but on 2D �uoroscopic images.
The C-arm is tracked in the same coordinate system than the dynamic reference base
within the vertebra and the instruments. Modeling the C-arm geometry using a camera
model and projections (cf. �gure 4.11), the position of the instruments can be projected
in any image of an arbitrary positioned C-arm. In general an anterior-posterior and a
lateral image are used for 2D �uoroscopic navigation [64].

One challenge in �uoroscopic based navigation is its two dimensional nature and thus
a navigation in not in all three dimensions, but only two dimensional projective images.
Another challenge is the X-ray geometric distortion and its online correction [140]. In
general a ring containing X-ray markers on two di�erent planes is attached to the image
detector for online distortion correction [47]. Furthermore, the ring consists of tracking
markers to be localized by the optical tracking system. The misplacement rate of implants
using 2D �uoroscopic navigation was classi�ed to be similar to the misplacement rate in
CT based navigation in the spine [64].

3.3.3 Three Dimensional Recoconstructed C-arm Guidance

The underlying concept of this technique is the intraoperative 3D cone-beam reconstruc-
tion using a mobile C-arm [192]. The C-arm is extended by markers for an optical tracking
system. During the acquisition the C-arm rotates around its iso-center with over 180 de-
grees. The reconstructed volume is, after a one time calibration routine, known within
the coordinate system of the optical tracking system. This enables a direct reference and
thus visualization of the tracked instruments within the reconstructed volume without
any registration procedure. The limitation is however that this is not a real time imaging
technology in contrast to the 2D �uoroscopic imaging. A three dimensional scan is only
performed at very distinct points during the intervention, i.e. at the beginning to acquire
imaging data for three dimensional navigation or at the end to con�rm the correct place-
ment during the surgery. In twelve patients Euler et al. [52] showed a su�cient accuracy
of this procedure for the placement of pedicle screws. Its usage is superior to navigation
based on preoperative computed tomography data, mainly because of a non invasive reg-
istration method (i.e. registration free) and more up to date three dimensional imaging
data.
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3.3.3.1 Discussion of Di�erent Approaches for Navigated Spine Surgery

Holly [96, 97] compares the three di�erent approaches for computer assisted spine surgery
based on CT data, intraoperative cone-beam reconstruction, and 2D �uoroscopy. In
general both 3D navigation methods have the advantage of navigating the instruments in
all three dimensions and thus give correct guidance information. Their major drawback is
that both procedures do not provide real time imaging during the intervention. A rescan
in case the anatomy moves or deforms is not easily possible. Especially in case of CT
based navigation the image data set re�ects a preoperative situation and assumes that the
target anatomy does not change until the treatment. Furthermore, CT based navigation
has the major disadvantage of an invasive procedure for registration, i.e. digitalizing points
in the tracking coordinate system. Navigated 2D �uoroscopy showed promising results,
however, it is limited to a number of 2D projections.

There exist several interventional spinal procedures that treat the vertebra through
one single or both pedicles from dorsal, which can be supported by the above introduced
navigation procedure. The procedures are mainly fracture trauma reduction in form of
cement augmentation of the vertebra (vertebroplasty and kyphoplasty), compression, de-
compression, and fusion or �xation with pedicle screws. All pedicle approaches require
precise guidance to place the channel through the pedicle without any perforation, es-
pecially in medial direction, i.e. the direction towards the spinal court. Comparing the
accuracy of conventional non navigated to any navigated procedures in the spine the
placement accuracy can be signi�cantly improved [3, 75, 112, 122, 126, 189, 209]. In
general the pedicles are classi�ed in their ideal position and deviation of this position
in medial and lateral direction. A method to clinically classify the placement of pedicle
screw depending on the level on its perforation was described by Arand et al. [6, 7]. They
distinguish between level A, a central position of the screw without any perforation, level
B that describes the group that has lateral/medial or cranial/caudal perforation smaller
than the thread of the screw, and level C with pedicle perforation higher than the thread
of the screw.

All the above listed papers show that computer assisted procedures in general im-
proved the outcome of surgery in terms of placement accuracy. However, no obvious
clinical advantage could be established in the past [208]. Schulze et al. showed that neu-
rologic symptoms are rarely in�uenced by an eccentric pedicle screw tract. There was
no variation in the syndromes even for penetration of the pedicle wall with up to 6 mm
[208]. Navigation in the spine, however, will never replace the profound anatomical and
physiological knowledge of the surgeon about the target anatomy [64].
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CHAPTER 4

Two Novel Approaches to Image Guided Surgery

If you don't know where you are going, any road will do.

Chinese proverb

If you don't know where you are, a map won't help.

Watts S. Humphrey

4.1 Hybrid Augmented Reality Navigation Interface

My �rst approach for improving the navigation during percutaneous spinal interventions
is the use of a head mounted display based augmented reality system [238, 240]. The
usage of in-situ visualization is motivated by many applications where the surgeon has to
relate the medical imaging data to the operation situs (cf. �gure 4.1).

Within this section I will explain the system setup including its components and cali-
bration in detail and discuss its limitations. Furthermore, the newly developed advanced
visualization concepts towards the application for pedicle screw placement are described.
A head mounted display based augmented reality system that is extended by new visu-
alization concepts adopted from traditional multiplanar reconstructed slice navigation.
Experiments and results of the technical system parameters, as well as the results of
simulated surgical procedures are presented in section 5.1.

4.1.1 Related Work in Head Mounted Display Based Augmented
Reality

Augmented reality was proposed for surgery as an alternative visualization method to
traditional multiplanar reconstructed slice navigation. In orthopedics it is applicable for
training, planning, and interventions [30]. The signi�cant di�erences of an augmented re-
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(a) CT navigated intervention. (b) C-arm navigated operation.

Figure 4.1: The surgeons are relating the information presented on a monitor to the
operation situs. In the left image the CT slice was added to the image to show an
exemplary solution for a better visualization.

ality system compared to standard, monitor based navigation are the display techniques
and visualization, which results in a more intuitive human interface interaction. For med-
ical imaging, tracking, and registration exactly the same or similar devices and methods
are used, compared to general image guided surgery applications. As open issues in aug-
mented reality research Blackwell et al. [30] identify the line of sight requirement of the
tracking, non rigid registration, and intraoperative updates of images. These issues are
however not speci�c to augmented reality visualization, but image guided surgery in gen-
eral. Alternative solutions were developed over the past ten years to overcome some of
these limitations. Speci�c research issues dedicated to medical augmented reality are the
display technology, user interface, depth perception, and synchronization of image and
tracking data. One of the �rst medical augmented reality systems, that is based on a
head mounted display system, was proposed by Bajura et al. [12]. They augmented the
image of a video camera with a spatially registered ultrasound image and visualized it in
a video see-through head mounted display. Another application using a video see-through
head mounted display was proposed by Fuchs et al. [66] to display the images of a laparo-
scope through synthetic windows directly onto the patient. Sauer et al. [206] developed
a video see through head mounted display system for multipurpose usage. Exemplary
applications are the visualization of fMRI for neurosurgery [202], ultrasound guidance
[203], CT based navigation [204], and MRI based needle biopsies [248]. A clone of their
system was used in this work. The system setup is explained in the following sections.

4.1.2 System Components

The system is a combination of two existing components, the three dimensional user inter-
face RAMP [206] and an optical tracking system. A system was developed for procedures
that is based on a computed tomography scan. Before the computed tomography scan
�ducials were attached. These markers are visible simultaneously in computed tomogra-
phy and tracking space (cf. �gure 4.2). This allows using the proposed visualization on
any object, provided that �ducials are attached to it before the computed tomography
scan. Any other patient to modality registration will be also suitable for the introduced
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(a) System overview. (b) Augmented, volume rendered CT data.

Figure 4.2: The head mounted display augmented reality system presented at DGU in
Berlin 2005.

system, as long as the combined �ducials are visible by the respective modality.

4.1.2.1 Hardware Setup

The augmented reality system is based on a stereoscopic video see-through head mounted
display and was developed by Sauer et al. (SCR, Princeton, USA) [202]. The head
mounted display, a ProView from Kaiser Electro-Optics Inc. (Ann Arbor, MI, USA)
with an resolution of 1024× 768, is equipped with two color cameras with a resolution of
640 × 480 to obtain images of the real world and display these images on the miniature
displays. Additionally, a tracking camera is attached to the system for head pose esti-
mation [206]. This technique, often referred to as inside-out tracking, has been proven
to minimize the error of visualization in the viewing direction in augmented reality [92].
The tracking camera consists of a black and white camera with an attached infrared �lter
and a ring of LEDs around the lens of the camera.

There are two reasons for the usage of a video see-through display (i.e. the real world
is imaged by video cameras and visualized on a head mounted display) over an optical
see-through device (i.e. the real world is seen directly through a half transparent plate
that is capable to display also the virtual data). Firstly, video see-through systems achieve
a perfect temporal synchronization of video data and head pose data since the cameras
within that setup are genlocked, eliminating any time lag between the images of visualiza-
tion and tracking camera. Non optimal temporal synchronization can lead to perceivable
jitter or swimming [204]. Secondly, in video see-through head mounted displays the de-
veloper has more options for visualization since he/she has full control over the real world
image. This includes the possibility to apply image processing methods to the video im-
ages.. In optical systems only manipulation of the virtual image, e.g. brightening of the
augmentation, is possible.

The drawback of using a single camera system for instrument tracking is that large
marker con�gurations are needed for a precise localization of targets [247]. As large track-
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ing targets attached to instruments are not desired in the operating theatre, an external
optical tracking system is applied. The ARTtrack1 (Advanced Realtime Tracking GmbH,
Weilheim, Germany) is used in the setup to track instruments and the surgical region
of interest. A marker frame (cf. �gure 4.3(D)) is used to establish a common coordinate
frame between the inside-out and external optical tracking system. The hardware setup
is shown in �gure 4.3.

The transformation from the coordinate system of the external tracking device to the
two dimensional coordinates in the image coordinates is given by

OverlayHTarget = OverlayHCam
CamHFrame

�
ExtHFrame

�−1 ExtHTarget, (4.1)

where the transformations ExtHFrame and ExtHTarget are provided by the external
tracking system for the pose of the tracking frame and the surgical region of interest.
CamHFrame and OverlayHCam are derived using Tsai camera calibration [242] and model
the extrinsic and intrinsic camera parameters. Figure 4.4 shows an overview of all involved
transformations and coordinate systems.

4.1.3 Phantom Design and Clinical Integration

The core requirement for a navigation solution in trauma surgery is its seamless integration
into the clinical work�ow and, to a large extent, an automatic con�guration with no
additional interactive calibration or registration procedures during surgery.

Most methods described in literature use tracked pointers to register markers in pa-
tient space with their corresponding centroids segmented from imaging data e.g. [117].
As shown in section 3.3.1, dynamic reference base, i.e. a target rigidly attached to the
anatomy of interest, provides the most accurate procedure and incorporates an invasive
procedure for registration. If the target is attached before the scan, which is only possible
in combination with intra-operative imaging technologies, the procedure will be regis-
tration free. A promising trend in image guided interventions are systems that enable
intraoperative imaging co-registered by construction or by a one time calibration with the
tracking coordinate system.

For our phantom experiments we designed markers that are automatically detectable in
the CT imaging data and in the physical space by the optical tracking system. We use CT-
Spots (4 [mm] diameter) from Beekley Corp (Bristol, CT, USA) coated with infrared retro
re�ective material (cf. �gure 4.3(E)). This provides a completely automatic registration
procedure for our phantom. This technique will be however questionable within real
patients for spine surgery, since skin markers were proven not to provide su�cient accuracy
[37, 194]. An ideal solution for the registration is either the usage of intraoperative imaging
data or the attachment of a reference target into the vertebra of interest before computed
tomography or alternative preoperative imaging. For our phantom however, we used these
combined markers attached to the surface of the phantom, which is a rigid structure and
does not move or deform with respect to the target area.

Following the approach of Wang et al. [249], an automatic segmentation is used, based
on binary thresholding and region growing, followed by a classi�cation of the segmented
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Figure 4.3: Illustration of the setup for the hybrid navigation interface. (A) The HMD
with two cameras for the video images and a single camera tracker for determination of
the pose relative to the marker frame (D). An external optical infrared tracking device (B)
is used for tracking surgical instruments (G) and CT detectable, infrared retro-re�ective
markers (E) attached to the phantom (F). The hybrid navigation view (C) is displayed on
two miniature LCD monitors. In this augmentation all coordinate systems are visualized
representing the transformations involved. The marker frame (D) is used as a common
coordinate system for both, single camera tracking (A) and external optical tracking (B).
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Figure 4.4: The coordinate systems and transformations within the head mounted dis-
play augmented reality system. The red arrows indicate tracking data that are updated
multiple times in a second. The blue arrows indicate transformations that are estimated
by a one time calibration or registration. The black arrow indicates a transformation that
is a concatenation of several transformations (cf. equation 4.2)
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region. The centroids of segmented regions are calculated intensity-weighted using the
voxel intensities of the imaging data.

Finally, the correct point correspondences are established and the transformation
TargetHCT from the CT coordinates into the tracking coordinates is computed. The
correspondence is established by a distance-weighted graph matching approach [76]
followed by a standard point based registration algorithm [244] minimizing the error

ε =
nP
i=1

pTarget,i − TargetHCTpCT,i
, where pCT,i are the centroids in the computed to-

mography coordinate system and pTarget,i the three dimensional centroids in the tracking
coordinate system. Thus the data in the CT coordinate system can be transformed to
the overlay image coordinate system by

OverlayHCT = OverlayHTarget
TargetHCT , (4.2)

with OverlayHTarget computed as shown in equation 4.1.

4.1.4 Visualization Modes

4.1.4.1 Standard Slice Based Navigation

In standard slice based navigation systems, image data are presented on two dimensional
monitors [152, 153]. The displayed slices are controlled by the pose of the instrument. In
general this is decomposed into the visualization of the instrument tip and the instrument
axis. The position of the instrument tip is computed within the computed tomography
coordinates. The three orthogonal slices (axial, frontal, and sagittal) that intersect at the
tip of the instrument are computed and rendered in real time. A crosshair indicates the
tip of the instrument in each rendered image.

Instead of axial, frontal, and sagittal slices, for rigid and straight instruments two
orthogonal slices that intersect in the axis of the instrument are rendered (pseudo sagittal
and pseudo axial) to visualize the axis of the instrument. A third plane that is orthogonal
to the axis of the instrument and intersects the instrument in its tip is rendered. This
standard slice based navigation was implemented in our in-situ visualization software to
have all navigation modes available in one single user interface, the head mounted display.
Therefore, we project the three orthogonal rendered slices at a �xed location in space in
close vicinity to the region of interest (cf. �gure 4.5(d)).

4.1.4.2 Augmented Reality Visualization Modes

We implemented various augmented reality visualization modes. The requirement for
navigation is the guidance of surgical instruments to a speci�c target point based on
three dimensional imaging data. The requirement for the clinical integration is that no
interaction is required to prepare the data (e.g. interactive segmentation or planning).
All three implemented augmented reality navigation modes work directly on the DICOM
data with the imaging data registered.
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(a) Volume rendering. (b) Aligned slice view.

(c) Instrument aligned orthoslice view. (d) Standard slice based navigation.

Figure 4.5: Di�erent visualization modes for navigation that are displayed on the head
mounted display.
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Volume Rendering: A direct volume rendering technique was implemented, which is a
commonly used 2D projective representation method for three dimensional medical imag-
ing data. Intensity values in the volume domain are mapped to the three-dimensional
color space and opacity using transfer functions in order to accentuate anatomically in-
teresting structures [80]. In addition to rendering the CT data, a virtual extension of the
instrument into the target anatomy is also visualized (cf. �gure 4.5(a)).

Slice Based Visualization Modes for In-situ Visualization: In order to improve
the performance of surgeons using in-situ visualization for image guided surgery, the con-
cept of standard slice based navigation was adopted. Slice representation is the most
commonly used visualization of 3D data for diagnosis, especially by radiologists, but also
more and more by surgeons to plan and guide their surgical procedures. It reduces the di-
mensionality of the three dimensional dataset to a two dimensional representation showing
only one or a limited number of planar reconstructions of the data volume. Traditionally,
sagittal, coronal (also referred to as frontal), and axial planes are presented. These planes
are de�ned by the patient anatomy and encoded within the DICOM standard. However,
any arbitrary plane through the CT volume can be visualized as a two dimensional slice.
As an enhancement for in-situ visualization, we use representation methods that are based
on visualization of slices through the volume that are spatially aligned with the real pa-
tient within the head mounted display. The slices are either de�ned by the coordinate
system of the image data or by the drill axis, as described in the next two paragraphs.

Target Point Aligned Slice View: The �rst method that is based on slice rendering
de�nes the slice by a point, i.e. the target point of the anatomy and a normal, i.e. one
of the base axis of the CT data set, where the direction is closest to the direction of the
instrument. Since in our AR rendering system we do not separate real from virtual data
and do not support occlusion detection of real objects by their virtual superimposition, the
real drill axis is in general entirely occluded by this slice. Thus, a virtual representation
of the drill is augmented onto the slice along with the virtual extension of the axis of
the drill that shows the access path. The intersection of the virtual extension with the
visualized slice de�ned by the target region is highlighted and is the major feedback for
guiding the drill into the de�ned target region. Practically, the surgeon has to align this
point of intersection with the de�ned target point. The advantage is that the surgeon
sees a stable, standard and commonly used slice view. The main drawback of this in-
situ visualization method is that the direct vision including the view of the real drill is
occluded by the rendered slice (cf. �gure 4.5(b)). Recently new rendering techniques were
proposed to over come this limitation by context speci�c and hot spot visualization that
enables only an superimposition within a small region of interest.

Instrument Aligned Ortho-Slice In-situ Visualization: An orthoslice view is ren-
dered spatially aligned along the instrument axis. The slices are controlled by the pose
of the instrument. The intersection of the two planes corresponds to the instrument axis.
Along this line the user can see the extension of the instrument inside the anatomy.
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4.1.4.3 Hybrid Navigation Interface

To combine the advantages of both systems, a novel hybrid navigation solution is pro-
posed. The hybrid navigation interface fuses the standard, multiplanar reconstruction
(MPR) and the above described in-situ visualization methods into a single three dimen-
sional interface (cf. �gure 4.6). The MPR is rendered on a virtual plane directly beside
the real surgical object. Visualizing this close to the surgical object makes it visible at the
same time as the in-situ visualization. The advantage of the in-situ visualization, i.e. in-
tuitive and accurate guidance for lateral dimensions is complemented by the advantages
of the MPR method i.e. high accuracy in all three dimensions. Especially the instrument
aligned ortho-slice in-situ visualization in combination with the MPR realized within the
same HMD proves to be a promising method for the navigation tasks. Experiments show
that it is almost as accurate as only MPR and that it is performed in about the same
time as the in-situ visualization (cf. table 5.1). The major advantage reported by the
surgeons that conducted the experiments was that exactly the same slices are rendered
twice (details of the experiments are in section 5.1.2). Firstly, they are rendered in-situ
and are augmented onto the drill axis for intuitive navigation and secondly they are ren-
dered as an orthogonal projection to the viewing direction directly next to the region of
interest for precise navigation (cf. �gure 4.6(c)). This ensures that no information is lost
due to the projective transformation and visualization and increases the con�dence of the
surgeons in their decisions and actions.

4.1.5 System Extensions to Enhance Depth Perception

Alternative approaches to provide a complete navigation and to improve the depth percep-
tion in video see-through head mounted display augmented reality were proposed within
our research group by Bichlmeier et al., namely the concepts of virtual window [21],
shadow [216], contextual mimesis [23], and the virtual mirror [22]. The virtual window
was adopted from the original proposed one by Bajura et al. [12]. An especially promis-
ing technology is the virtual mirror concept, which facilitates the placement of a virtual
mirror attached to an interaction device or a surgical device and thus enables to have an
orthogonal/side view and control e.g. the insertion depth of instruments [22]. The concept
was also successfully applied in 2D interfaces like augmented laparoscopy [165].
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(a) Navigation and volume rendering. (b) With aligned slice view.

(c) With instrument aligned orthoslice view.

Figure 4.6: Di�erent hybrid navigation modes combining in-situ and standard slice based
navigation.

(a) Original video image. (b) Overlayed video image.

Figure 4.7: A focus and context visualization technique was adapted for the augmented
reality system. The phantom is superimposed by a registered CT dataset. The images
are rendered in real time with ≈ 30fps. Image courtesy of Oliver Kutter.
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4.2 Camera Augmented Mobile C-Arm (CamC)

Another example for a navigation aid during percutaneous spinal interventions is the use of
a C-arm system that is extended by a video camera. This chapter will explain the system
setup in detail, discuss its limitations, and propose extensions for various applications.
Experiments for determining the intrinsic system parameters and their results, as well as
the results of simulated surgical procedures are presented in section 5.2. Additionally, the
new system was compared to the state of the art procedure in a simulated vertebroplasty
procedure. A theoretical model to compare di�erent procedures based on the analysis
of their common work�ow phases and its application to the camera augmented mobile
C-arm system are presented in section 5.3.

4.2.1 Related Work

The mobile C-arm is an essential tool in everyday routine trauma and orthopedics surgery.
With increasing numbers of minimally invasive procedures the importance of CT and
�uoroscopic guidance is still growing and so are the radiation doses [33, 231, 190, 234].

Considerable e�ort has been undertaken to improve the possibilities of CT and C-arm
imaging especially in combination with external tracking systems to enable intraopera-
tive navigation [110, 46, 147, 228, 229]. These procedures crucially change the current
work�ow and add additional technical complexity to the procedure. Most of these system
require a �xation of a dynamic reference base (DRB), involve calibration and registra-
tion procedures, and introduce additional hardware components like an optical infrared
tracking system.

Navigation systems based on CT or two and three dimensional C-arm data for spine
surgery were introduced and discussed earlier (cf. section 3.3).

Augmented Imaging Devices: Most of the proposed in-situ visualization systems
augment the view of the surgeon or an external camera with registered preoperative data.
Several medical augmented reality systems were identi�ed that directly augment intraop-
eratively acquired data onto the operation situs. These systems are also called augmented
imaging devices. Stetten et al. [227] augment the real time image of an ultrasound trans-
ducer onto the target anatomy. Their system is called sonic �ashlight and is based on a
half silvered mirror and a �at panel miniature monitor mounted in a speci�c arrangement
with respect to the ultrasound plane. Masamune et al. [146] proposed an arrangement
of a half transparent mirror and a monitor rigidly attached to a CT scanner. With the
correct relation between the mirror, monitor, and CT scanner, this system allows the
visualization of one 2D CT slice in-situ. A similar technique was proposed for the in-situ
visualization of a single MRI slice [60], however with di�erent challenges to make it suit-
able for the MRI room. Leven et al. [135] augment the image of a laparoscopic ultrasound
into the image of a laparoscope. Within their system they propose the system for the
daVinci telemanipulator. A similar augmentation technique was applied by Feuerstein et
al. [55] for freehand laparoscopic surgery based on intraoperatively acquired and three-
dimensionally reconstructed C-arm data of contrasted liver vessels. Hayashibe et al. [85]
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combined the registration free navigation approach with in-situ visualization. They use
an intraoperatively tracked C-arm with reconstruction capabilities and a monitor that is
mounted on a swivel arm providing volume rendered views from any arbitrary position.

Extended C-arm Device for Navigation: In [155] and [167] the early concepts for
an extension of a mobile C-arm with an optical video camera attached to the housing
of the gantry were proposed. Using a double mirror system and a one time calibration
procedure during the construction of the system, the X-ray and optical images are aligned
for all simultaneous acquisitions. If the patient and C-arm do not move, the X-ray images
remain aligned with the video image. This makes the concept quite interesting for medical
applications, particularly those which are currently based on permanent C-arm imaging.
The concept was proposed for its use in controlling a needle placement procedure [155]
and X-ray geometric calibration [156, 157]. With an early system setup only phantom
studies were conducted.

The early concept of the system needed maturity and controlled studies before its
clinical introduction. This was the objective of the performed accuracy analysis and of
the phantom, and cadaver studies in close collaboration with a team of expert trauma
surgeons (cf. section 5.2).

4.2.2 System Overview

The camera augmented mobile C-arm system extends a common intraoperative mobile
C-arm by a color video camera (cf. section 4.2.2.1 and �gure 4.8). A video camera and a
double mirror system are constructed such that the X-ray source and the optical center of
the video camera virtually coincide (cf. section 4.2.2.3). To enable an image overlay of the
video and X-ray image in real time (cf. �gure 4.15(a) and 4.15(b)) a homography has to
be estimated that maps the X-ray image onto the video image (cf. section 4.2.2.3) taking
the relative position of the X-ray detector implicitly into account (cf. section 4.2.2.2).

4.2.2.1 System Components

The C-arm used in the initial setup and the experiments is a Siremobile Iso-C 3D from
Siemens Medical Solutions (Erlangen, Germany), a system that is used in our clinical lab-
oratory for development as well as for phantom and cadaver studies. The video camera
is a Flea from Point Grey Research Inc. (Vancouver, BC, Canada). The color camera
includes a Sony 1/3" progressive scan CCD, with 1024x768 pixel resolution at a frame
rate of 30FPS. The camera is connected via �rewire (IEEE-1394) to the visualization
computer, which is a standard PC extended by a Falcon framegrabber card from IDS
Imaging Development System GmbH (Obersulm, Germany). The construction to mount
the camera and the mirrors are custom made within our workshop. Without a mirror
construction it is physically impossible to mount the video camera such that the X-ray
source and the camera optical center virtually coincide. The mirror within the X-ray
direction has to be X-ray transparent in order not to perturb the X-ray image quality.
We also developed and adopted an interactive touchscreen based user interface for visual-
ization and guidance (cf. section 4.2.2.4 and �gure 4.16). This touchscreen enables direct
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Figure 4.8: The camera augmented mobile C-arm system setup. The mobile C-arm is
extended by an optical camera.

interaction with the imaging data presented on the monitor which is more intuitive to
handle in an operative setup than a standard mouse/keyboard interaction.

4.2.2.2 System Calibration

Model of Optical Cameras Optical cameras, especially CCD cameras, are in general
modeled as a pinhole camera. The camera model describes the mapping between 3D ob-
ject points and their corresponding 2D image point using a central projection. The model
in general is represented by an image plane and a camera center (cf. �gure 4.10). The
lens and the CCD sensor are in general in the same housing. This creates a �xed rela-
tionship between image plane and optical center. The projection geometry is commonly
represented by x = PX with P ∈ R3×4 being the projection matrix , X ∈ P3 the object
point in 3D, and x ∈ P2 its corresponding point in the image in projective space [83, 210].

Model of X-ray Imaging: The X-ray imaging is generally modeled as a point source
with rays going through the object and imaged by the detector plane (cf. �gure 4.11).
X-ray geometry is often modeled using the same formulation as the optical video camera
and with the same set of tools of projective geometry. However, in contrast to the optical
camera model, the X-ray source and the detector plane are not rigidly constructed within
one housing. Therefore, the X-ray source and the detector plane are loosely coupled, in
fact they are mounted on opposite sides of the C-arm. [166] proposes a method based on
de�nition of a virtual detector plane for compensation of the changes of relative position
and orientation between X-ray source and detector plane. This method consists in imaging
markers located on the X-ray housing near the X-ray source, so they are projected onto
the borders of detector plane. The warping of these points to �xed virtual positions,
often de�ned by a reference image, guarantees �xed intrinsic parameters, i.e. source-to-
detector distance, image center, pixel size, and aspect ratio. The new 3D C-arms have
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Figure 4.9: The video camera and the double mirror construction is physically attached
such that it has the same optical center and optical axis than the X-ray source.

Figure 4.10: Geometric model of an optical camera.
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Figure 4.11: Geometric model of X-ray imaging.

more stable rotational movements and allow us to compute the required warping to the
virtual detector during an o�-line calibration procedure.

Three Step Calibration Procedure The system calibration procedure is described
and executed in three consecutive steps:

Step 1 - Distortion Correction: Both the images of the optical video camera and
the X-ray system su�er from distortions. The optical camera distortion is estimated and
corrected using standard computer vision methods. We use a non linear radial distortion
model and pre-compute a look up table for fast distortion correction [242]. The radial
lens distortion of the video camera is modeled by Xun = D + Xdist with Xun ∈ R2 the
undistorted point on the image, Xdist ∈ R2 the distorted one, and D = Xdist(k1r

2 +k2r
4 +

. . .+kir
2i) a polynomial function of the distortion coe�cients ki. The distortion coe�cients

are computed using well-known calibration techniques using a calibration pattern with
known 3D geometry [86, 266]1. The X-ray geometric distortion depends on the orientation
of the mobile C-arm with regard to the earth's magnetic �eld, and thus is dependant on the
angular, orbital, and wig-wag (room orientation) angle. For precise distortion correction,
the C-arm has to be calibrated for every orientation. Look up tables provided by the
vendor can however correct for the geometrical X-ray distortion for most common poses of
the C-arm. For C-arms with solid state detectors instead of traditional image intensi�ers,
distortion is a minor problem and is often taken into account by system providers.

Step 2 - Alignment of X-ray Source and Camera Optical Center: The next
step after the distortion correction consists of the positioning of the camera such that
its optical center coincides with the X-ray source. This is achieved if a minimum of two
undistorted rays, both optical and X-ray, pass through two pairs of markers located on two

1see Open Source Computer Vision Library http://www.intel.com/technology/computing/

opencv/ for an exemplary implementation
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Figure 4.12: The video camera has to be attached such that it its optical camera center
virtually coincides with the X-ray image source.

di�erent planes (cf. �gure 4.12). For one of the modalities, e.g. X-ray, this is simply done
by positioning two markers on one plane and then positioning two others on the second
plane such that their images coincide. This guarantees that the rays going through the
corresponding markers on the two planes intersect at the projection center, e.g. the X-ray
source. Due to parallax, the second modality will not view the pairs of markers aligned
unless its projection center, e.g. camera center, is also at the intersection of the two rays
de�ned by the two pairs of markers.

Step 3 - Homography Estimation for Image Overlay: After successful align-
ment of X-ray source and camera optical center, to enable an overlay of the images
acquired by the X-ray device and video camera, a homography H ∈ R3×3 is estimated.
This homograpgh includes the translation on the image planes, the rotation around the
normal of the image planes, and the pixel scaling between the video and X-ray image.
This homography H is computed by a minimum of four corresponding points detected in
the two images such that p(v,i) = Hp(x,i) with p(v,i) the 2D point in the video image and
p(x,i) the corresponding point in the video image [83].

4.2.2.3 Implementation of System Calibration

The calibration procedure has to be performed only once during the initial attachment
of the video camera and the double mirror construction to the gantry of the C-arm. It
is valid as long as the optical camera and the mirror construction are not moved with
respect to the X-ray gantry. We plan to incorporate the rigidly mounted construction
into the housing of the C-arm gantry. After distortion correction (cf. section 4.2.2.2) the
system calibration is performed using the following two steps:
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Physical Placement of the Optical Camera and Mirror Construction The
gantry mounted camera is physically placed such that its optical center is virtually aligned
with the location of the X-ray source. This alignment is achieved by mounting the cam-
era using a double mirror construction (cf. �gure 4.9) with the support of a bi-planar
calibration phantom (cf. �gure 4.14). Our calibration phantom consists of two marker
sets, each of them consisting of �ve markers that are arranged on a transparent plane and
are visible both in X-ray and optically. The phantom is placed on the image intensi�er
of the C-arm. The markers on the far plane are rigidly attached spherical CT markers
with 4mm diameter (CT-SPOTS, Beekley Corporation, Bristol, CT, USA). The markers
on the near plane are aluminum rings that are moved such that they are pairwise overlaid
with their spherical counterparts on the far plane in the X-ray image. In order to align
all markers a series of X-ray images are acquired while moving the ring markers on the
upper place (cf. �gure 4.13). Once all markers are aligned in the X-ray image, the optical

(a) Unaligned. (b) Intermediate. (c) Aligned

Figure 4.13: Sequence of X-ray images during the alignment of the markers on the bi-
planar calibration phantom.

video camera is attached such that all markers are also overlaid in the video image. The
calibration phantom and the C-arm must not move until the �nal placement of the video
camera is con�rmed, i.e. the centers of all spherical markers are projected exactly in
the center of the ring markers in the video image. Since this calibration step is a one
time procedure during manufacturing of the device, a manual procedure for the research
prototype is an acceptable solution. For a �nal assembly of the camera extended C-arm
unit an algorithm enabling automatic extraction and visual servoing of the marker points
and an apparatus for the placement in its optimal position could be realized with some
additional engineering e�orts.

Estimation of the Homography To superimpose the X-ray image onto the video
image a homography HIx→Iv ∈ R3×3 is computed, with Iv being the image of the video
camera and Ix being the X-ray image. Any point px of the X-ray image can thus be
wrapped to its corresponding point px→v on the video image Iv by px→v = HIx→Ivpx.
Within our application, we select a minimum of four corresponding points pv,i in the
video image and px,i in the X-ray image manually with the support of a subpixel accurate
blob extraction algorithm. A semi-automatic establishment of the corresponding points
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Figure 4.14: The bi-planar calibration phantom consists of X-ray and vision opaque mark-
ers. On the far plane at the bottom of the calibration phantom �ve spherical markers are
rigidly attached. On the near plane there are �ve rings attached such that they can be
moved and aligned with the spherical markers within the X-ray image.

is �ne since the calibration has to be performed only once after the attachment of the
video camera and the double mirror construction to the gantry and it is valid for a long

time. The homography is computed by minimizing argmin
nP
i=1
‖pv,i −HIx→Ivpx,i‖ with

n > 3 the number of corresponding points for the estimation of the homography. The
resulting matrix HIx→Iv can be visually validated using the resulting image overlay (cf.
�gure 4.15(b)). As long as the video camera and the mirror construction is not moved
with respect to the X-ray source, the calibration remains valid. The camera and mirror
will be designed to remain inside the housing of the mobile C-arm and thus are not to be
exposed to external forces which could modify the rigid arrangement. This means that
the physical alignment and the estimation of the homography have to be performed only
once during construction of the device. An evaluation of the calibration accuracy was
performed and is discussed in section 5.2.

4.2.2.4 User Interface for Visualization and Navigation

The navigation software and user interface was developed in C++ based on our medi-
cal augmented reality framework (CAMPAR) [218] that is capable of synchronization of
various input signals (e.g. image data). The basic user interface allows an overlay of
the X-ray onto the video image (cf. �gure 4.15(a) and 4.15(b)). Using standard mouse
or touchscreen interaction a blending between fully opaque and fully transparent X-ray
overlay is possible. Once the down-the-beam position of the C-arm is identi�ed, i.e. the
direction of insertion is exactly in the direction of the radiation beam, an entry point can
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(a) Pedicle screw placement. (b) Foot augmentation.

Figure 4.15: Visualization of the image overlay system for spine and foot. The red
crosshair de�nes one entry point for the ale or drill.

be identi�ed in the X-ray image, which is directly visualized in the video image. Note
that the down-the-beam positioning is an everyday task for a trauma surgeon and used
in many applications under �uoroscopic control. The real time image overlay allows the
surgeon to easily cut the skin for the instrumentation at the right location. It than pro-
vides the surgeon with direct feedback during the placement of the surgical instrument
(e.g. guiding wire, awl, or drilling device) into the deep-seated target anatomy de�ned
within the overlaid X-ray image (cf. �gure 4.15(a) and 4.15(b)). This placement process
does not involve any additional radiation for the patient and physician.

The image overlay is visualized on a standard monitor. This basic user interface
was extended by a touchscreen monitor allowing easy interaction during the procedure.
A modular implementation allows a fast integration of work�ow adopted visualization
[169] and control modules in order to extend system capabilities and customize the user
interface for speci�c requirements for other applications (cf. �gure 4.16).

4.2.3 Clinical Applications

There is a wide range of potential clinical applications for the camera augmented mobile
C-arm system. For all procedures that are currently based on the intraoperative usage
of mobile C-arms the new system can be seamlessly integrated into the clinical work�ow,
since no additional hardware has to be set up and no on-site calibration or registration
has to be performed before and during the procedure.

4.2.3.1 Intraoperative Down-the-Beam Applications

One requirement for the smooth integration of the camera augmented mobile C-arm
system into clinical work�ow is to position the C-arm in the so called down-the-beam
position, i.e. that the direction of insertion is exactly in the direction of the radiation
beam. After positioning the C-arm, the entry point has to be de�ned in the X-ray image.
The entry point has to match the axis of the instrument during the insertion and is
thus based on the exact down-the-beam position of the C-arm and precise alignment of
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Figure 4.16: The user interface used for advanced visualization and guidance during the
procedure. The interaction options (left) are implemented and visualized on a touchpad
monitor and represent work�ow, control and view modules (from left to right).

the instrument. The entry point is visualized also in the video image since the X-ray is
co-registered with the video image by construction and one time calibration. Thus, the
skin incision, the instrument tip alignment and the instrument axis alignment, i.e. to
bring the instrument exactly into the down-the-beam position can be done only under
video or fused video/X-ray control (cf. �gure 4.17). Ideally the entire insertion process is
performed using only one single X-ray image. To control the insertion depth additional
lateral X-ray images are routinely acquired.

Interlocking of Intramedullary Nails The procedure for distal interlocking of in-
tramedullary nails can be di�cult and time consuming. Intramedullary nails are inserted
into the bone marrow canal in the center of the long bones of the extremities (e.g. femur).
The nail contains holes that are locked by screws from the outside. The challenge is to
target these holes. Several guiding techniques and devices have been proposed to aid the
guiding of the distal hole locking [259]. Many techniques, especially the free hand tech-
niques without the use of targeting apparatus expose the patient, surgeon, and operation
team to high doses of ionizing radiation. The camera augmented mobile C-arm following
the usual positioning of the C-arm in the down-the-beam position, which is a routine
procedure in C-arm based operations, can support the targeting of the distal holes and
the locking procedure. In addition it is a considerable reduction of the radiation dose.
The primary target is to move the C-arm in such a position that the interlocking hole is
visualized. The fused image of X-ray and video enables a guidance aid for placing the
interlocking nail drilling, as well as screw insertion (cf. �gure 5.10). The depth can be
controlled by direct haptic feedback. The surgeon can feel the di�erence between drilling
in bone and soft tissue. A lateral X-ray image is not required during this procedure since
the depth control is of no clinical importance in this application.
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Figure 4.17: The typical medical work�ow for an instrument insertion using the camera
augmented mobile C-arm system.
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Percutaneous Spinal Interventions (Pedicle Approach) The pedicle approach for
minimally invasive spinal interventions remains a challenging task even after a decade of
image guided surgery. This has lead to the development of a variety of computer aided
techniques for dorsal pedicle interventions in the lumbar and thoracic spine [82, 147, 52].
Basic techniques use anatomical descriptions of the entry point and typical directions of
the pedicle screws in conjunction with static X-ray control after instrumentation under
intraoperative 2D �uoroscopic control. Advanced techniques use CT-Fluoro, CT, 2D, and
3D C-arm based navigation solutions.

The camera augmented mobile C-arm system can support the placement of the pedicle
screws by means of an advanced visualization interface merging the real time video image
and co-registered X-ray image. The only constraint for a proper use of the advanced
visualization system is the down the beam positioning of the pedicle of interest. The
direction for the pedicle screw must be aligned with the direction of the X-ray radiation.
The guidance procedure is thus the alignment of the instrument (k-wire) at the entry point
(aligning two degrees of freedom at the entry position) and then aligning the instrument
within the viewing direction (aligning two degrees of freedom for the axis orientation).
Commonly used surgical instruments need minor modi�cations in order to make the axis
of the instrument better visible in the camera view.

4.2.3.2 Alternative Clinical Applications

Needle Guidance A possible application that is not exclusively dedicated to trauma
and orthopedic surgery is the visual servoing for guidance of needle procedures as originally
proposed for �uoroscopic imaging by Loser and Navab [142] and adopted by Mitschke et
al. [155] for its usage with the camera augmented mobile C-arm system. The proposed
system does not require the down-the-beam view of the C-arm. The system is based on
a robotic visual servoing approach that moves a needle such that the projection of it in
an arbitrary X-ray view is aligned with the deep-seated target. Based on visual servoing
algorithms, the system recovers a plane including both the X-ray source and the deep-
seated target. The needle remains aligned with the target in this X-ray view, while moving
in this particular plane. The C-arm is then moved to a secondary position, ideally such at
that the main X-ray direction is orthogonal to the plane recovered in the �rst iteration.
The needle will be again aligned with the support of the visual servoing controlled robot in
this secondary view. This results in a 3D alignment. The original process based on �uoro-
servoing required continuous �uoroscopic exposure. Using the camera augmented mobile
C-arm system and video based visual servoing, the X-ray acquisition could theoretically
be reduced to a minimum of two images. This is an interesting application for the CamC
system, but this is not the focus application of our medical partners and therefore not
evaluated further in this thesis.

X-ray Geometric Calibration: In addition to applications for instrument guidance,
one clinical application is the improvement of X-ray geometric calibration by means of dy-
namic pose estimation using the attached video camera. For tomographic reconstruction,
a sequence of images is captured during the orbital C-arm rotation around the object of
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interest. Every cone beam reconstruction of a C-arm [54] relies on the reproducibility of
the C-arm motion, i.e. resulting in the same projection matrices for a given pose of the
C-arm. This can however only be ensured for robotic or stationary C-arm systems. A dy-
namic calibration routine during the image acquisition process is required for a majority
of mobile C-arms [163, 164]. In order to get the best estimation of the geometry X-ray
opaque calibration phantoms could be used [120, 164, 199]. This is however impractical
for on-line estimation of geometry since the markers of the calibration phantom have to
be visible in every single frame and thus decrease the quality of the 3D reconstruction
and occlude patient anatomy. There are two alternatives using optical imaging. The
�rst is to use an external tracking system measuring the motion of markers attached to
the C-arm, the second to attach one or more cameras to the C-arm itself. A previous
study by Mitschke and Navab showed that an attached video camera outperforms the
pose estimation of an external tracking system for 3D reconstruction [157]. Furthermore,
it showed that the closer the optical center of the video camera is to the X-ray source, the
more precise the estimation of the projection matrix is. Therefore, the camera augmented
mobile C-arm system presents the theoretically optimal position of the attached optical
camera for pose estimation. One should note that 3D reconstruction is only one particular
application of dynamic calibration using the attached camera of the camera augmented
mobile C-arm system. In general, since the attached camera has the same geometrical
characteristics as the X-ray system, any application which needs the precise pose esti-
mation for the X-ray device could make use of the optical camera. This could provide
new technical solutions for many applications, which could be explored by the computer
aided surgery community. In this thesis, I focus on the evaluation of well-de�ned clinical
applications which are based on the down-the-beam positioning of the C-arm and are of
interest to our medical partners.

Repositioning of the C-arm: The positioning and repositioning of the C-arm to
image the region of interest is a delicate task in C-arm based diagnosis and therapy. This
is to a large extent depending on the experience of the surgeon and often performed with
the application of additional radiation dose for the identi�cation of the desired target
position of the C-arm with respect to the anatomy. The camera augmented mobile C-arm
system can support this process by acquiring video images of the target position and then,
knowing the model of the C-arm, guiding the C-arm back to this position only using the
information of the video camera [171].

4.2.4 System Extension for Enabling Depth Control

The major limitation of the standard one camera augmented mobile C-arm system is that
it only enables guidance for lateral instrument positioning, i.e. in the plane orthogonal to
the optical axis of the camera. This means there is no control of the instrument insertion
depth by the system, and lateral X-ray images need to be acquired. As an extension to the
one camera system, a system was developed that is capable of depth control using only one
additional X-ray image and a second video camera that is rigidly attached to the C-arm
and orthogonal to the gantry [235]. An algorithm was implemented and integrated into
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the system to track an instrument within the view of this orthogonally mounted camera.
Using cross ratio, the position of the tip of the instrument is visualized in the laterally
acquired X-ray image and thus allows guidance of the instrument in the anterior-posterior
direction. In the following subsections the system setup and system calibration for the
two camera solution as well as its bene�t for clinical applications and initial feasibility
tests are described.

4.2.4.1 System Setup

The two camera solution extends the same C-arm that was used for the one camera
augmented mobile C-arm system (cf. section 4.2.2.1), the Iso3D C-arm (Siemens Medical,
Erlangen, Germany). Both cameras attached are Flea video color cameras (Point Grey
Research Inc., Vancouver, BC, Canada) (see �gure 4.18). The �rst camera is mounted at
the gantry exactly at the same position and with the same method as described earlier for
the one camera augmented mobile C-arm solution (cf. section 4.2.2.3). The second camera
is mounted orthogonally to the gantry such that its image is aligned with the X-ray image
after a 90 degrees orbital rotation of the C-arm (see �gure 4.18). The same standard PC
was used. The visualization and navigation software was extended to support the second
camera image overlay and tool tracking.

Figure 4.18: The C-arm with two attached video cameras. The �rst camera is attached
to the gantry with a double mirror construction. The second camera is attached in an
orthogonal direction with a single mirror construction. The C-arm is positioned in the 0
degree orbital position.

System Calibration for the Orthogonally Mounted Video Camera The calibra-
tion method for the orthogonally mounted camera is similar to the method proposed for
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the gantry mounted camera (cf. section 4.2.2.3). Again, the calibration process is com-
posed of two consecutive steps. In the �rst step the camera is physically attached such
that the optical center and axis virtually coincide with the X-ray imaging system at a
particular C-arm position e.g. in 90 degree orbital rotation for the orthogonally mounted
camera. The second step is to compute the homography to align the video image with
the X-ray image acquired after this orbital rotation. Prior to this two step procedure
the image of the orthogonally mounted camera is undistorted with the same method as
described in section 4.2.2.2 for the gantry mounted camera.

(a) X-ray with misaligned mark-
ers.

(b) Camera 1 with misaligned
markers.

(c) Camera 2 with misaligned
markers.

(d) X-ray with aligned markers. (e) Camera 1 with aligned mark-
ers.

(f) Camera 2 with aligned mark-
ers.

Figure 4.19: The calibration phantom in the di�erent imaging systems.

Notation: Since we have X-ray and video images at di�erent positions of the C-
arm, superscript 0 denotes images acquired at a 0 degree orbital rotation (i.e. the stan-
dard down-the-beam position of the C-arm as illustrated in �gure 4.18) and superscript
90 denotes images acquired by the C-arm after an orbital rotation around 90 degrees.
Furthermore subscript x is used for X-ray images, g for images of the gantry mounted
camera, and o for images of the orthogonal mounted camera.
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X-ray to Orthogonally Mounted Camera Calibration: We constrained the at-
tachment of the second camera to be about orthogonal to the C-arm gantry. An orthogonal
attachment provides best results for the depth navigation, assuming the instruments to
always be used down-the-beam as required in the single camera navigation system (cf. sec-
tion 4.2.3). The physical attachment and calibration of the second camera at alternative
positions is also possible with the same calibration procedure described in this paragraph.

To acquire an X-ray image at 90 degrees rotation I90
x , corresponding to the image of

the orthogonally mounted video camera before the rotation I0
o , we have to ensure that the

camera center of the orthogonally mounted video camera before the rotation coincides
with the X-ray source after the orbital rotation around 90 degrees. Since the gantry
mounted camera is already physically aligned with the X-ray device (cf. section 4.2.2.2),
the problem can be reduced to aligning the optical center of the gantry mounted camera
before the rotation and the optical center of the orthogonally mounted camera after the 90
degrees rotation. This alignment is achieved with the same bi-planar calibration pattern
(cf. �gure 4.14) that is used for the positioning of the gantry mounted camera. A set of
markers is placed on each plane such that subsets of two markers, one marker on each
plane, are aligned in one ray of the image of the gantry mounted camera I0

g at the initial,
0 degree position of the C-arm (cf. �gure 4.19(e)). In the next step, the C-arm is rotated
by −90 degrees in orbital direction (cf. �gure 4.19(c)). The orthogonally mounted camera
is attached such that all marker tuples from the calibration pattern are lined up in image
I−90
o (cf. �gure 4.19(f)). Note that this calibration has to be performed only once during
the construction of the system. The calibration is valid until external force perturbs the
spatial relationship between X-ray source and mounted video cameras.

For a proper alignment of the lateral X-ray image I90
x after 90 degree rotation in orbital

direction and the image I0
o of the orthogonally mounted camera with 0 degree rotation,

two homographies remain to be computed. A �rst homography HI90
g ←I90

x
that maps the

X-ray image I90
x to the gantry mounted image in 90 degrees orbital rotation I90

g and a
second homography HI0

o←I90
g

mapping the image of the gantry mounted camera I90
g to

the image of the orthogonal mounted camera at 0 degree orbital rotation I0
o . The �nal

homography used to map the X-ray image I90
x taken at 90 degree orbital rotation onto the

orthogonally mounted camera image I0
o at 0 degree rotation HI0

o←I90
x

= HI0
o←I90

g
·HI90

g ←I90
x

is a combination of the two homographies computed earlier. Both homographies are
computed using corresponding points in the images the same way as in section 4.2.2.3 for
the one camera augmented mobile C-arm solution.

Instrument Tracking The surgical tool is extended by three collinear markers on
the instrument axis. We use retro-re�ective circular markers that are illuminated by an
additional light source attached to the orthogonally mounted camera. This setup results
in the markers being seen by the orthogonal camera as bright ellipses, which can be easily
and robustly detected in the image by basic thresholding and region growing algorithms.
From the binary image created by thresholding all contours are extracted using the Intel
OpenCV library. In a post-processing step we �lter those contours with a low compactness
value and the ones that are smaller than an area threshold (the used default values are 0.6
for compactness and 50 pixels as area threshold). For all contours being retained by the
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(a) Image of the orthogonally
mounted camera.

(b) Gantry mounted camera
image overlay after applying
HI0

o←I90
g
.

(c) X-ray image overlay after ap-
plying HI0

o←I90
x
.

Figure 4.20: Estimation of the homographies that are used to superimpose the image of
the gantry mounted video camera I90

g and the X-ray image I90
x after rotation onto the

image of the orthogonally mounted camera I0
o .

�ltering routine, the centroids are computed with sub-pixel accuracy based on grayscale
image moments. Finally the three detected contours are used for an optimal least squares
line �tting, assuming the most signi�cant detected ones to be the markers of the tool.

Having the three collinear markers detected in the 2D image plane and given the 3D
geometry of our instrument, i.e. the position of the distal end of the instrument with
respect to the three markers, we are able to compute the tip of the instrument in the
image. For the estimation of the tip in the image we use the constraint that the cross-
ratio is invariant in projective transformations [210].

cross =
d12d23

d13d24

=
∆x12∆x23

∆x13∆x24

=
∆y12∆y23

∆y13∆y24

(4.3)

Here, dij are the distances in three dimensions between the markers i and j, or between
a marker and the tool tip. Investigating the distances in the image in x- and y-direction
separately gives us ∆xij and ∆yij, where ∆x24 = |x2 − x4| and ∆y24 = |y2 − y4| contain
the unknown coordinates x4 and y4 of the instrument tip in the image. Since the X-ray
image I90

x is by construction co-registered with the video image I0
o of the orthogonally

mounted camera by HI0
o←I90

g
, we can estimate the position of the tip in the X-ray image

I90
x taken at 90 degrees rotation (cf. �gure 4.22(c)).

4.2.4.2 Navigation and Surgical Work�ow

The navigation does not require any further online calibration or registration procedure
during the surgery. The previously described calibration routine has to be performed only
once while the system is built and is valid as long as the cameras do not move with respect
to the C-arm gantry.

The work�ow of the two camera augmented mobile C-arm system can be described in
eight consecutive steps (cf. �gure 4.21):

1. The C-arm is placed in the initial, down-the-beam position that means the direction
of the X-rays are aligned with the direction of insertion of the instrument.
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Figure 4.21: The typical surgical work�ow for an instrument insertion using the two
camera augmented mobile C-arm system that enables lateral instrument positioning and
depth control.

2. The C-arm is rotated exactly 90 degrees in orbital direction. To support this 90
degrees rotation a visual guidance was implemented. An image I0

o of the orthogo-
nally mounted camera is captured before the rotation starts. The captured image
I0
o is overlaid with a live video image during the rotation of the gantry mounted
camera I0

g . . . I
90
g that is transformed by homography HI0

o←I90
g
to visually guide the

90 degrees rotation process. This will ensure that the gantry mounted camera has
the same position and orientation as the second camera had before the 90 degrees
rotation. Any subsequently acquired and stored lateral X-ray image I90

x corresponds
to the image of the gantry mounted camera at 90 degrees orbital rotation I90

g as well
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as to the captured image of the orthogonal camera I0
o before the rotation and the live

image of the orthogonally mounted camera after rotating back exactly 90 degrees.

3. The C-arm is rotated back to the initial, down-the-beam position. The rotation
back is guided using combined X-ray and optical markers attached to the side of
our surgical object that are visible in the X-ray image I90

x and the image I0
o of the

orthogonal camera. Thus the X-ray image I90
x we have taken at the 90 degrees C-arm

position perfectly corresponds to the image of the orthogonally mounted camera with
0 degree orbital rotation I0

o after applying the pre-computed homography HI0
o←I90

x
.

In the initial down-the-beam position a second X-ray image I0
x, an anterio-posterior

(AP) image, is acquired that is directly overlaid onto the image gantry mounted
camera I0

g in this C-arm position.

4. The entry point for instrument insertion is de�ned based on the anterior-posterior
X-ray image I0

x.

5. The skin incision is performed using the image overlay of the anterior-posterior X-
ray image I0

x and the image of the gantry mounted camera I0
g . A valid overlay is

facilitated by the pre-computed homography HI0
g←I0

x
(cf. �gure 4.22(a)).

6. The tool is positioned in lateral direction using image overlay of the anterior-
posterior X-ray image I0

x and the image of the gantry mounted camera I0
g .

7. The tool is aligned in the down-the-beam direction using the image overlay of the
anterior-posterior X-ray image I0

x and the image of the gantry mounted camera I0
g .

The extention of the tool is projected into the lateral X-ray image I90
x and can

be used to correct the alignment of the instrument before insertion, especially in
craniocaudal direction.

8. The tool is inserted using both image overlay views, the overlay of the gantry
mounted camera image I0

g with the anterior-posterior X-ray image I0
x for the initial

position and orientation of the tool and the orthogonally mounted camera image I0
o

overlaid by the laterally acquired X-ray image I90
x (cf. �gure 4.22) . This is combined

with tool tracking for the control of the insertion depth and additional control in
craniocaudal direction (cf. �gure 4.22(c)).

4.2.4.3 Preclinical Experiments with the Two Camera Solution

The feasibility of the system was tested on a spine phantom. We used a tracked awl, a
pedicle probe, and a T-handle to place pedicle screws. Using an orthogonal control X-ray
image we could visually verify the accuracy of the depth navigation (cf. �gure 4.2.4.3).

In a cadaver experiment we placed eight pedicle screws (Universal Spine System USS,
Synthes, Umkirch) with a diameter of 6.2 mm in four vertebrae of the thoracic and lumbar
spine (T12, L1, L2, and L3). The surgical procedure was carried out in three steps using
a pedicle awl to open the cortical bone, a pedicle probe to penetrate the pedicle, and a
T-handle for screw implantation. For the guided procedure both augmented views, the
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(a) Image overlay of the gantry
mounted camera I0

g for lateral posi-
tioning.

(b) Image overlay of the
orthogonally mounted
camera I0

o for insertion
depth estimation.

(c) Superimposition of the insertion
depth estimation onto the lateral X-ray
image I90

x .

Figure 4.22: The navigation interface includes the lateral positioning of the instrument
and the insertion depth estimation.

one for lateral instrument positioning (see �gure 4.23(a)) and the one for depth control
(see �gure 4.23(b)), were used simultaneously presented on two monitors. After aligning
the C-arm imaging system in the down-the-beam position for the instrumentation, the
acquisition of only two X-ray images was su�cient for each of the eight pedicle screws.
This is a considerable reduction of radiation compared to the standard procedure, which
is performed under �uoroscopy control.

The accuracy of the pedicle screw placement was veri�ed by a postinterventional CT-
scan ((cf. �gure 4.24(a) and 4.24(b))) using a clinical scale proposed by Arand et al. [6].
Five pedicle screws were classi�ed by a medical expert to be in group A, i.e. central screw
position without perforation. The other three screws were classi�ed to be in group B,
i.e. lateral screw perforation within thread diameter. For none of the eight pedicle screws
a medial perforation in direction of the spinal canal occurred.

One critical remark is that neither the surgical object nor the C-arm system is supposed
to move during the navigated procedure. Attached markers that are visible in video and
X-ray images in combination with an automatic marker detection can notify the surgeon
in case of C-arm system or patient movement. This will result in the acquisition of two
additional X-ray images in 90 degrees (I90

x ) and 0 degree (I90
x ) position. First cadaver

experiments demonstrated that the new system can be easily integrated into the clinical
work�ow while considerably reducing the radiation dose compared to the current clinical
routine. The observed accuracy during the experiments is clinically acceptable.

4.2.5 System Extension for Visual Servoing

The positioning and repositioning of a C-arm to image the region of interest is a chal-
lenging task in C-arm based diagnosis and therapy. The positioning is to a large extent
based on the experience and skill of the surgeon and often applies extra radiation dose for
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(a) Tracked instrument projected in lateral X-
ray image I90

x .
(b) Real instrument in the lateral control X-ray
image I90

x .

Figure 4.23: Visual validation of the tracked tool projected in the lateral X-ray image I90
x

and a lateral control X-ray image with the inserted tool.

(a) Sagittal plane. (b) Transversal plane.

Figure 4.24: Evaluation with postinterventional CT data of the cadaver study. The shown
screws have a good insertion depth and show a good placement in craniocaudal direction.

the placement of the C-arm in the desired target position. The camera augmented mobile
C-arm can support the process in positioning the C-arm such that it images the region of
interest. An alternative system is based on the projection of a laser cross hair onto the
surface of the patient and manual marking of the position of the laser on the patient's
skin before moving the C-arm. This is however only valid if the surface does not deform.

The camera augmented mobile C-arm system can support the process of positioning
and repositioning the mobile C-arm by acquiring a video image of the target position and
then knowing the model the C-arm, its joints and con�guration, being able to guide the
C-arm back to this position only using the information extracted from the attached video
camera [171]. The work is in an early stage and was implemented and tested on rigid
marker con�gurations. Its extension to deformable marker models and the validity of the
visual servoing under real conditions has to be investigated.
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4.2.5.1 System Con�guration for Visual Servoing

Video visible markers are placed within the surgical scene such that they are visible in
the reference position, i.e. the position the C-arm has to be guided to, and start position,
i.e. the position of the C-arm from where it is guided to the reference position. Markers
with a high contrast compared to the surgical scene are used to easily and robustly extract
them within the video image (cf. �gure 4.25 for the used phantom).

(a) Reference image. (b) Start image.

Figure 4.25: Reference and start video image for the visual servoing. The red crosses
indicate the extracted centroids in the target image (also projected into the start image)
and the blue crosses indicate the extracted and tracked centroids in the start and current
image.

The procedure to apply the visual servoing for the camera augmented mobile C-arm
system contains �ve steps:

1. Capture Reference Image: An image at the reference position is captured before
(re)moving the C-arm. The centroids of the markers are extracted.

2. Initializing of Guidance: The C-arm is placed in the start position with zero
joint con�guration. All markers need to be visible in the image of the video camera
at the start position.

3. Track Markers: The marker centroids in the current image are extracted and
tracked while the C-arm is moved.

4. Estimate C-arm Motion: The motion of the C-arm is estimated within the
coordinate system of the C-arm. The estimation is performed using independently
a 2D and 3D algorithm. Both are based on the marker positions in the current
image, the marker positions in the reference image, and a model of the C-arm.

5. Convergence: Step 4 is repeated until the root mean square error of the markers
in the reference and current image is below a de�ned threshold.
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Joint no. Type Unit C-arm motion
1 prismatic m height
2 revolute rad wigwag
3 prismatic m length
4 revolute rad angular
5 revolute rad orbital

Table 4.1: C-arm joints overview

Joint no. a (Transx) d (Transz) α (Rotx) φ (Rotz)
1 0 height 0 0
2 0 0 −π/2 wigwag
3 0 length 0 −π/2
4 0 1.5 π/2 angular
5 0.7 0 0 orbital
6 0 0 π/2 −π/2

Table 4.2: The used Denavit-Hartenberg parameters to model the C-arm.

4.2.5.2 C-arm Kinematics

The forward kinematics of the C-arm is modeled using the Denavit-Hartenberg rules for
the �ve joints (cf. table 4.1). These de�ne the position of the end e�ector, i.e. the C-arm
gantry, dependent on the joint values.
T ii+1 is the coordinate transformation from the coordinate frame of joint i to joint

i+ 1. The �nal position of the C-arm gantry (end e�ector) is a concatenation of all joint
transformations:

Fee = T 0
1 T 1

2 T 2
3 T 3

4 T 4
5 T 5

6 (4.4)

Table 4.2 shows the details of the used parameters. An additional �xed sixth trans-
formation takes into account the rotation between the coordinate system of the �fth joint
and the coordinate system of the camera.

4.2.5.3 Mathematical Problem Statement

Given is a set of n marker points P1, ...Pn ∈ R3 �xed in three dimensional space.
A two dimensional projection of these points is made at reference position F∗ and at

start position F . The projected points in the image at the reference position F∗ are SF∗ =
(S∗1 , . . . S

∗
n) , S∗1...n ∈ R2 and at the start position F they are SF = (S1, . . . Sn) , S1...n ∈ R2.

The correspondences between the extracted points Si ↔ S∗i , i ∈ {1, . . . n} are known.
The start position F denotes the �zero� joint con�guration i.e. q = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0)T . F∗

is the position of the C-arm gantry at the unknown joint con�guration q∗ = (q∗1, . . . q
∗
5)T .

The aim of the visual servoing algorithm is to �nd a sequence of m joint con�gurations
qk, k ∈ 1, . . .m with q1 = q and qm = q∗ where consecutive joint con�gurations qk and qk+1

di�er only in one joint manipulation. The aim is to minimize the number of iterations m.
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At the position Fk (de�ned by joint con�guration qk) the projections SFk
of the points

P1, . . . Pn are known and used to estimate the next joint motion. The �nal reference
position F∗ with joint con�guration q∗ is reached once SFk

approaches SF∗ , which means
that the projections on the images Sm ≈ SF∗ and the C-arm gantry position Fm ≈ F∗
are almost identical.

It is also assumed that the points P1, . . . Pn are in such a con�guration so that if
SG = SF∗ it follows that G = F∗. This means that the marker con�guration must
designed such that it leads to an unambiguous relation between a set of projected points
SG and the pose of the C-arm gantry G. West et al. [258] state that near-collinear marker
con�gurations should be avoided. Bruckstein et al. [39] prove the optimum con�guration
under weak perspective projection to be �when the points form concentric complete regular
polyhedra�. Liu et al. [138] use genetic algorithms to improve marker con�gurations for
pose estimation.

4.2.5.4 Two Dimensional Visual Servoing Algorithm

One possible solution uses image based visual servoing where the extracted marker cen-
troids of reference and starting image are used to control the C-arm motion [223]. This
was implemented and tested for the camera augmented mobile C-arm [171]. An error
function is de�ned based on the di�erence in image coordinates of the marker centroids
at the starting (current) position and the reference position. With a control law this error
can be directly mapped to a C-arm motion.

Manipulator Jacobian: The Cartesian velocity vee of the end e�ector is described by
its linear and angular velocity.

vee = (γx, γy, γz, ωx, ωy, ωz)
T (4.5)

vee is dependent on the velocities q̇i of the single joints.

q̇ = (q̇1, q̇2, q̇3, q̇4, q̇5))T (4.6)

The relationship between joint velocity and C-arm gantry velocity can be given in a
linear equation

vee = Jq q̇. (4.7)

Jq ∈ R6×5 is the so calledmanipulator Jacobian. It is the Jacobian matrix that contains
the partial derivates of the position of the C-arm with respect to the joint values. Here the
manipulator Jacobian is always given in the base coordinate system of the C-arm. The
Jacobian depends on the current joint con�guration. Thus, we always assume a zero joint
position at the beginning of the 2D visual servoing algorithm (q1 = q = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0)T ).
Each column of the Jacobian corresponds to one of the �ve joints of the C-arm joint.
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Interaction Matrix for Point Features: A projection SFi−1
=
�
S

(i−1)
1 , . . . S(i−1)

n

�
of

the points P1, . . . Pn is made at position Fi−1. Another projection SFi
is made at position

Fi 6= Fi−1. The di�erence of the projected points ∆Si = SFi
−SFi−1

is the velocity of the
projected points. If the timestep between the two projections is de�ned to be 1 second,
the di�erence is the velocity of the points at time i:

˙SFi
= SFi

− SFi−1
(4.8)

The interaction matrix Li ∈ R2×6 relates the velocity of the C-arm gantry vee to the
velocity of one projected point Pi. Li depends on an estimated depth z of the point
Pi along the optical axis of the projection and the projected points Si = (x/z, y/z)T =
(sx, sy)

T .
In order to use all projected points in the images, the complete interaction matrix

L ∈ R2n×6 is built for all n points:�
Ṡ1
...
Ṡn

�
=

�
L1
...
Ln

�
vee = Lvee (4.9)

Control Law: A control law gives rules how to adjust a system to minimize a given
cost function. This is mostly done in a closed loop circuit, where the desired value is
continuously compared with the actual value.

In this case, the cost function is the error e(t) = S(t)−S∗ of the projected coordinates
at a certain time t.

ė(t) =
d

dt
(S(t)− S∗) = Ṡ(t) = Lvee. (4.10)

In order to solve for vee, we use the approximated pseudo-inverse of L computed with
L+ ≈

�
L̂T L̂

�−1
L̂.

The joint updates can be computed with the pseudo-inverse of the manipulator Jaco-
bian by

q̇ = J+
q vee (4.11)

In the discrete case q̇ is written as ∆qi = qi+1 − qi and

∆q = −λJ+
qi
L̂+(Si − S∗). (4.12)

A single joint has to be selected because only one joint can be moved at a time.
Experimental results showed that the joint with the maximum absolute joint di�erence
leads to the fastest convergence of the algorithm. In order to be able to compare revolute
joints with prismatic joints, the revolute joint values are multiplied by their distance to the
next joint. For the model of the C-arm this results in the weights w = (1, 1.5, 1, 0.7, 0.7)T

and thus the weighted joint increments ∆q(w) = ∆q · w.
The fact, that only one joint can be moved in each iteration makes the convergance of

the system slower. Since the algorithms depends on a known current joint con�guration
it is required to move the joint exactly the magnitude proposed by the algorithm, since
it is not possible to access the joint con�guration by the C-arm system directly. This can
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also cause that the algorithm does not converge towards the reference position and should
be subject to more detailed investigations.

Therefore in our experiments we only moved the joint with the maximum of the
absolute joint values at a time, and thus the required sequence of joint con�gurations qk
is de�ned by the system.

4.2.5.5 Three Dimensional Visual Servoing Algorithm

If the 3D geometry of the points P1, ...Pn ∈ R3 is known within their local object coor-
dinate system, the relative position between the points and the camera can be recovered
(for speci�c marker con�gurations). First the points are registered in the C-arm base
coordinate system. This means that the local object coordinates are transformed into the
C-arm base coordinates. After that, pose estimation from the attached camera gives the
position of the C-arm gantry in C-arm base coordinates since the camera optical center
and X-ray source coincide by construction. This is done for both C-arm positions, the
current position and the reference position. Inverse kinematics gives the joint con�gura-
tion of the C-arm gantry pose for both positions. From the di�erence between the two
con�gurations the required joint movement can be directly extracted.

For the pose estimation from corresponding 2D projections and 3D points the approach
of Hager et al. [143] is used. This approach minimized the object space error.

4.2.5.6 Evaluation of the Visual Servoing Algorithms

The 2D and 3D algorithms were implemented into our existing software framework in
C++. Several experiments were conducted to show the performance of the algorithms.
For a ground truth measurement of the C-arm gantry repositioning accuracy, the C-arm
gantry was extended by marker target of an external optical tracking device (cf. section
1.2.3.1). A calibration of the tracking target coordinate system with the camera coordinate
system allows us to get the position FT of the X-ray source with high accuracy. It
furthermore facilitates a comparison between the reference position F∗T and the position
FT,i after i iterations. It provides a measurement criterion for the quality of the recovered
C-arm gantry pose in base coordinates.
F∗T is described by rotation R∗ and translation t∗, FT,i by rotation Ri and translation

ti. The quality of the recovered position is measured with the residual rotation angle
between R∗ and Ri

εα = arccos

�
trace (Rres)− 1

2

�
, with Rres = R∗RT

i (4.13)

and the Euclidian distance between t∗ and ti

εd = ‖t∗ − ti‖. (4.14)

Additionally, the root mean square of the di�erence between the projected 2D image
points S∗i , i = 1 . . . n at the reference position and the image points Si, i = 1 . . . n at the
recovered position is given by
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no. 2D/3D # iterations εd (mm) εα εrms (px) joints moved

2 2D 6 9.765 0.555 10.7
vertical, angular, orbital

3 3D 4 3.798 0.396 6.6

4 2D 4 (abort) 220.6 11.63 242 vertical, wigwag, horizontal
angular, orbital5 3D 11 46.997 3.257 5.0

6 2D 7 16.270 0.928 16.9 wigwag, horizontal, angular,
orbital7 3D 5 6.534 0.677 7.5

8 2D 7 6.251 0.166 6.0 vertical, wigwag, horizontal,
angular, orbital9 3D 6 11.635 0.796 6.6

10 2D 8 27.910 2.219 11.4 wigwag, angular, orbital

Table 4.3: Overview of the conducted experiments. The table shows the reposition error
in translation, in angle, and the RMS error of the markers extracted from the image
as well as the used algorithm and the moved joints. Run 4 was aborted, because the
algorithm suggested a C-arm movement that moved the markers to be outside the image.

εrms =

Ì
1

n

nX
i=1

‖S∗i − Si‖2. (4.15)

Both algorithms were tested several times with approximately the same reference
position. Table 4.3 shows the details of the performed runs. The runs were aborted when
the suggested movements were not reasonable to execute because they were either too
small or not possible, e.g. the projected markers moved outside the image in run 4. The
table also shows which joints were moved in order to get to the reference position. The
camera attached to the C-arm gantry has a resolution of 1024× 768, so εrms ≤ 6 is hardly
recognizable when comparing the two images.

Sources for error in the system are the limited extraction accuracy of the marker points
in the images and the limited precision of the joint movements. In all experiments, except
run 4, the 3D algorithm converged in 4− 6 iterations, whereas the 2D algorithm required
6 − 8 iterations. Similar to the convergence of the error εrms between the image points
(cf. �gure 4.26) is the convergence of the di�erence in the C-arm gantry orientation εα)

(cf. �gure 4.28), and the di�erence in the C-arm gantry position εd (cf. �gure 4.27).
The 2D and 3D algorithm work in our test environment. The 2D solution has the big

advantage that the marker con�guration in 3D is not required. The 3D solution on the
other hand gives slightly better results, converges faster, and is more stable. Depending on
the given situation the suitable algorithm can be selected. In further studies the optimal
marker con�guration for both algorithms has to be determined.

4.2.6 System Extension for X-ray Image Stitching

Currently, long bone fracture �xation heavily relies on intraoperative X-ray images. The
limited �eld of view of currently used mobile C-arms is the major drawback. In long
bone fracture �xation surgery, surgeons need to measure the length of the bone to be
reconstructed and align the bone fragments. A single X-ray image can not visualize the
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Figure 4.26: RMS pixel error εrms of the extracted centroids of projected points in the
images.

Figure 4.27: Euclidean distance εd in meter using an external tracking system as reference.

Figure 4.28: Angular error εα in degrees using an external tracking system as reference.
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entire long bone, which would require surgeons to acquire several individual X-ray images
and correlate them. The measurements are currently based on approximations.

Panoramic X-ray images can be obtained by stitching many X-ray images acquired by
available intraoperative C-arms. A special purpose digital X-ray machine was introduced
to generate panoramic X-ray images by simultaneously translating the X-ray source and
the image intensi�er over the patient [72]. This method requires special hardware and
cannot be applied in an intraoperative scenario. For obtaining a X-ray panoramic image
intraoperatively two methods were proposed using standard mobile C-arms. The �rst
system introduces a radiolucent X-ray ruler placed along the bone of interest [264]. It
uses the graduations of the ruler on the X-ray images to estimate the planar mapping
transformation by a feature based alignment method and requires the user to manually
select the reconstruction plane in order to compensate for parallax e�ects on that plane.
Another method employs a radio opaque absolute reference panel with absolute coordi-
nates placed under the bone of interest [154]. This reference panel contains a grid of
radio-opaque markers and thus X-ray images can be registered based on the known geom-
etry of this panel. However, both methods have their limitations. The �rst method [264]
requires overlapping areas between two consecutive X-ray images to estimate the planar
transformation and thus requires additional radiation, while the second method [154] is
independent from overlapping X-ray regions, but requires a X-ray visible panel and does
not show how to solve for the parallax e�ect, that is introduced if the stitching plane and
the target plane are not the same. Both methods require a frontal parallel C-arm setup,
i.e. the stitching plane must be parallel to the detector plane of the X-ray device.

The camera augmented mobile C-arm system can create panoramic X-ray images
without overlapping X-ray images and special X-ray markers. Using the video images for
stitching and �nally showing their co-registered X-ray images facilitates the creation of
panoramic X-ray images. The major advantage over previous proposed solutions for X-
ray stitching is that it reduces radiation, does not require a frontal parallel C-arm setup,
and has the capability of metric measurements. This will facilitate new applications and
enable the con�rmation of the trauma reduction and its quality already within the surgery
room.

4.2.6.1 Method for X-ray Stitching:

Image stitching has been intensively studied in the last decades in non medical areas
[232]. One central component of stitching is image alignment, called image registration,
the estimation of a transformation to align two images. Intensity-based registration needs
nearly identical images, which is impractical for X-ray image stitching since it will result in
additional radiation exposure. On the other hand, it is hard to detect anatomical features
reliably and accurately on X-ray images for feature-based registration. This is one reason
why a radiolucent X-ray ruler [264] and a radio-opaque absolute reference panel [154] were
introduced.

In our setup the X-ray images are registered with their corresponding video images
by construction of the camera augmented mobile C-arm system. The video provides a
series of images with features, in which two consecutive images are nearly identical. We
�rst stitch the sequence of video images and then overlay the registered X-ray images
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onto their corresponding video images (see �gure 4.29). Finally, we are able to achieve
a panoramic video image, and using the associated X-ray images, we create a panoramic
X-ray image.

Figure 4.29: The idea of X-ray image stitching using the camera augmented mobile C-arm
system and a square marker pattern. Image courtesy of Lejing Wang.

The video images are acquired sequentially. A simple pattern is used to stitch the
image sequence. The �rst acquired image is de�ned as the reference (base) image, and all
other images will be registered into the coordinate system of the �rst image (see �gure
4.29). i−1Hv

i ∈ R3×3 denotes the planar homography used to register each image Ii to
its predecessor Ii−1, and can be estimated by registering two consecutive nearly identical
video images. The image Ii can be registered to the image I0 by the homography 0Hv

i ,
which will be calculated by

0Hv
i =

iY
k=1

(k−1Hv
k ). (4.16)

After stitching a video sequence, the X-ray images will be overlaid onto their corre-
sponding video images by the homography H̄ and thus will also be registered within the
coordinate system of the �rst video image (see �gure 4.29). This H̄ is provided by the
camera augmented mobile C-arm system (cf. section 4.2.2.3).
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4.2.6.2 Parallax E�ect

The planar homography that aligns two consecutive video images is represented by i−1Hv
i .

In [264] this planar homography is de�ned by i−1Hv
i = KRK−1 + 1

d
KtnTK−1 with K ∈

R3×3 being the intrinsic matrix of the camera, R ∈ R3×3 the rotational part, and t ∈ R3

the translational part of the camera motion. i−1Hv
i is valid for all image points whose

corresponding space points are on the same plane, called stitching plane, de�ned by
the normal vector n ∈ R3 and distance d to the origin in the world coordinate system.
However, any structure that is not within this stitching plane in 3D space will get ghosting
or blurring e�ects, so-called parallax. Since the i−1Hv

i is estimated by video images, there
is always parallax e�ect on the bone reconstruction plane. The parallax e�ect will cause
not only blurring, but also perturbed metric measurements.

Here, a method to compensate for parallax e�ects is introduced. The method relies
on three assumptions: 1) images are obtained from a frontal parallel view of the stitching
plane; 2) translating the C-arm parallel to the stitching plane during the image acquisition;
3) the stitching plane is parallel to the bone plane used for panoramic X-ray images and
metric measurements. The �rst assumption de�nes the plane parameter nT = [0, 0,−1]
and restricts the rotation of the camera to be only around the optical axis. The second one
restricts the translation t = [x, y, 0]. Let ∆d be the distance between the stitching plane
and the bone plane. Based on these assumptions, especially that there is only a rotation
around the optical axis, but no other rotation, we have the homography for stitching in
the bone plane i−1Hx

i = KRK−1 + 1
d+∆d

KtnTK−1 = KRK−1 + d
d+∆d

(1
d
KtnTK−1). Both

i−1Hv
i and i−1Hx

i are 2D a�ne mappings and only di�er by the translation part.

i−1Hv
i =

264a b xt
c d yt
0 0 1

375 and i−1Hx
i =

264ã b̃ x̃t
c̃ d̃ ỹt
0 0 1

375
Eventually, the missing translation part of i−1Hx

i can be computed by following equations:

x̃t = s(xt + au0 + bv0 − u0) + u0 − (au0 + bv0) (4.17)

x̃y = s(xy + cu0 + dv0 − v0) + v0 − (cu0 + dv0) (4.18)

where (u0,v0) is the principal point of the camera and s = d
d+∆d

. All variables in equations
(4.17) and (4.18) are known except s.

Since all images are acquired from a frontal parallel view of the stitching plane, the
distance ratios and angles of the stitching plane are preserved between the images. We
estimate the distance d from the stitching plane to the camera center by constructing a
known geometric structure on that plane and measure its distance in the image with a
known camera model. To estimate the homography i−1Hx

i , we need to estimate ∆d, the
distance between the stitching plane and the bone plane. In an examplary application,
the intramedullary tibial fracture reduction surgery, there are two planes: the tibia plane
and the nail plane. Surgeons need to de�ne ∆d, depending on their preferences of the
plane to be visualized and used to perform metric measurements.

With this depth compensation method, it is possible to estimate the homography
i−1Hx

i directly from the known i−1Hv
i without explicitly computing the camera motion R
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and t. This method depends on the accuracy of the estimated ∆d. Table 4.5 shows the
results of an experiment to evaluate the in�uence of perturbed ∆d to metric measurement
accuracy on the �nal panoramic X-ray images.

4.2.6.3 Frontal Parallel Setup

The frontal parallel setup (i.e. stitching plane parallel to the image plane) is the prereq-
uisite to perform image stitching and metric measurements. However, this is not easy to
establish and adds an additional challenge for surgeons to achieve an optimal initial setup.
Metric recti�cation is performed for perspective images of the viewed plane to be able to
compensate for this requirement in a non optimal initial setup. The image is recti�ed by
a projective warping to the image that is obtained from a frontal parallel view. There are
various ways to rectify images [83]. All of these methods require some metric properties or
point correspondences. Since we have optical images, it is possible to construct a visible
pattern with known geometry. Using this pattern all images are recti�ed with the same
scaling. Finally, our method for intraoperative panoramic X-ray image generation relies
only on the constraint that the stitching plane is parallel to the bone plane.

4.2.6.4 Implementation

A marker tracking system is able to detect markers fully automatic within the video
image. In our implementation, square markers are positioned on the same plane, the
stitching plane. Since these coplanar markers provide su�cient corresponding points,
the Normalized Direct Linear Transformation (DLT) [83] can be used to estimate the
homography i−1Hv

i . Fixing the relative positions of square markers with known size, we
are able to establish point correspondences between the points in the image plane and in
their frontal positions. Based on these point correspondences, a homography is estimated
to rectify images to the frontal view. We designed a pattern (see �gure 4.30(a)) with
multiple square markers that can be uniquely identi�ed.

4.2.6.5 Experiments and Results

The phantom (see �gure 4.2.6.5) used throughout all our experiments is constructed to
have two parallel planes with an adjustable distance ∆d. On the upper plane, the stitching
plane, the marker pattern is attached. On the lower plane, the bone plane, we placed
X-ray markers with known distances for metric measurements or a bone phantom for
feasibility tests.

To determine the accuracy of metric measurements, we placed our phantom with the
X-ray marker on the operating table (cf. �gure 4.30(b)) such that the stitching plane
deviates several degrees from the frontal parallel setup to simulate a general cases. While
acquiring video and X-ray images, the operating table was moved through the C-arm and
the panoramic video and X-ray images were created. We measured distances and angles
between circle markers on the panoramic images and compared them with the actual
values. We measured several di�erent distances or angles with the ground truth value of
480mm or 161.0754 degree respectively, on the same image to eliminate bias error in the
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(a) The marker pattern (top) and X-ray
markers (bottom).

(b) The system setup for
metric measurements.

(c) The system setup for
feasibility tests.

Figure 4.30: Our designed phantom for experiments. The marker pattern is attached on
the upper plane. The X-ray marker and the bone are placed on the lower plane.

results. Table 4.4 shows the distance and angle measurement results. Without applying
depth transformation, both the absolute and relative errors will increase as ∆d increases.
After applying our depth compensation method (cf. section 4.2.6.2), the absolute errors
are similar to the once in the video panoramic images, and the relative errors are about
constant.

∆d(mm) Actual
value

Measured values
on the video
panorama

Measured values on the
X-ray panorama without
depth transformation

Measured values on the X-
ray panorama with depth
transformation

distance average
distance

absolute
error

average
distance

absolute
error

relative
error

average
distance

absolute
error

relative
error

Distance
(mm)

70 480 478.5752 1.4248 476.1465 3.8535 2.4287 477.6880 2.3120 0.8872
± 0.1734 ± 0.0757 ± 0.1556

100 480 479.0940 0.9060 473.7030 6.2970 5.3910 478.1935 1.8065 0.9005
± 0.3368 ± 0.1952 ± 0.1747

150 480 477.6040 2.3960 466.4445 13.5555 11.1595 476.9480 3.0520 0.6560
± 0.2610 ± 0.0559 ± 0.0622

angle average
angle

absolute
error

average
angle

absolute
error

relative
error

average
angle

absolute
error

relative
error

Angle
(degree )

70 161.0754 161.2373 0.1619 162.6729 1.5975 1.4356 161.4325 0.3571 0.1952
± 0.1152 ± 0.3000 ± 0.0577

100 161.0754 161.2895 0.3701 163.1338 2.0584 1.6883 161.6076 0.5322 0.1621
± 0.2477 ± 0.0376 ± 0.3954

150 161.0754 161.2184 0.1430 164.3231 3.2477 3.1047 160.9416 0.1338 0.0092
± 0.1428 ± 0.1879 ± 0.0515

Table 4.4: Actual and measured distances/angles on the panoramic images in mm/ de-
grees. The absolute error (mean ± std) is between the ground truth and the extracted
value. The relative error between the video stitching and the X-ray stitching.

We also evaluated the in�uence of perturbed ∆d to the accuracy of metric measure-
ments by applying di�erent ∆d′ to get panoramic X-ray images (cf. table 4.5). The
relative error will increases with the increase of the distance between the true depth and
the used depth transformation (∆d′ − ∆d). The minimal relative error is obtained for
∆d′ = 110mm. The reason for its deviation from the ground truth 100mm is that the
relative error dose not only originate from the depth transformation in�uenced by the in-
correct depth estimation of ∆d′, but also from the metric recti�cation and the overlay of
X-ray image and video image of the camera augmented mobile C-arm system. The exper-
iment shows furthermore that an deviation of 10mm in the depth estimation contributes
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Figure 4.31: The four individual X-ray images for a single plastic bone.

to less than 1mm error over 480mm true distance in metric measurement.

∆d′ (mm) (∆d = 100mm) 0 30 70 80 90 100 110 120 130 170

Measured distance on the X-ray
panorama (mean value) (mm)

473.9 475.3 477.1 477.5 478.0 478.5 478.9 479.3 479.8 481.7

Relative error (mm) 5.2 3.8 2.0 1.6 1.1 0.6 0.2 0.3 0.7 2.6

Measured distance on the video
panorama (mean value) (mm)

479.1

Actual distance (mm) 480

Table 4.5: Measured distances on panoramic X-ray images after applying perturbed depth
transformations ∆d′.

In order to investigate the clinical value, we performed preclinical experiments and
generated panoramic X-ray images of a bone phantom (cf. �gure 4.30(c)). The panoramic
X-ray image was generated from four individual X-ray images (cf. �gure4.2.6.5). Fig-
ure 4.32 shows the panoramic images. Without depth transformation there are obvious
discontinuous in the bone boundaries. The depth transformation compensates for this
discontinuous boundaries within the bone plane.

Panorama X-ray images are a promising technology for determining the extremity
length and mechanical axis of long bones online during surgeries. The presented new
method is able to generate panoramic X-ray images intraoperatively by using advanced
camera augmented mobile C-arm system and a planar maker pattern. Our method is
independent from overlapping X-ray regions and does not require a frontal parallel C-arm
setup. The experimental results show that the panoramic X-ray images generated by our
method have a high visual quality and are accurate enough for metric measurements. The
absolute errors were less than 1% and relative errors were even below 0.5%.

Clinical tests in the near future will show the feasibility and the advantage of metric
distance and angle measurements online within the surgery room based on a standard
C-arm. This will allow surgeons to ensure and validate during trauma reduction surgery
the quality of their treatment.
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Figure 4.32: The X-ray panoramic image generated by our method. The left picture
is without depth transformation and discontinuous (middle top shows) appear at the
overlapping areas. The right picture shows the X-ray panoramic after applying depth
transformation. This compensated for the discontinuous (middle bottom shows). Image
courtesy of Lejing Wang.
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CHAPTER 5

Assessment of Image Guided Surgery Systems

For my part, I know nothing with any certainty,
but the sight of stars makes me dream.

Vincent van Gogh (1853-1890)

5.1 Conventional Assessment of the Hybrid Aug-

mented Reality Navigation Interface

The hybrid augmented reality navigation interface described in section 4.1 was evaluated
for technical accuracy including tracking accuracy, registration accuracy, data synchro-
nization, and latency as well as for usability for navigated tasks through phantom and
cadaver studies.

5.1.1 Technical Accuracy Evaluation

The accuracy of an augmented reality image overlay directly in�uences the accuracy of
a guided task. The accuracy of this superimposition depends on tracking accuracy of
the head mounted display, registration accuracy of the target points, tracking accuracy
of the instruments, and synchronization of tracking data with the video data. These
in�uences on the �nal user error are discussed and explained in the following subsections.
Experiments are described and conducted to assess these parameters and to measure the
intrinsic parameters of the used head mounted display based augmented reality system.

5.1.1.1 Single Camera Tracking Accuracy

Ho� and Vincent [92, 91] visualize the error of camera based tracking in form of ellipsoids.
In their work they describe the error of the augmentation in a head mounted display within
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a mathematical framework of error propagation. Their conclusion is that the positional
error in optical tracking is always highest in the viewing direction of the camera. The
orientational error lowest within the viewing direction. Thus, placing the tracking camera
rigidly attached at the head mounted display within the viewing direction will ensure the
highest angular precision in this direction. This results in an optimal image overlay in
this direction. The head mounted display used in this thesis was a clone of the system
RAMP (Reality Augmented Medical Procedures) originally proposed by Sauer et al. [206].

Vogt et al. [246, 247] propose an algorithm for characterization of tracking errors in
marker clusters. For the head mounted display the single camera tracker relies on a well
designed frame within the viewing direction. Within their studies they evaluated the
usage of this single camera tracker to track tools in addition to the head mounted display.
The marker con�guration has to be widely distributed in space for acceptable tracking
results of instrument tracking with one single head mounted camera. This results in a
clinically not acceptable marker con�guration. Therefore, an external optical tracking
system is used. This is co-registered with the single camera tracking system by a common
coordinate frame.

5.1.1.2 Registration Accuracy

Within the conducted experiments we computed the �ducial registration error and pre-
dicted the target registration error (TRE) at prede�ned, exemplary target points within
the phantom. The �ducial registration error was estimated by

εFRE =
1

n

 
nX
i=1

‖pt,i − (R · pd,i + t)‖2

!
, (5.1)

where pt,i ∈ R3 is the i-th registration point in the tracking coordinate system, pd,i ∈ R3

its corresponding point in the image coordinate system, R ∈ R3×3 the rotation, and t ∈ R3

the translation estimated.
The �ducial registration error using our implementation with an automatic marker

segmentation in the CT dataset, an optical tracking system, and a point based registration
procedure [244] was estimated to be 0.28 [mm] according to equation 5.1.

The target registration error was computed based on the �ducial localization error and

ε2TRE ≈
ε2FLE
n

 
1 +

1

3

3X
k=1

d2
k

f 2
k

!
, (5.2)

an approximation derived from Fitzpatrick et al. [61], where eFLE is the �ducial local-
ization error, n is the number of �ducial points, d2

k is the distance of the target from
principal axis k, and f 2

k is the root mean square distance of the �ducials from principal
axis k. Both d2

k and f
2
k are used for all three axes. We used principal component analysis

(PCA) to estimate the principal axes of the registration point distribution.
We estimated the target registration error for all prede�ned points within the used

phantom. The maximum target registration error between CT and tracking coordinate
system was estimated to be 0.52 [mm] and the mean target registration error for all
de�ned points in the volume was 0.43 [mm]± 0.03 [mm].
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5.1.1.3 Instrument Tracking Accuracy

The tracking accuracy of the used system is to a large extent based on the camera and the
marker con�guration. The error of optical tracking with multiple cameras is in general a
function of the distance of the markers to the cameras and the baseline, i.e. the relative
position of the cameras. Recently, models for prediction and propagation of tracking
errors were derived [14] and an online estimation of the error function using our laboratory
system setup was implemented by Sielhorst et al. [215]. This ensures the prediction of
expected application error based on the modeling and propagation of covariances. The
model also incorporates the occlusion of markers and cameras (which is only acceptable
using more than two cameras for tracking).

5.1.1.4 Synchronization Between Video Images and Tracking Data

The largest error in augmented reality systems is introduced by not perfectly synchronized
tracking and video data [95]. In our implementation a hardware triggered synchroniza-
tion signal (genlock) between video images and head mounted tracking camera is used
(cf. section 4.1.2.1). Without this temporal synchronization the system will cause a per-
ceivable jitter or swimming e�ect [204] that results in an errorness image overlay. The
synchronization of the external optical tracking system and video cameras is based on a
software framework and the clock synchronization of di�erent PCs [220].

5.1.1.5 Latency of the System

Another intrinsic system parameter is the system latency, i.e. the duration between the
data acquisition and its presentation. The lag is in general de�ned by the duration
between the real action and its formulation. In an optical tracking system there is the
image acquisition time, image preprocessing, feature extraction, triangulation, and the
comparison of the detected marker with known geometric models that de�ne the overall
tracking latency, which is in general less than 50 [ms]. Also the acquisition of images in
an augmented reality system and its processing, as well as the rendering of the medical
imaging data from the estimated viewpoint require some additional milliseconds. The
latency in an augmented reality system is the time between the real world action and the
visualization of this in the head mounted display. This latency has a direct e�ect on the
user performance [125, 250]. Sielhorst et al. [219] suggest a method for measuring latency
using camera feedback. This method was applied to our video-based augmented reality
system and did not require any extra hardware. With our head mounted display based
augmented reality system, the latency was measured to be around 100[ms] [214]. The
latency is composed of exposure time, transfer of the image data to the memory, tracking,
visualization, and time to create the image on the display (cf. �gure 5.1). This latency
however depends on the complexity of the computations. For example complex feature
based tracking methods, depth map estimation algorithms, or complex volume rendering
methods will cause a higher latency.
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Exposure (E) Read out CCD and
transfer to memory (R)

Track-
ing (T) Visualization (V) Image on the display (I)p ( ) transfer to memory (R) ing (T) ( ) g p y ( )

100 ms20 ms 60 ms40 ms 80 ms

Camera clock 33.3 ms 33.3 ms 33.3 ms

120 ms

Latency

Figure 5.1: The breakdown of the latency of the head mounted display augmented reality
system shows that it is composed of exposure time, transfer of image data to memory,
tracking, visualization, and transfer to the display. Image courtesy of Tobias Sielhorst.

5.1.2 Preclinical Evaluation

The here used head mounted display system was used in di�erent simulated procedures
within our group [216] and within other groups [248]. Together with our medical partners
from the trauma surgery department at Klinikum Innenstadt, Munich, Germany, I con-
ducted several phantom and cadaver studies to assess the clinical feasibility of di�erent
visualization modes.

5.1.2.1 Evaluation of Depth Perception

Within our group there was a study with 20 surgeons assessing the e�ect of di�erent visu-
alization techniques on the depth perception of a surgeon. Sielhorst et al. [216] conducted
this study using the di�erent visualization modes triangle mesh, surface rendering, volume
rendering, glass e�ect, transparent surface, and virtual window. Within their evaluation
the best performance in speed and accuracy for navigation to a displayed point in 3D was
achieved with the modes that have a high update rate and low latency. The most promis-
ing visualization modes were the transparent surface rendering and the modes comprising
the virtual window.

5.1.2.2 Cadaver Study for Intramedullary Nail Locking

An initial cadaver study used the in-situ visualization system for training purposes for
hip repositioning (cf. �gure 5.2).

Motivated by the excitement of trauma surgeons to see the relevant imaging data
in-situ enabled by the head mounted augmented reality system, we together designed
a cadaver experiment for intramedullary nail locking of distal nails [88, 239]. For the
experiment a CT scan of the cadaver was acquired. Before the acquisition of the CT
scan combined Opto-CT markers were attached to enable point based registration. We
ensured that the markers were attached to the anatomy such that they did not move
or deform with respect to the bone structure of interest. During the study two expe-
rienced trauma surgeons used the head mounted display augmented reality system to
insert interlocking screws (cf. �gure 5.3(b)). Di�erent views were presented in the head
mounted display (cf. �gure 5.3(a)). The favored view was not the volume rendering, but
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(a) Volume rendered visualiza-
tion.

(b) Slice visualization. (c) Surgeons using the sys-
tem.

Figure 5.2: Volume rendered in-situ visualization and tool augmentation during a cadaver
study for medical training for hip repositioning.

the semi-transparent slice view (cf. �gure 5.4(c)), mainly due to the low frame rate in
in our early version of the volume renderer that was around ten frames per second and
caused perceivable jitter.

The evaluation of the conducted experiments showed in control X-ray images, that
the interlocking screws were not positioned within the interlocking holes (cf. �gure 5.4(a)
and 5.4(b)). The misplacement of the screw was however not caused by misalignment
of the image overlay, registration, tracking and system calibration, but by inappropriate
visualization for a navigated task. In the superimposition an image overlay of reference
markers which were not used for registration were permanently displayed close to the
target anatomy. This was a visual perceivable reference for the target registration error
and thus indicates a correct image overlay in the target region. Since these markers did
not show any deviation in their image overlay, the misplacement was a clear failure of
the visualization methods, proposing that a volume rendered or CT axes aligned slice
rendering based image overlay is not su�cient for execution of navigated tasks.

5.1.2.3 New Visualization Concepts and the Hybrid Interface

The results of experiments using the early visualization concepts proposed new concepts
based on slice navigation and its hybrid combination with in-situ visualization (cf. section
4.1.4.2). The new visualization concepts were evaluated in a simulated surgical environ-
ment. The criteria measured for a drilling task were the accuracy and execution time.
Accuracy is measured as the di�erence between a de�ned target in the CT data used
for the navigation and the actual position of the tip of the drill. Duration is the time
measured from the visualization of the de�ned target point until the surgeon con�rms its
correct placement.

In another series of experiments, we evaluated and compared the di�erent navigation
modes within the head mounted display. We designed a phantom that mimics epidermal
and osseous structures. We implanted metal spheres (4 [mm] diameter) in a block of
wood at a depth of approximately 30 [mm]. The surface of the phantom was covered
with a silicone rubber compound which has properties similar to human skin and soft
tissue. Combined CT and infrared retro-re�ective markers were attached to the rigid part
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(a) Di�erent views. (b) Surgeons using the system.

Figure 5.3: The video see-through augmented reality system used by two di�erent trauma
surgeons during a cadaver experiment for intramedullary nail locking is shown in these
images. The experiments showed that the here proposed volume rendering and CT axes
aligned slice rendering is not su�cient for guiding the insertion of interlocking nails.
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(a) Control X-ray. (b) Control X-ray. (c) Image overlay.

Figure 5.4: The control X-ray for intramedullary nail locking shows that the locking nail
missed the locking hole. The overlay on additional markers not used for registration (red
sphere) within the plane of the interlocking holes showed the validity of the image overlay
system in terms of system accuracy. The misalignment of the interlocking screw was
caused by inappropriate visualization.

of the surface of the phantom in order to allow fully automatic image-to-physical object
registration (cf. �gure 4.3(F)).

Within the video see-through head mounted display system, one of the implanted
metal spheres is marked as target point and highlighted. The surgeon is then asked to
navigate a tracked surgical drill to the target point using either the standard slice based
navigation (cf. section 4.1.4.1), one of the three in-situ visualization modes (cf. �gure 4.5)
or one of the three proposed hybrid combinations (cf. �gure 4.6).

The experiment was conducted by three trauma surgeons with di�erent levels of ex-
perience. All of them marked four targets for each of the seven visualization methods,
resulting in 28 measurements per subject. The mean accuracy of the three trauma sur-
geons for each visualization mode is summarized in table 5.1.

(a) Hybrid interface with vol-
ume rendering.

(b) Hybrid interface with target
point aligned slice view.

(c) Hybrid interface with instru-
ment aligned orthoslice view.

Figure 5.5: The three hybrid interfaces based on three di�erent visualization concepts used
within our experiments that evaluated their performance in a trauma surgery drilling task.

The results in terms of accuracy and speed of execution for each surgeon, as well as
the distribution within the di�erent visualization approaches lead to the assumption that
the overall performance depends on the level of experience. However, a larger series of
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Surgeon A Surgeon B Surgeon C
Navigation error [mm] time [s] error [mm] time [s] error [mm] time [s]

NAV 1.7± 1.1 128± 32 1.6± 0.7 140± 151 1.2± 0.7 35± 9
VOLREN 2.1± 1.1 134± 18 1.0± 0.4 91± 88 2.5± 1.6 24± 5

ASV 2.6± 0.8 76± 18 0.7± 0.3 50± 21 1.6± 0.9 49± 29
IOV 2.3± 0.9 98± 24 1.7± 0.6 57± 52 3.1± 2.9 47± 28

VOLREN + NAV 1.9± 1.5 106± 52 1.5± 1.3 52± 5 2.4± 0.5 26± 6
ASV + NAV 1.5± 0.2 83± 18 1.1± 0.6 50± 20 2.1± 1.5 24± 10
IOV + NAV 1.6± 0.6 95± 28 1.9± 0.5 84± 17 1.9± 0.2 26± 12

Table 5.1: Comparison of di�erent navigation modes in terms of accuracy and time
required to complete the drilling task. The di�erent modes were standard slice based
navigation (NAV), volume rendering (VOLREN), target point aligned slice view (ASV),
instrument aligned orthoslice view (IOV), and the hybrid combinations of in-situ modes
with the standard navigation.

tests with multiple surgeons on the di�erent levels of experience have to be performed to
con�rm this assumption.

Surgeon A is a relatively inexperienced trauma surgeon, who does not use navigation
systems in clinical routine. He performed the task with higher accuracy using the standard
navigation interface in comparison to in-situ visualization modes. On the other hand he
required more time with standard navigation than using in-situ visualization. Using the
hybrid system, he achieved the same accuracy as with the standard navigation system
but was signi�cantly faster. This shows the advantage of a hybrid mode over a standard
slice based navigation in terms of speed and over augmented reality modes in terms
of accuracy. The gain in speed can be related to the intuitive usability of the in-situ
component especially for inexperienced surgeons.

Surgeon B is a very experienced trauma surgeon, who uses standard navigation systems
regularly in the OR. Table 5.1 shows no signi�cant di�erence in the accuracy throughout
all visualization modes. However, more time was needed using the standard navigation
mode. This results from di�culties in �nding the right entry point and drill orientation.
Here the hybrid modes seem to compensate for this e�ect. In addition he reported after the
experiment that using the hybrid modes he had the con�dence of the standard navigation
mode.

Surgeon C is an experienced surgeon who is familiar with standard navigation systems
and augmented reality visualization. Thus, he performed the task throughout fast with
no signi�cant di�erence. The relatively low accuracy compared to the other candidates
was due to a slightly wrong calibration of the tooltip by ≈ 1 [mm] in the direction of the
drill axis. Since he was used to augmented reality he hardly used the standard slice based
navigation in the hybrid mode.

In an subsequent experiment we compared standard monitor based navigation against
the two modes comprising the axis aligned in-situ slice navigation and its hybrid combi-
nation (cf. �gure 5.6). The same three surgeons as in the �rst drilling experiment with
di�erent level of experience performed the drilling task ten times for each of the three
modes. The distance between the surface of the implanted metal sphere and the distal
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end of the drill was recorded along with the time required to reach the desired target
region. The time was composed of the actual drilling task and the time required to posi-
tion the drill and to �nd the right orientation before starting the task. The results of the
experiment are summarized in table 5.2.

(a) Axis aligned slice
view.

(b) Hybrid interface. (c) Monitor based navigation.

Figure 5.6: The three visualization methods used in an evaluation to compare monitor
based navigation against head mounted display based augmented reality visualization for
drilling procedures.

Surgeon A Surgeon B Surgeon C
Navigation error [mm] time [s] error [mm] time [s] error [mm] time [s]

NAV 0.75± 0.68 71± 35 1.12± 0.52 66± 36 0.58± 0.44 51± 11
AR 0.84± 0.48 47± 17 0.69± 0.44 48± 21 0.66± 0.49 29± 8

HYBRID 0.58± 0.44 48± 14 0.97± 0.46 63± 20 0.68± 0.44 30± 9

Table 5.2: The drilling task was measured and compared between three surgeons in
speed and placement accuracy. The three di�erent modes evaluated are a) monitor based
standard slice navigation (NAV), b) in-situ visualization (AR), and c) a hybrid interface
of both modes visualized in the HMD (HYBRID).

The same surgeons as in the previous experiment conducted the experiments. Surgeon
A required more time for the monitor based navigation than for the in-situ visualization
and hybrid interface due to the more intuitive way of �nding the entry point and orienta-
tion of the drill. He was more accurate with the hybrid interface compared to the in-situ
visualization.

Surgeon B did not show any signi�cant variation in speed and accuracy between all
three modes. He however found the hybrid interface the most valuable for navigation since
he could have the familiar information of the standard slice based navigation combined
with the intuitive interface of the in-situ visualization.

Surgeon C did not show any signi�cant di�erence in the accuracy performance between
the three modes. However, he performed the task with all three modes faster than his
two colleagues. He completed the task using augmented reality and hybrid mode in half
the time he required for the monitor based navigation.
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All experiments were performed within the accuracy of 1 [mm] on a rigid, non de-
formable phantom. This is within the accuracy requirements of the surgeons for tasks
like pedicle screw placement in spinal surgery and orthopedic implant positioning. Apply-
ing our methods to surgery will however have additional challenges to achieve the same
accuracy for tracking and registration as in our laboratory environment.
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5.2 Conventional Assessment of the Camera Aug-

mented Mobile C-arm System

For the evaluation of the camera augmented mobile C-arm system for guided placement of
instruments, we performed a series of experiments. The �rst set of experiments concerns
the technical accuracy of the system in terms of image overlay accuracy between video and
X-ray images. The second set of experiments evaluates the feasibility of the navigation
aid for clinical applications in terms of accuracy for the instrument guidance, application
of X-ray dose, and success in task completion. This was evaluated through phantom and
cadaver experiments.

5.2.1 Technical Accuracy Evaluation

Our �rst experiment evaluates the calibration accuracy and thus the accuracy of the image
overlay. Furthermore, it is designed to measure the in�uence of the orbital and angular
rotation on the overlay accuracy. A pattern that is in general used for geometrical X-ray
calibration and distortion measurements is attached to the image intensi�er (cf. �gure
5.7). This pattern contains over 300 markers that are visible in both, X-ray and video
image at the same time. The centroids of the markers are extracted in both views with
subpixel accuracy and used to compute the distance between corresponding point pairs.
Assuming a perfectly calibrated system, no distortion or a perfect distortion correction
model, and the absence of noise in the image processing, the markers will be at exactly
the same position in video and X-ray images.

The makers in the video and X-ray image are detected using a template matching
algorithm in Matlab. The centroids are computed using an intensity weighted algorithm.
The root mean square error εRMS is computed in subpixel accuracy from the di�erence of
the centroids in the video image and the transformed X-ray image between all detected
points in the images:

εRMS =
1

n

nX
i=1

‖pv,i −HIx→Ivpx,i‖2 , (5.3)

where pv,i is the i-th point in the video image, px,i its corresponding i-th point in the X-ray
image, and HIx→Iv the homography that warps the X-ray image onto the video image,
which is estimated during the construction and calibration of the device as described in
section 4.2.2.3.

The camera positioning and calibration step was performed three times. The root
mean error εRMS was found to be 1.59±0.87 pixels with a maximum error of 5.02 pixels at
one marker position. On the image plane of the calibration pattern three pixels correspond
to approximately 1.0[mm] in metric measurements, thus the mean error is estimated to
be approximately 0.5[mm] on the plane of the calibration pattern. See table 5.2.1 for
details on the calibration accuracy.

The same experiment with the attached calibration phantom was also conducted with
di�erent angular and orbital rotations. In all angular and orbital poses, we analyzed
the overlay accuracy with and without an online estimation of the homography based
on four optical and X-ray visible markers. Table 5.2.1 presents the measurement errors
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Figure 5.7: An X-ray calibration phantom is attached to the image intensi�er in order
to measure the image overlay accuracy. The right top shows the original image of the
attached video camera and the right bottom shows the X-ray overlay onto the video
camera image. In the experiment εRMS was estimated as the root mean square distance
of the marker centroids of the pattern in the video and transformed X-ray image.
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Figure 5.8: The extracted centroids of markers of the calibration pattern in the video
image (red) and in the X-ray image (blue) are overlaid onto the fused X-ray and video
image.

trail number #1 #2 #3
mean 1.39 (px) 1.98 (px) 1.38 (px)
std 0.85 (px) 0.99 (px) 0.76 (px)
max 4.76 (px) 5.02 (px) 3.89 (px)
number of control points 234 237 208

Table 5.3: The di�erence in pixel (px) between the extracted marker centroids in the
video image and transformed, overlaid X-ray image for three di�erent calibrations.

for orbital rotations and table 5.2.1 for angular rotations, respectively. The root mean
square overlay error εRMS was found to be approximately constant during orbital and
angular rotation of the C-arm, if a re-estimation of the homography is performed at the
speci�c C-arm position. In the cases where the homography was not re-estimated, i.e. the
homography was estimated in the original position of the C-arm with no orbital and
angular rotation and applied to other poses of the C-arm, the mean error of the points
increases with an increasing rotation angle (cf. table 5.2.1, table 5.2.1, and �gure 5.9).
The experiments con�rm that an online re-estimation of the homography is valid for an
accurate image overlay also in the presence of distortion. Building a clinical solution one
could easily ensure the correct online re-estimation of the required parameters for the
planar transformation between the images. Therefore, the results of table 5.2.1 needs to
be considered as a reference.
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0° 15° 30° 60° 90°

orbital rotation
mean 1.59 (px) 2.81 (px) 5.13 (px) 9.48 (px) 12.33 (px)
std 0.87 (px) 1.05 (px) 1.10 (px) 2.57 (px) 4.15 (px)
max 5.02 (px) 7.13 (px) 9.55 (px) 14.67 (px) 19.45 (px)
# points 679 239 236 232 229

orbital rotation with re-estimated homography
0° 15° 30° 60° 90°

mean 1.59 (px) 2.29 (px) 2.66 (px) 2.87 (px) 2.76 (px)
std 0.87 (px) 1.07 (px) 1.25 (px) 1.17 (px) 1.16 (px)
max 5.02 (px) 5.76 (px) 6.61 (px) 6.67 (px) 6.53 (px)
# points 679 238 235 237 238

Table 5.4: The di�erence in pixel (px) between the extracted marker centroids in the
video image and transformed, overlaid X-ray image for di�erent orbital rotations.

Figure 5.9: The accuracy of the overlay without the re-estimation of the homography
depends on the angle of rotation in angular and orbital direction. It is independent if the
homography is re-estimated.

5.2.2 Preclinical Evaluation

The system was evaluated in di�erent phantom and cadaver studies. The �rst target
application for the camera augmented mobile C-arm system was the interlocking of in-
tramedullary nails. The second application domain and the focus of this thesis are spinal
interventions using the system. There are conventional (open) and percutaneous pedicle
screw placements as well as vertebroplasty and other needle approaches. These pedicle
approaches de�ne the primary target applications of the camera augmented mobile C-arm
system and are thus the focus of the evaluation in this thesis.
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0° 15° 30° 60° 90°

angular rotation
mean 1.59 (px) 2.86 (px) 4.81 (px) 7.89 (px) 9.61 (px)
std 0.87 (px) 0.99 (px) 0.92 (px) 1.98 (px) 3.07 (px)
max 5.02 (px) 5.83 (px) 7.35 (px) 12.54 (px) 15.21 (px)
# points 679 237 236 230 231

angular rotation with re-estimated homography
0° 15° 30° 60° 90°

mean 1.59 (px) 1.35 (px) 1.42 (px) 1.33 (px) 1.56 (px)
std 0.87 (px) 0.84 (px) 0.96 (px) 0.94 (px) 1.00 (px)
max 5.02 (px) 4.41 (px) 4.95 (px) 4.67 (px) 5.08 (px)
# points 679 233 236 236 237

Table 5.5: The di�erence in pixel (px) between the extracted marker centroids in the
video image and transformed, overlaid X-ray image for di�erent angular rotations.

5.2.2.1 Phantom and Cadaver Studies for Interlocking of Intramedullary
Nails

We performed phantom studies on arti�cial long bones to place interlocking screws in
the intramedullary nail. The initial task is to align the C-arm in the down-the-beam
position. We identi�ed that commonly used surgical instruments need modi�cations in
order to align the axis of the instruments under video-control insertion in the down-
the-beam direction. The roundness of the interlocking holes in the X-ray image gives a
measure how close the C-arm is to the down-the-beam position. Once, this position is
reached, the camera augmented C-arm system guides the procedure by an overlay of the
X-ray image onto the video image (cf. �gure 5.10). The procedure does not require any
additional X-ray image until the screw is inserted.

Figure 5.10: The fused video and X-ray image during an intramedullary nail locking of
the camera augmented mobile C-arm system provides a guidance interface ideally using
only one X-ray image. Images courtesy of Stefan Wiesner and Sandro-Michael Heining.

Following the success of the phantom studies, we performed a cadaver study for the
interlocking of intramedullary nails [89]. The study showed that the surgical work�ow
was not compromised and the user-interface provided intuitive control of the system. The
camera augmented mobile C-arm method showed a clear advantage over standard C-arm
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based interlocking techniques (cf. �gure 5.10), especially in terms of reduced radiation
dose. The camera augmented mobile C-arm system enabled a robust two dimensional
view to position and orient the drilling device. The drill was slightly modi�ed to mark
the extension of the drill at its proximal end. Drill-hole identi�cation was possible in all
cases.

5.2.2.2 Phantom Studies for Pedicle Approach - Vertebroplasty

For preclinical evaluation we designed a series of phantom experiments to analyze the
duration and radiation time of the proposed procedure as well as the placement accuracy
of the instrumentation. Therefore, we embedded �ve spine phantoms (T10-T12 and L1-
L5) within a foam cover (cf. �gure 5.11(a)). Using these phantoms we simulated the
complete vertebroplasty procedure on the �rst lumbar vertebra (L1) as target anatomy
using the camera augmented mobile C-arm system. The anatomy of the L1 within all
phantoms was identical. There was no variation in the anatomy, structure, and size of
the vertebra, however they were slightly di�erently embedded into the foam cover. The
radiation dose was measured in radiation minutes and the duration to complete the task
for cement �lling. The task could be completed in average in 15 : 14[min] with 0.32
radiation minutes of applied dose (cf. table 5.6 for details on the experiment). The phase
of cement �lling however is not representative since it is not possible to perform realistic
�lling simulations in vertebrae without clinical indications and cavity. Thus, it was only
conduced in the �rst series of experiments. For all subsequent eyperiments on the spine
phantoms the procedure terminates after the con�rmation of the correct placement of the
�lling needle.

The �rst three experiments showed a perfect placement of the vertebroplasty �lling
needle through the pedicle evaluated by another, independent trauma surgeon, who had
no prior knowledge of the conducted experiments, using postinterventional CT data (cat-
egory A according to Arand et al. [6]). Experiment four and �ve however showed both
a very small medial perforation of the pedicle (category B according to Arand et al. [6]).
Analyzing the videos recorded during the experiments con�rmed that the phantom was
moved between the image acquisition and the instrumentation. This resulted in an invalid
overlay of X-ray and video image. As follow up of the experiments a method was imple-
mented that is capable of simultaneously track markers in the video and X-ray image
and inform the surgeon in case of patient or C-arm movement. This will ensure that any
movement is automatically detected by the system and inaccurate placement of instru-
ments caused by incorrect image overlay can be avoided. In case of motion an additional
X-ray image is required to enable a valid image overlay for guided instrument insertion.

5.2.2.3 Cadaver Studies for Pedicle Approach - Screw Placement

Two cadaver studies in di�erent levels of the lumbar and thoracic spine were performed
using a percutaneous pedicle approach [87]. The placement of the screws was evaluated
by a post-interventional CT and the dissection of the placed pedicle screw. The de�ni-
tion of the entry point was done in the X-ray image and the placement of the tool-tip
and its axis alignment was carried out under video-control using the camera augmented
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(a) Foam embedded spine phantom. (b) System setup for the simulated vertebroplasty procedure.

Figure 5.11: Phantom experiment for the vertebroplasty procedure.

#1 #2 #3 #4 #5
overall duration 15:00 20:10 17:00 9:15 14:46
overall radiation 0:4 0:2 0:4 0:1 0:5
placement category A A A B B

Table 5.6: Vertebroplasty experiment performed within �ve foam embedded spine phan-
toms. Time was measured in minutes:seconds, radiation in radiation minutes, and the
classi�cation of the placement quality according to Arand et al. [6] examined by an inde-
pendent surgeon.

mobile C-arm system. After the alignment of the tool axis in the down-the beam posi-
tion, the insertion was performed (cf. �gure 5.12(a)). Whenever the patient or C-arm
was moved, our additionally attached X-ray and video opaque markers did not coincide
in video and X-ray images any more. In this case, we acquired an additional X-ray im-
age. Modi�ed instruments for spine interventions were required in order to identify the
instrument axis (cf. �gure 5.12(b)). The experiments showed that the camera augmented
mobile C-arm system provides a robust two dimensional augmented reality visualization
technique for guided pedicle screw insertion. The one-time calibration was stable during
both experiment series even through the mounted camera and mirror construction are not
yet perfectly shielded against exposure to external force in our clinical laboratory setup.
During spinal interventions through the pedicle, a considerable reduction in �uoroscopy
time and thus radiation dose could be achieved. The study showed that we were close
to the theoretical value of only one single X-ray image for the pedicle screw placement
procedure. However, new X-ray images were acquired during the procedure for updating
the intervention in terms of patient movement and implant placement control by direct
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imaging as well as for the control of the insertion depth through lateral X-ray images.
These lateral X-ray images show the insertion depth of the instrument in the anterior-
posterior direction. The amount of radiation dose was considerably less compared to the
procedure only guided by a C-arm system. Pedicle identi�cation and needle insertion was
possible in all cases.

(a) Down-the-beam alignment. (b) Modi�ed needle tool.

Figure 5.12: Cadaver study for pedicle approach with a modi�ed needle tool that is
extended by a Kirschner wire to align the instrument axis in the down-the-beam position.
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5.3 Reference Based Assessment

For the validation of medical image processing methods, a reference based approach is
desired [105]. In simulations, i.e. arti�cially generated imaging data, it is possible to
access the real image structure or transformation between two datasets (or deformation
�eld in case of deformable registration) and thus provide a perfect ground truth for image
segmentation and registration. There will be always a trade-o� between the availability
of a perfect ground truth and the realism of the data set/procedure. In general, in
completely simulated data and procedures one has full control of all parameters of the
dataset/procedure. There exist ground truth data to validate the image registration
through simulations e.g. transformation, deformation �eld, noise, but these simulations
lack of realism [106]. In real procedures it is hard to establish, control, and measure the
ground truth. The establishment of a ground truth becomes increasingly complex when
moving from image processing methods to image guided surgery systems.

Within image guided surgery systems it is not trivial to determine which technical
system parameters are the most relevant ones. Furthermore, image guided surgery systems
are extremely context sensitive. The same image guided surgery system is often not
suitable for more than one clinical application domain. Concepts of existing systems have
to be extended and customized for their speci�c needs in di�erent application domains.
Often this relation is bidirectional and it is also di�cult to establish more than one suitable
image guided surgery solution for the same clinical application with the optimal patient
outcome and e�ciency.

A method has to be established to compare the performance of systems within the same
or similar environment and clinical applications. Here, the introduced camera augmented
mobile C-arm system is compared to the existing standard CT �uoro guided solution for
vertebroplasty procedures. The protocol has to be de�ned carefully in order to avoid bias
in the data e.g. caused by a learning curve of the new system or surgeon speci�c behaviors.

Here, I propose a methodology to compare image guided surgery systems based on
the work�ow analysis of the current procedure, a model of the intervention, and the
interpretation of models and work�ow of the new and current system.

The procedure is structured in �ve steps as follows:

1. Perform, record, and analyze several real procedures to analyze the work�ow, iden-
tify the measurement criteria, and model the surgery.

2. Design a simulated surgical procedure that is applicable for both methods, based
on the model of the surgery and the measurement criteria.

3. Perform, record, and analyze both simulated methods using the same phantom or
in-vivo animal study and the same set of instruments within the same environment.

4. Assess the measurement criteria and analyze the work�ow of the simulated proce-
dures in order to create comparable models of the simulated procedures.

5. Compare the methods and predict their behaviors within the clinical scenarios. In
case of outliers in the data, a video documentation during the conduction of the
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simulated procedures could enable the identi�cation of the cause and thus justify
their elimination from the data set.

In the following subsections I explain the methodology in details and apply it to the
vertebroplasty procedure in order to compare the camera augmented mobile C-arm proce-
dure against the clinically used state-of-the-art method using �uoro CT. Firstly, a clinical
procedure was analyzed using a CT �uoro guided intervention. Then a generic model of
the intervention was created. I created a protocol based on the analysis of the current
procedure, extracted the parameters to be measured and designed a simulated surgi-
cal procedure to assess the parameters to compare the two systems. Experiments were
conducted with the designed simulated procedure using both approaches. The relevant
parameters were extracted and compared.

5.3.1 Work�ow Analysis of the Clinical CT Fluoro Vertebroplasty
Procedure

Within the CT intervention room, �ve vertebroplasty procedures were recorded with
video cameras for analyzis with our work�ow tool [2]. The clinical procedures are based
on the CT image guided vertebroplasty technique as described in section 3.2.3. Two video
cameras were placed in the intervention room. One camera observed the operation situs
(cf. �gure 3.6(a)) and the second camera showed the image data of the �uoro CT scan
or spiral CT (cf. �gure 3.6(b)). In addition to the video signals of the two cameras, data
with two accelerometers were attached to the surgeon's wrist and recorded the motion of
the arms. However, the data of these devices were not used in this work and are discussed
in the Master's Thesis of Ahmadi [1].

In our work�ow analysis of �ve vertebroplasty procedures performed by two di�erent
experienced surgeons, we had an average duration of 31:14 [min] (cf. table 5.7). The
recorded videos were analyzed, labeled, and synchronized using our work�ow analysis
tool.

vertebroplasty no. #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 #7
duration in [min] 32 25 22 35 37 43 24

Table 5.7: The average duration of a vertebroplasty procedure.

These procedures were recorded and analyzed to derive the measurement criteria for
a comparison of simulated vertebroplasty procedures using CT �uoro guided and camera
augmented mobile C-arm system. The main measurement criteria were the time required
to complete speci�c tasks and the applied radiation dose during speci�c phases of the
surgery. Furthermore, an average work�ow of the recorded clinical procedures was used
to create a high level surgical model for CT Fluoro navigated vertebroplasty procedures
that remains valid throughout the di�erent techniques e.g. using the camera augmented
mobile C-arm.
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5.3.2 Surgical Model of the Clinical CT Fluoro Vertebroplasty
Procedure

Based on the work�ow analysis, a surgical model for the vertebroplasty procedure was
constructed. This was done in di�erent hierarchical levels. Level one is a high level
approach and consists only of three phases. These phases are independent of the applied
technology for the procedure. The three phases are:

1. Target identi�cation in the imaging data, i.e. the setup of the equipment, devices,
the positioning of the patient on the intervention table, and the localization of the
identi�ed vertebra within the image data.

2. Tool placement, i.e. the process of inserting the instrument through the pedicle into
the central vertebra cavity.

3. Cement augmentation, i.e. the �lling of the cavity of the vertebra with cement.

The phases are selected such that they are valid for all vertebroplasty procedures
independent of the applied technique. This means it is also valid for sole C-arm based or
any other including navigated procedures. Criteria are de�ned to identify the start and
end of each phase in order to quantify measurement criteria speci�c to only one phase
during the procedure. To distinguish between the phases, events are de�ned that occur
at a distinct point and mark the transition from one phase to another.
Phase 1, the target identi�cation phase ends once the patient is on the table, all equipment
that is required for the procedure is available, and the access path is identi�ed within the
imaging data. For the transition between phase 1 and phase 2, the correct placement
of the patient with respect to the imaging device is considered. This is de�ned in both
procedures by the skin incision, in the CT �uoro guided using the information of the laser
beam projected on the patient, in the camera augmented mobile C-arm system by the
image overlay.
Phase 2 contains the positioning and alignment of the instrumentation, as well as its
insertion into the in�icted vertebra. The access path is supposed to have a central position
within the pedicle without perforation. Furthermore, the �lling needle requires a central
position within the vertebra cavity.
For the transition between phase 2 and phase 3, the placement validation was chosen
to be representative within both procedure, i.e. the �nal con�rmation of the placement
before the cement augmentation. In CT �uoro guided vertebroplasty this is de�ned by
the spiral CT scan that shows the central positioning of the �lling needle. For the camera
augmented mobile C-arm system this is de�ned by the lateral X-ray image that con�rms
the correct placement of the �lling needle. To de�ne it at a distinct, uniquely identi�able
point in time independent of the applied procedure, the beginning of the cement mixing
was used.
Phase 3 contains the cement mixing and its application into the cavity of the vertebra.
The �lling process is controlled either by �uoro CT or X-ray �uoroscopy to detect any
leakage during the �lling process. Phase 3 ends with the removal of the �lling needle. This
also indicated the end of the entire procedure. Finally the band-aid is attached unguided.
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In addition to the high level surgical model, several patterns were observed in the
work�ow analysis of the real vertebroplasty procedure. In phase 1 there are several loops
of table positioning and �uoro CT scans until the patient is positioned perfectly in the
CT gantry, i.e. the �uoro slice that images the vertebra of interest is in the focus of
the scanner. Another repeating pattern within phase 2 is the instrument positioning and
�uoro CT scan. The surgeon identi�es the instrument on the �uoro CT scan, manipulates
the instrument, and acquires another �uoro CT scan. This is a repeating pattern until
the surgeon requires a 3D control through a spiral CT scan. Another repeating pattern
within this phase is observed when the position can not be con�rmed in the 3D spiral CT
scan, the surgeon goes back to the �uoro CT mode and continues to align the instrument
using the information of the needle position within the �uoro CT slices.

These three repeating patterns could be observed throughout all recorded real verte-
broplasty procedures within the CT intervention room at Klinikum Innenstadt, Munich,
Germany. The repeating patterns indicate potential optimization and improvements of
the work�ow through the introduction of computer assisted navigated procedures.

5.3.3 Design of a Simulated Surgical Procedure for Work�ow
Based Assessment in Vertebroplasty

For a structured preclinical evaluation a series of experiments to analyze the duration and
radiation time within each phase was designed. To create a simulated surgical procedure,
we embedded �ve spine phantoms (T10-T12 and L1-L5) within a foam cover (cf. �gure
5.11(a)). For these phantoms we simulated the complete process for vertebroplasty on the
�rst lumbar vertebra (L1) as target anatomy using the camera augmented mobile C-arm
system and the twelfth thoracic vertebra (T12) target anatomy using �uoro CT navigated
vertebroplasty. The anatomy of the L1 in the phantoms is only slightly di�erent compared
to the anatomy of T12, but is identical between all phantoms. There was no variation in
the anatomy of the same vertebra, however they were slightly di�erent embedded into the
foam (orientation and location). Using the above de�ned transitions we are able to assess
all phases independently and measure their duration and required radiation dose. The
last phase of cement augmentation was not representative during the experiments since
it is not possible to perform realistic simulation in vertebrae without clinical indications
and without cavity for the �lling. The cement �lling is also not subject for a navigated
insertion, but controlled by real time imaging and image processing methods.

5.3.4 Work�ow Analysis of Simulated Vertebroplasty Procedure
using Fluoro CT and the Camera Augmented Mobile C-arm
System

The simulated vertebroplasty procedure was performed �ve times for the �uoro CT guided
method in the CT scanner room and �ve times using the camera augmented mobile C-arm
system (cf. �gure 5.13). The simulated procedures were recorded with several cameras
and analized to measure the criteria precisely and reproducible. The overall duration and
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(a) Skin incision �uoro CT.

(b) Needle alignment �uoro CT.

(c) Needle insertion �uoro CT.

(d) Skin incision CamC.

(e) Needle alignment CamC.

(f) Needle insertion CamC.

(g) Augmented view.

(h) Augmented view.

(i) Augmented view.

Figure 5.13: The skin incision, needle placement, and needle insertion using the �uoro CT
guided procedure (left images) and the camera augmented mobile C-arm system (middle
images). The image overlay of X-ray image and the real time video image facilitate
instrument guidance (right images).

the individual duration of each phase was measured in seconds extracted o�ine from the
recorded videos.

The overall duration was signi�cantly longer using the camera augmented mobile C-
arm system. The average duration was 13:14 [min] for the camera augmented mobile
C-arm compared to 4:11 [min] using the CT �uoro procedure. Since the cement �lling
procedure was not performed within the �uoro CT procedure, this phase was excluded
from the camera augmented mobile C-arm procedure resulting in 8:48 [min]. This is still
signi�cantly higher compared to the �uoro CT guided procedure. This is mainly caused
by the instrument insertion phase through multiple orbital rotations of the C-arm that is
needed to acquire lateral X-ray images for insertion depth control. The system setup and
target identi�cation phase is similar in both procedures. Since the �uoro CT procedure is
performed frequently in clinical routine, also the learning curve has to be considered that
results in a longer insertion time using newly introduced systems. The radiation showed a
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considerable reduction using the camera augmented mobile C-arm system compared to the
�uoro CT guided procedure. Within the experiment it was hard to quantify and compare
the applied radiation dose between the CT scanner and the C-arm system. Therefore,
we will integrate an external dose estimation device into the evaluation process for the
upcoming clinical trials.

Finally, the accuracy of the placement was measured. An observer, not involved in the
surgery simulations and thus without a priori knowledge about the operative technique,
evaluated the placement based on postinterventional CT scans. The clinical classi�cation
was performed according to three groups de�ned by Arand et al. [6]. Since the proposed
scale is for pedicle screws, we slightly modi�ed it for the classi�cation of the canula
position within the pedicle. Group A is classi�ed by central screw positions without any
perforation in any direction. Group B is classi�ed by lateral, medial, caudal and cranial
perforation smaller than the depth of thread of the screw. In our case, for canula insertion,
we choose the perforation to be smaller than the needle thickness. Group C originally
classify the screws with a perforation larger than the depth of thread of the screw. We
used a perforation larger than the canula thickness as measurement criteria for the group
C classi�cation.

In two of the �ve experiments using the camera augmented mobile C-arm system there
was a medial perforation of the pedicle, three pedicles were placed perfectly. The medial
perforation was caused by an undetected motion of the patient anatomy that we could
observe in the videos using the work�ow analysis tool. An online detection of markers
that are simultaneously visible in the video and the X-ray image was integrated after
these experiments to detect any misalignment or motion during the procedure.

Within the �uoro CT guided procedure similar placement accuracy was observed.
The experiment four showed medial perforation of the pedicle and in experiment �ve the
surgeon required a second attempt to place the needle within an acceptable position.

#1 #2 #3 #4 #5
overall duration 15:00 20:10 17:00 9:15 14:46
overall radiation 0.4 0.2 0.4 0.1 0.5
setup time 2:31 0.38 0:20 0:45 2:33
insertion time 8:05 14:32 13:00 5:30 5:11
�lling time 4:24 5:00 3:40 3:00 7:02
setup radiation 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1
insertion radiation 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.1 0.2
�lling radiation 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2
placement category A A A B B

Table 5.8: Vertebroplasty experiment using the camera augmented mobile C-arm system
on �ve foam embedded spine phantoms (L1). Time in minutes:seconds, radiation in
radiation minutes, placement category according to Arand et al. [7].
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#1 #2 #3 #4 #5
overall duration 3:30 5:25 4:45 3:05 4:09
patient positioning time 0:54 1:00 0:30 0:35 0:30
insertion time 2:36 4:25 4:15 2:35 3:39
placement category A A A B A (2nd try)

Table 5.9: Vertebroplasty experiment using the �uoro CT guided procedure. Time in
minutes:seconds, radiation in radiation minutes, placement category according to Arand
et al. [7].

5.3.5 Discussion of the Analysis of the Simulated Procedure

The simulated procedure is a �rst step towards reference based assessment of the entire
procedure. On the one side, the simulation allows a comparison of the overall surgical
procedure here in terms of duration and applied radiation dose. On the other side it allows
to assess the phases of a surgery independently. Most preclinical evaluations only consider
the assessment of the navigated phase. This however can lead to a biased result ignoring
in�uences of the newly introduced system into other phases of the surgery (e.g. initial-
ization and system setup). The here proposed method requires to assess the parameters
independent from the used technology. In this case it was not entirely possible to compare
the applied radiation dose, since no independent device measuring the radiation in the
CT scanner and C-arm was used. The simulation showed however the potential of the
new application in the reduction of the radiation dose, as well as its current limitations
resulting in an increased duration.
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CHAPTER 6

Discussion and Conclusion

Everything should be made as simple as possible,
but not simpler.

Albert Einstein (1879-1955)

6.1 Discussion

In the past several image guided surgery systems found their way into the operating room.
Even more projects are currently under investigation within promising research activities
that have not yet found their way into a clinically applicable system.

The process of assessing the technical system parameters and the conduction of preclin-
ical phantom and cadaver experiments is often a tedious process. A concept for rigorous
assessment of new image guided surgery systems is the key for success to turn inventions
into innovations. Three reasons could be identi�ed within the scope of this thesis for the
di�cult transformation of research prototypes (i.e. system used in the laboratory setup in
preclinical tests) to clinical prototypes (i.e. system used within the real scenario on real
patients):

1. Systems are often speci�ed without implicit knowledge of system architecture and
composition, but only using explicit knowledge from experienced engineers and re-
searchers. There is a clear lack of modeling formalisms and design patterns for
building and engineering image guided surgery systems.

2. Systems are often speci�ed by engineers, but not in close collaboration with the
medical end user. This creates beautiful technical solutions, but is in general not a
physician centered design. Furthermore, these solutions do in general not smoothly
integrate into the clinical work�ow.
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3. Systems are hard to assess since it is challenging to establish a reliable ground
truth. Before the introduction of a system into the routine patient treatment it is
almost impossible to derive its behavior in real conditions. It is an ethical question
how mature a system has to be for its introduction in the operating room. This is
especially critical with radical new innovations.

In the following subsections these three reasons will be discussed in details. The novel
systems introduced within this thesis will be used as examples.

6.1.1 Towards the Creation of System Models

Image guided surgery systems and their components have been described in di�erent
surveys in terms of underlying technologies and application domains e.g. in [131, 183,
184, 263]. All of them identify as the major components of an image guided surgery
system the images, tracking systems, and the human computer interaction. However,
no model for the connectivity of the components is provided. This is to a large extent
dependent on the experience of the researcher and the application engineer.

In �gure 6.1 I introduce a �rst draft of a new notation to relate all components involved
in a image guided surgery system. The central component in the proposed diagram is the
medical navigation system. Each navigation system consists of a minimum of one medical
information entity, a minimum of one technical information entity, and a minimum of one
human computer interaction device. In general a magnitude of each of these entities is
involved in a single navigation system. The relationships between these components are
based on algorithms from the �elds of image processing, image registration, temporal
and spatial registration procedures, extraction of relevant information from the entire
knowledgebase of surgical cases and patient speci�c data. This notation and its novel
use to model and represent image guided surgery systems is proposed, motivated by the
functionality of Uni�ed Modeling Language (UML) class diagrams [201], a well known
formal modeling language for the design and development of object oriented software
[40, 103]. It is supposed to represent a generic approach to any navigation solutions in
di�erent clinical application domains. Instantiations of the model could visualize patterns
and connectivities of the system components and algorithms.

The class diagram in uni�ed modeling language describes di�erent objects and com-
ponents. Also their relationships in terms of role and magnitude are modeled. All com-
ponents and methods of a image guided surgery system are modeled as classes and their
relationship speci�ed using di�erent relationship patterns. In the follow paragraphs the
basic entities of the model will be explained:

Class: A class is represented by a box (cf. �gure 6.2). In the case of image guided
surgery systems all general components and algorithms are represented as classes and the
speci�c component and algorithms of a system by an instance of this class. A stereotype
can de�ne the category of the class or its instance. A class and its instances can contain
functions and attributes.
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Figure 6.1: Class Diagram showing the components of an image guided surgery system
and their relationship.

Composition: A composition is a relationship between two classes or their instances
depicted by a black diamond (cf. �gure 6.3). This means that the class with the diamond
attached is composed of the other class. The numbers indicate the magnitude of their
involvement. 1 indicates that exactly one instance is involved, 1 . . . ∗ indicates that a
minimum of one instance of this object is involved, and 0 . . . ∗ or ∗ indicates that any
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+performRegistration()
-Transformation

«algorithm»
Registration

+acquireData()
-data

«component»
ImagingData

NavigationSystem MedicalInformationEntity

1 1..*

MentalModelSurgicalModelImageAtlas

ModelData

Figure 6.2: Classes for Registration with the stereotype algorithm and for ImagingData
with the stereotype component. The classes have associated attributes and operations.
− indicates attributes, + indicates methods associated with the class.

number of instances is optionally involved.

+performRegistration()
-Transformation

«algorithm»
Registration

+acquireData()
-data

«component»
ImagingData

NavigationSystem MedicalInformationEntity

1 1..*

MentalModelSurgicalModelImageAtlas

ModelData

Figure 6.3: The black diamond indicates a composition. The NavigationSystem is com-
posed of MedicalInformationEntities. The number indicates that there is a minimum of
one MedicalInformationEntity involved and exactly one NavigationSystem.

Inheritance: Inheritance is a concept in the uni�ed modeling language depicted by a
triangular arrowhead (cf. �gure 6.4). The parent class is indicated with the arrowhead.
The child classes are re�nements of the concepts of the parent class implementing speci�c
additional attributes and operations, reimplementing or adopt existing ones.

+performRegistration()
-Transformation

«algorithm»
Registration

+acquireData()
-data

«component»
ImagingData

NavigationSystem MedicalInformationEntity

1 1..*

MentalModelSurgicalModelImageAtlas

ModelData

Figure 6.4: The triangular arrowhead indicates an inheritance relationship. The Mod-
elData is the superclass of ImageAtlas, SurgeryModel, and MentalModel. A child class
inherits the functionality and properties of a superclass and re�nes them.

Figure 6.1 uses this notation and proposes a formalism to describe a general naviga-
tion system. Every navigation system consists of a technical information entity, in most
systems in form of an optical tracking system. Other instances of spatial localization sys-
tem or tracking systems can be electromagnetic tracking (EMT) or medical image data,
like catheters tracked in a �uoroscopic image using techniques of visual servoing. All of
these localization entities have common and device speci�c attributes and functions. The
navigation system also consists of at least one medical information entity. In general there
are multiple medical information entities involved. Examples for medical information en-
tities are preprocessed imaging data of the patient, biosignals of the patient, or models
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of anatomy and physiology, as well as models of the medical procedure and the clinical
case. Finally, the navigation system consists of at least one human computer interaction
concept. In a very basic version this is simply a monitor representing the medical imaging
data and the spatial relationship between tools and patient anatomy. More complex sce-
narios implement sophisticated ways of information representation and interaction, both
in advanced hardware and software. One example for advanced software concepts is the
integration of the medical work�ow in order to represent the required and relevant infor-
mation [107, 169]. An example for advanced hardware and software concepts is the use of
in-situ visualization techniques in order to present the information smoothly integrated
into the current clinical procedure [238, 240].

An exemplary instance of the model is created for the camera augmented mobile C-arm
system (cf. �gure 6.5). The core componenets of the camera augmented mobile C-arm
system are the Image Overlay, the Video Image, the X-ray image, the Visualization Mon-
itor, and the Control Monitor. Attached markers visible in X-ray (PatientSensorXray)
and video (PatientSensorVideo) image are used for a Plausibility Check and detect any
patient or C-arm motion resulting in an incorrect Image Overlay.

CameraAugmentedMobileCarm

PlausibilityCheck

1

1..*

11..*

PatientSensorVideo

PatientSensorXray

SpatialRegistration

1
0..*

1
*

Xray

MarkerExtractionXray

ControlMonitor

1

1

1

1..*

1

0..* 1

1..*

ModelVertebroplastyProcedure
TransformedXrayImage

ImageOverlay

*

*

VisualizationMonitor

1

1

1

1..*

VideoImage MarkerExtractionVideo

10..*

1

1

1*

Touchscreen

1

*

1

0..*

1

*

1

*

Figure 6.5: The system model of the camera augmented mobile C-arm system.

Another examplary instance of the model is created for the head mounted display
based in-situ visualization system (cf. �gure 6.6). The model shows the increased com-
plexity compared to the model of the camera augmented mobile C-arm system. The
In-Situ Visualization System is composed of two localization systems, the external op-
tical Tracking System and the Head Mounted Tracking Camera. A Tracking Reference
Frame establishes a common reference frame between the two localization systems. The
images of two video cameras (Video Camera Right and Video Camera Left) are visualized
in the head mounted display. The head mounted display provides a Volume Rendered or
Slice Rendered visalization of the Registered Medical Imaging Data. Finally the models
could be used to derive the complexity of the systems and derive design patterns for
engineering suitable solutions based on approved concepts.
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InSituVisualizationSystem

PatientTarget

1
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InstrumentTarget

PointBasedRegistration

VideoImageRight

MarkerExtractionCT HeadMountedDisplay
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TrackingSystem
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VideoImageLeft
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VolumeRendering

1
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CT Data

TemporalRegistration
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1 1

ReferenceFrame

1
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Figure 6.6: The system model of the head mounted display based in-situ visualization
system.

6.1.2 Towards the Integration of Surgical Models and Online
Phase Detection in the Clinical Work�ow

In addition to the missing modelling methods for image guided surgery systems in the
existing reviews, they do not consider incorporating models of the surgery and the clinical
work�ow. These tasks remain in most image guided surgery systems subject to the mental
model of the physician, her/his experience, and his/her explicit knowledge about proce-
dure speci�c information. Chapter 1.3 provided a short overview of the state-of-the art
in medical work�ow acquisition and analysis. The ideas and methods to use the acquired
information of the medical work�ow and surgical models for the design of image guided
surgery systems and novel user interfaces is a �rst step towards more appropriate image
guided surgery system for the optimal execution of complex surgical tasks [107, 169].
In addition, the online detection of phases in the surgical work�ow e.g. [31] has further
impact on the design and development of more intuitive solutions. Thus, information
required at distinct phases during a surgery can be fully automatically retrieved and pre-
sented in the right form in order to complete the surgical task. This will enable context
sensitive user interfaces that enhance the surgical process smoothly.

One example will be the head mounted display based augmented reality system that
could propose di�erent visualization methods depending on the phase in the work�ow.
Following the model of Dubois et al. [48, 49] the change in the visualization could also
controlled by the distance of the surgical tool to the target location. Depending on this
distance the images in the head mounted display could change from an in-situ visualization
mode that gives a good overview and intuitive feedback towards a slice based navigation
for �ne navigation. The usage of this application speci�c knowledge will enable smart
interfaces for surgical navigation.
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6.1.3 Towards Standardized Preclinical Assessment of Image
Guided Surgery Systems

Finally, the last identi�ed reason for di�cult transformation of research prototypes into
clinical solutions is the lack of structured methods to assess image guided surgery systems.
In section 5.3 a reference based method for preclinical assessment of image guided surgery
systems was introduced. A complete preclinical evaluation of image guided surgery sys-
tems comprises the evaluation of the technical system parameters and its performance in
simulated procedures within ex-vivo phantom studies and in-vivo animal studies. A �rst
attempt was performed for the camera augmented mobile C-arm system in order to com-
pare it to the clinical state-of-the-art vertebroplasty procedure performed under CT �uoro
control. Standard assessment protocols and procedures will facilitate the creation of the
required documentation for patient insurance, ethical approval, and certi�cation. This
will enable that systems can �nd their way easier into the operating room while ensuring
the safety for patients that are within �rst clinical trials. There are many requirements
de�ned for certi�cation and conformity of image guided surgery systems. However, these
requirements do not propose a methodology and a practical solution how to establish
these requirements.
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Figure 6.7: Augmentation of CT data onto my foot. Improved visualization with a ray-
casting technique including focus and context visualization as originally proposed by [124]
and color based hand occlusion detection that runs with 30fps. Image courtesy of Oliver
Kutter.

6.2 Conclusion

Within my thesis I introduced two entirely novel concepts for image guided surgery cus-
tomized for applications in spinal surgery.
The �rst system is based on a video see-through head mounted display for in-situ visu-
alization. Initial cadaver experiments showed a failure of standard medical augmented
visualization techniques. Using the results of this preliminary experiments, as well as ob-
servations and analysis of real surgical procedures, and extensive discussions with trauma
surgeons, a new concept for visualization was developed. Based on standard slice render-
ing concepts, a hybrid interface was developed that combines the intuitiveness of in-situ
visualization with the accuracy of standard multiplanar reconstructed slice viewing. Ini-
tial tests showed that the hybrid interface is a promising alternative for visualization in
image guided surgery, however the technical complexity of the system setup, including
radically new devices, here the head mounted display, will slow down its introduction
within the operation theatre. To completely integrate this new system into the operation
room, the technology needs maturity and rigorous assessment. We are currently inves-
tigating further concepts for visualization including real time occlusion detection of real
and virtual objects (cf. �gure 6.7). Also the improvement of the technical setup, weight
and handling of the device, as well as its smart integration into the clinical work�ow have
to be incorporated. Models of intervention e.g. [107] in combination with online phase
detection during the intervention e.g. [31] will introduce the possibility to implicitly show
the so far explicitly used knowledge and data. In general in-situ visualization based on
head mounted displays proposes an intuitive and promising approach to enhance image
guided interventions, however it needs maturity, reduction of system complexity for the
end user, and further development towards application speci�c requirements derived from
work�ow analysis and models of surgery to �nd its way into the operating room.

The second system is also based on augmented reality technologies. The system ex-
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tends a mobile C-arm by a video camera and provides an image overlay of X-ray and
the real time video image. The overlay is realized by construction of the device without
further patient registration. This system shows promising results reducing radiation expo-
sure in everyday clinical routine for patients and surgical sta�. The system was extended
to meet the application speci�c requirements for spinal surgery. Further analysis of the
surgical work�ow and the creation of models of surgery could further facilitate the inte-
gration of the system into the operation room. Through their preclinical evaluation the
di�erent extensions showed that they will provide tools to augment the current clinical
state-of-the-art procedures.

In order to assess and compare new image guided surgery systems, up to my knowledge,
there is no standard method available. In section 5.3, I propose a novel methodology for
assessment of image guided surgery system based on the currently used surgical procedure
as reference. Designing simulated procedures and a detailed analysis of the work�ow
of the simulated surgical procedure using the standard, clinically used method and the
newly proposed image guided surgery system provides a better understanding of the
bene�ts and drawbacks of novel systems. This will support the design and conduction of
structured in-vivo animal and patient studies. Furthermore, it could propose a formalism
to generate documentation to support the patient insurance within clinical trials and
certi�cation regulations. The camera augmented mobile C-arm system as well as the
head mounted display based augmented reality visualization system could bene�t from
these methodology and easier �nd its way into clinical applications.

The contribution of the thesis are two novel systems and a newly developed method-
ology to assess them. Thus, there exist two more research prototypes with promising
preclinical results in order to achieve the ultimate goal to improve everyday clinical rou-
tines for better treatment of the patient. Both new systems do not yet have the maturity
for their clinical introduction. However, patient trials are scheduled for the camera aug-
mented mobile C-arm system.
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APPENDIX A

Glossary

Anterior: The front of the body i.e. where the face is (cf. �gure A.1(b)).

DICOM standard: Standard used for storage and communication of medical imaging
data http://medical.nema.org/.

Dorsal: The back of a human body(cf. �gure A.1(b)).

Iatrogenic Trauma: Trauma caused during an invasive procedure i.e. through the
access path or treatment of a target region.

Lateral: The side of the body. A lateral X-ray image is refered to as an image taken
from the side of the patient showing the sagittal plane (cf. �gure A.1).

Medial: Is used to de�ne a point in the centre of the organism or the direction towards
the center (cf. �gure A.1(a)).

Percutaneous: Access to the patient done via needle-puncture of the skin.

Sagittal: Is the plane that divides the body into left and right part (cf. �gure A.1(b)).

Ventral: The abdominal front (belly) of a human body (cf. �gure A.1(b)).
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Glossary

(a) Coronal view. (b) Sagittal view.

Figure A.1: Anatomical terms of locations and directions.
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APPENDIX C

Abstracts of Major Publications not Discussed in the Dissertation

Real-time Fusion of Ultrasound and Gamma Probe for Navigated
Localization of Liver Metastases

Thomas Wendler, Marco Feuerstein, Joerg Traub, Tobias Lasser, Jakob Vogel,
Farhad Daghighian, Sibylle I. Ziegler, and Nassir Navab

Liver metastases are an advanced stage of several types of cancer, usually treated with
surgery. Intra-operative localization of these lesions is currently facilitated by intra-
operative ultrasound (IOUS) and palpation, yielding a high rate of false positives due
to benign abnormal regions. In this paper we present the integration of functional nuclear
information from a gamma probe with IOUS, to provide a synchronized, real-time visu-
alization that facilitates the detection of active metastases intra-operatively. We evaluate
the system in an ex-vivo setup employing a group of physicians and medical technicians
and show that the addition of functional imaging improves the accuracy of localizing
and identifying malignant and benign lesions signi�cantly. Furthermore we are able to
demonstrate that the inclusion of an advanced, augmented visualization provides more
reliability and con�dence on classifying these lesions.

Fiducial-Free Registration Procedure for Navigated Bronchoscopy

Tassilo Klein, Joerg Traub, Hubert Hautmann, Alireza Ahmadian, and Nassir
Navab

Navigated bronchoscopy has been developed by various groups within the last decades.
Systems based on CT data and electromagnetic tracking enable the visualization of the
position and orientation of the bronchoscope, forceps, and biopsy tools within CT data.
Therefore reg- istration between the tracking space and the CT volume is required. Stan-
dard procedures are based on point-based registration methods that require selecting
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corresponding natural landmarks in both coordinate systems by the examiner. We de-
veloped a novel algorithm for a fully automatic registration procedure in navigated bron-
choscopy based on the trajectory recorded during routine examination of the airways at
the beginning of an intervention. The proposed system provides advantages in terms of
an unchanged medical work�ow and high accuracy. We compared the novel method with
point-based and ICP-based registration. Experiments demonstrate that the novel method
transforms up to 97% of tracking points inside the segmented airways, which was the best
performance compared to the other methods.

Towards intra-operative 3D nuclear imaging: reconstruction of 3D
radioactive distributions using tracked gamma probes

Thomas Wendler, Alexander Hartl, Tobias Lasser, Joerg Traub, Farhad
Daghighian, Sibylle I. Ziegler, and Nassir Navab

Nuclear medicine imaging modalities assist commonly in surgical guidance given their
functional nature. However, when used in the operating room they present limita-
tions. Pre-operative tomographic 3D imaging can only serve as a vague guidance intra-
operatively, due to movement, deformation and changes in anatomy since the time of
imaging, while standard intra-operative nuclear measurements are limited to 1D or (in
some cases) 2D images with no depth information. To resolve this problem we propose
the synchronized acquisition of position, orientation and readings of gamma probes intra-
operatively to reconstruct a 3D activity volume. In contrast to conventional emission
tomography, here, in a �rst proof-of-concept, the reconstruction succeeds without requir-
ing symmetry in the positions and angles of acquisition, which allows greater �exibility.
We present our results in phantom experiments for sentinel node lymph node localization.
The results indicate that 3D intra-operative nuclear images can be generated in such a
setup up to an accuracy equivalent to conventional SPECT systems. This technology has
the potential to advance standard procedures towards intra-operative 3D nuclear imaging
and o�ers a novel approach for robust and precise localization of functional information
to facilitate less invasive, image-guided surgery.

Optimal port placement and enhanced guidance in robotically as-
sisted cardiac surgery

Robert Bauernschmitt, Marco Feuerstein, Joerg Traub, Eva U. Schirmbeck,
Gurdrun Klinker, Rüdiger Lange

Background: Optimal port placement and enhanced guidance in robotically assisted car-
diac surgery is required to improve preoperative planning and intraoperative navigation.
Methods: O�ine optimal port placement is planned on a three-dimensional virtual re-
construction of the patient's computed tomography scan. Using this data, an accurate in
vivo port placement can be performed, which is achieved by augmented reality techniques
superimposing virtual models of the thorax and the teleoperator arms on top of the real
worldview.
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Results: A new system incorporating both port placement planning and intraoperative
navigation in robotically assisted minimally invasive heart surgery was established to aid
the operative work�ow. A signi�cant reduction of operation time by improved planning
and intraoperative support is anticipated. Conclusions: The enhanced intraoperative
orientation possibilities may lead to further decrease in operation time and have the con-
tinuing ability to improve quality.
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